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HOULTON SILVER
BLACK FOX COMPANY
The Houlton Silver Black Fox
Company lias been organized at Houl
ton, for the purpose of breeding,
raising and dealing in silver black
loxes and other fur-bearing animals,
Monday filed a certificate of incorpor
ation at the Department of State.
The capital stock is placed at $50.000, all of which is common stock;
nothing paid in; par value, $100;
shares subscribed, three. The directors
are Thomas S. Dickinson, president;
Charles W. Starkey, treasurer, and
Leroy B. French, clerk, all of Houl
ton.
For a number of years, these
gentlemen have owned and conducted
...
„
,
a "tarni”
where they have
farm
been
raising foxes, the pen being in the
rear of the slaughter house on
Pleasant street.

IMPORTANT CHANGE
O F B . 4 A . TRAINS

C. C. Clark shipped last Friday to
|Norfolk, Va., one of his Taber farm
H
m
| [wagons. Tile concern to whom it was
iC t& T
o p 0 K 6 'shipped w&s the J. L. Roper Lumber
j Co. and was for *se on their 10,000
acre farm.
Mr. J. W. Sli«arer, farm managewas in Arostook last fall on business
and being in The market for heavy
On account of the absolute necessity
A large audience greeted Mr. Veter wagons for farm use, he investijpited
\ representative gathering of promi Wliiting J,. Butler, Farmington; F.
of conserving bituminous coal in every
Collins of Massachusetts on ffunday :
various tfrtUkes and finally decided nent business men assembled at th - E. Guernsey, Dover; Guy F. Dunton.
possible way. train No. 1. now leaving
evening »t the H igbSchool Auditorium
the Taber farm wagon, and the chamber -of Commerce rooms at Ban- Portland; Frank B. Nichols, Bath;
Bangor at 2.50 A. M., Northern Maine
where he spoke for two hoars on a w d e r which 'Was shipped last week was gor PI) Wednesday evening for he F. B.Cignoux, Portland;
Roy
I.
Jet. 3. 30 A. AI. arriving Van Buren
Skowhegan;
Alfred
K.
subject of vital Interest to this the flrst ®fa n order of a considerable annual meeting of the Maine Auto Marston,
12.15 P. M., and train No. 8 now leavAmes. Macltias; Arthur R. Could.
eoimtir.
j number to go forward later.
mobile Assn.
.
..
_
.
Presque
Isle;
E.
N.
Hamlin.
Milo;
Van Buren at 2.50 P. M. arriving
The pleasure at hearing'this gifted > Ever slnce Mr- clark acquired the
There were in all 160 present and
s
Northern Maine Jet. at 11.31 P. At..
W. ('.
apeahttr was arranged through the j rights to'ftianufacture this team wagon representing every section of the slat -, Joint A. Peters. Ellsworth;
Bangor 11.55 P. M. will be annulled
efforts of H o lt o n Council K. of C. :^e kas always maintained the high showing in a measure the inteiv-t Marble, Rangeley; P. W. Hall, Green
until further notice and train No. 3
-and t o them ffle thanks/of the public ' Krade ‘Stock and workmanship which taken in this organization which is ville; Charles H. Fogg, Houlton:
established a reputation ‘for it that Working in the interest of better roads Forrest H. Colby. Bingham: Robert
will be extended through to Van Bureu
a rt due.
J.
Peacock,
Luboc;
Wilfred
A.
and
train No. 4 will start from Van
all over the state.
ttr. CoUte* has bmn an wftive Intak«s Ut sell wherever shown
meeting
Hennessy.
Bangor;
Walter
B,
Parker,
Buren
at 10.10 A. M.
POWERFUL
BOOM
MAINE
There
was
more
to
this
Worker for anany years in the cause
than a banquet. The M. A. A. stands Portland; John C. Scates, Westbrook;
The
Van
Buren-Boston sleeping car
'Of 8oeial Reform and Christian DORIS KEANE, AMERICAN
ORGANIZATION FORMED
rr-,1. i •
. .
„
,
. .
will be attached to train No. 3 and
for something more than banquets. Hiram W. Ricker. Poland.
Democracy. ‘His wa#k for the cause
step forward ever taken .
_
,
ACTRESS, SCORED SUCCESS When it stages a session of any sorf A meeting of the directors will be i 1 he biggest
^ . .
. , .
..
. leave Boston at 9.00 P. M. and run
»ef social sfcform aai the advancement
by any state toward bringing city and
TT ^
w
i
. .
,
to Houlton only, returning on train
IN LONDON there is something behind it. if you called shortly. At this meeting the country
‘ Of the Htterest and welfare of the
people together m one central!,.......................... . _
6 . _
’WorklPfflien was gjtebially blamed by! Probably no Amernian actress, not have question on this point cogitate Isteps for completeing incorporation busin(,ss organization for the promo- N' 4 having Houlton at 1.40 P. 11
Hi» Hollnees Pope PiUs the TWnth.
|<even excepting Laureate Taylor, has on this. The budget of the organi-1 and the election of officers will
tion of mutual interests, was con- and be attache ! to Maine Central train,
H la RffKOits have always been for leaped to such an assured position with zation provides for an expenditure j taken. It is expected that Hon. H. clu(led at Ban
Wednesday after- leaving Bango- at 8.00 P. M.
English
playgoers
in
recent
years
as
of
$15,000
the
next
year
for
the
bet-j
W.
Ricker
will
he
president
of
the
Schedule of trains other than thosp
•aonstHaeUye service, and bis flife has
noon, Dec. 3d, when the State Board
shown
above will run as shown in
been devoted tat this work. He is a Jtas Doris Keane who is known in terment of conditions in the State j corpration.
of Trade, in a special meeting, voted
| Among the speakers wi re Hon. Leon .
.
,
«
«
*
!
public
timetable
with the exception
emririltent and untiring advocate o f Houlton, having visited here at and education of people in the mat, ._
........................
to accept the recommendation of its; „
,
'
•
.
,
.
...
.. 1of trains Nos. 1 and 8 running between
ter of good roads and care of the F. Higgins, representing Gov. Milliken. „. . .
tie cause of tihe workers, and has fdifferent times,
„ ,
.
„ officials, and amalgamate
with the ; „
“ “ lUB
devbted years of his life to fighting
Miss Keane, acocoupained by Basil same.
; Paul D. Sargent ( hiet Engineer of state A g r ic u ltu r a l__
**
and
Industrial Ban^or and Van Buren are disAn important event of the meeting j the State Highway Depr., President
tlm rM iD n ’ (greatest enemy—SocteU- Sydney, her English husband, has
League into one body to be known as continued for the present.
arrived once more on these shores after , of Wednesday night was the vote to Gulnac of the Bangor Chamber o f,
The change of time will be a great
the State Chamber of Commerce and
organization,
in-j Commerce, Mayor Woodman, Hon. C.
blow
to the business of Houlton from,
Tim Mbjsdt of his lectwre “ What's an absence of nearly five and a half incorporate the
! Agricultural League.
points
on the B. & A. west of Houl
ffUMIf With the World'* vms discussdd years.In that period she playedEdward stead of continuing it as a volunteer Al. Robinson of the Connecticut High
So far as this paper is aware, no
from its every angle. He shewed Sheldon's Romance, for nearly three association. A board of directors of way Dept., H. E. Breed of New York ! other state in the Union now has one ton as people wishing to stop in town
eooctaeively that the various “teens” solid years at the Duke of York’s and 37 of the most prominent workers in State, a consulting engineer of high j central business organization acting as must stay over night, there being
(advocated by Socialist, DeMhevistBand the Lyric in London; and made a i the good roads cause of Maine was |standing, a.'l of whom spoke of the a state-wide clearing house for ^the ■on*^ 40 minutes between the arrival
*stber radical leaders were wrong and place for herself on the English stage i selected and these gentlemen will i need of good roads and the different best interests of its manufacturing and and departure of these trains.
1tfcfct the leaders themettves did not which will enable :her to go on play- i look after the details of the incor- Jtypes of construction from a practical commercial industries, its agriculture,
Doubtless the management of th »
ing almost anything she wants to -poration and election of officers. This i standpoint.
eemprehend wbat they advocated.
B. & A. are doing the best they can
its consumers, and its labor.
vote was unanimous.
Col. W. D. Sohier, who was at the
la all of the various codes /oft the for any number of years to come.
The machinery for securing proper for all concerned, but that does not
Miss Keane, after playing Romance
The speaking program of this head of the .Massachusetts highway
■many radical mavemeats, he dhowed
action for each and all interests in the ! e_P Noulton 8 ca8e any*
Iran authentic records* Hint none had for two years in this Country, went [ meeting w’as one of the best which commission gave a most interesting State of Maine is as follows: an In
Representatives of the Honltoa
; aar aas* for religion te tany form and abroad in the early Summer of 1914. the association has offered its mem-j address, and spoke in part as follows' dustrial, a Commercial, an Agricul- Merchants Assn, and Chamber of Com. i h
i
w
xm
t ; merce took the matter up with Bangof
he said that when a nation* or a She made her .first London appearance bers. There were prominent good i “ l very much doubt if the gentle-i
or’ aiK a
ome
re^ 0 i on p riday ^ut there was not verV
eeauaaalty denied the "Word of'God, in Romance at the Duke of York’s roads men from three states. Con- ,aea here present, or the citizens o f ; u^a ’ tl
M aine generally, realize at all what a rate, each composed of sixteen memwas not very;
necticut, Massachusetts and New wonderful task your Highway Com-; bers one from each county.
they were lost and that the remedy ' Theatre.
|much encouragement given for leaving
With the exception of two brief ab- York. Each discussed the good road missioners and your Engineer, Mr.
' tint must he applied for the disease
The chairman of each Directorate, ! N' 8 on and takinS off No. 4.
from a different angle and Sargent, have actually accmplished
tint is sweeping tie country, must sences due to illness, Miss Keane acted Imatter v.+
v*ii
t u i - durine the last fewr vears
together with the President, the ViceTlie*r reasons were under the plaa
In from an educational and Christian Romance contteuoudly until August of told what had been accomplished in
ine ldStl.
yea^ '
V,
-j . c,
*
, „
above were, that two crews could /it*
-.onn
*
,,
,,
,
Do you realize the difficulties, the President, Secretary and Treasurer, ,
’
u crews couia ao
standpoint.
1918. By that time some 1,300 consecu- their owm states. It was all veiT in- c,on8tant.!y in<.reasing costs of labor;form an Executive Council, which Is to ' the work* the other
way requiring
Mr. Oolllns Is an orator of the tive perfonnances had been given—a j teresting and while, at
times,
it j and materials, the imposibility many l dirfi(.t the work Qf the organization ! three crews. The connections on tha
highest order and his fanilllaiity with world’s record for a serious play, and might Itave seemed that some of the j times of getting laborers, the govern-,
M
,
infcrest ' branches at different points, etc.
far away from the figure now be- speakers were in conflict careful , ,lieat embargo on many materials you
•
•
' Under the new arrangement it takM
his subject showed Itetrt behas made not
.
, .
,
®
.
.. ... . 4
,
/ had planned to use like cement, tars has representation on the Executive
me new arrangement it ta te f
a long study of tie conditions that teg set in London by Chu Chin Chow, analysis oi their talk showed that and oils thp car shortagei etc.?
Council which becomes a bona fide eitber all day to go to Boston or half
are now rampart.
For Miss Keane the feat was a re-, their disagreements were on minor!
‘And yet in spite of all these a l-: ciearjnK house for all state-wide pro- a day and a ni« ht'
However this was not done o f their
Nobody that heard Wm could in any remarkable one. It will be remembered details, and that they vrere together j most insurmountable difficulties which ;
Cavallini is not only a role call-; upon the big problems.
.happened and nearly stopped road ; ecTs for the good of any or all
way he sorry, as 11s address was a that
,
,i
„
...
, building all over the country, see what i interests.
,u ’
uruugni aooui oy m e
treat in every way.
teg tor frequent and tiring emotional; Maine men familiar with the needs ■has been a(.complished.
T he perfecting of this new- and it ! coal strike’ and il is h<>Ped that the
During the evening musical selec outbursts, but that-the character is on , and conditions of this
State also - i n my State during 11 years of
should nrovp nmvprfni m-iraniration 1shortage will soon be over and when
1
. .
it is, doubtless the old schedule will
tions were given by Bryson'S Orchestra the stage daring ^radically the entire j talked briefly, but to the point, so service the cost of building a mile o f
,
/L
® ., ....
.. .
f . * ....
.
..
.
- ji State highwav has at least doubled it will come at a particularly auspicious w
ma scneauie wilt
y, , 7
aoumeu. 11
, be resumed
With two beautiful vocil sblos by play* When finally it was wthdrawn that this annual meeting can be sa id ,01 , " f
^
.
' ._ , ,
A
. .
.
.
we built nearly the same class and time. It is planned to have the work:
' PHI Dempsy that added much to the Londoners were still flocking to it. and to have been a a c c e s s in every way. ;
.a(,tPI. of road that we formerly i in f„n swln„ by January 19’ 0 Maine's
The B* & A- R- R- itself has coat
enjoyment of the program .
there Is but small doubt that it could
During the afternoon directors of built.
! centennial Cear and with such a con- , enou^h to last them for some time.
have run another year.
the M. A. A., met at the Bangor
“ But ■
we don't bund the saime class ! J
forehanded, but other roads
When Owen Nrnes withdrew from House to discuss matters of const'' ,ind
ought not to. The
'
which have not a surplus will under
GRANGE NOTES v
.
„
, _ ,
,
. . .
. . . .
traffic has increased ten-fold.
The resenting all interests in the state, a
“ dve Ilut a surPius. win unaer
Aroostook and Penobscot Union the cast at the-end'of the second year, quence to the organization. At this ' roads we used to build would be en- powerful medium would be available ! the ru,in& &et Part of the B. A A.
for arousimr state widp intprpm in the 8UPP»yPomona Orange, met With Houlton Basil Sydney entered the cast. Sydney session a number of reports of com- tirely inadequate today.
“ We have to build our roads, wider, : Ior drouslnS state-wide interest in tne
had been making a great name for mittees and officers were received,
(Orange on Thursday, Dec. 4.
•stronger, with better foundations. We Centennial, and for enlisting the supIn a letter received from the B. &
by his performance as Oswald These showed the association to be in
The following officer* /for 1920 were himself
.
„
....
,_
„
....
, .
must prevent them from being de- port of all sections and interests.
A' mana&ement Saturday, they said
in Ghosts. He and Miss Keane v,ere an excellent condition and in a posi- str0yed by the tremendous number of
The scope for progress of this reallv tbat
tbe coa* situation continued
relected and installed:
married just m-ior to the end of the run tion to continue the good work in automobiles that use them, and now '
G
that a new schedule would be arrangMaster, P. E. Bubeor, Monticello
which it is engaged. This meeting 011 t(>P ()I that comes the motor truck .
‘
ed taking in all the trains but on
■Overseer, S. L. Leavitt, Island Falls of Romance.
-j
»rnm
ariiimiK; liKtmi f .mn o
r. 4r
constantly increasing in numbers and ,s almost limitless. Since it is the
ains, but on a^By way of Testing from tne aiduous <iasieci trom .>..>0 to
. weight,
. , and, traveling at a very con- ,,
. . .tie-up ,body
, of. all
,, the
,, Chambers
.
count
orranva a
a
Lecturer, Maud JeuhJns, Litteton
in
State
VUU,1L of
U1 the
uie shnrf
»nori nr»tir>o
notice to
to arrange
Steward W. L. Scribner, Houlton
labors of Romance Miss Keane then
The directors thoroughly canvassed siderable speed.
of commerce and Boards of Trade as schedule‘ the above arrangement was
v Asst. Steward, Royal Libby, Amity. produced Avery Hopwood’s Nobody's tho proporitiou of incorporation. » * |i / i V V ^ W ^ n ^ r i e ^ r ^
:
ho«»e for all other '■*" « “ » «>“ M I * * *
Also It may be
Chap. J. R. Barton, Houlton
Widow. Her popularity with London pros and cona were gone over and it ™
t" eapenVSeirtt if Sot ■interests. It can put into effect a unito
train No. 4 leave
’ Treas. Ira J. Porter, Houlton
playgoers gave ft a »-month run. and was voted to unanimously recommend
as
as „:e spent fled program for State development. Hou|t°n at :: p. m. or later.
H wqo
TlrvoT <ihp
•t/row nmhitiniK
it
was than
then that
*he-grew
ambitious (bat tbe step i_.....i
be takenn ___________
and Hon $
Sec.,' S. P. Archibald, Monticello
'The'avt.mge cost of a mile of State ! pa" K *'h,ch
he *uwl*n«d to each
•*“ '» ' Car
‘ ® Caribou
(Gate Keeper, Will Crosby, Littleton and essayed Juliet, with Mr. Sydney p rank u. Marshall of Portland was
highway was about $10,000. Today cer- respective interest, so that all will pull Mr chas H Pogg
instructed to prepare the necessary
Pomona, Lester Bubar, Monticello as her Romeo.
Secy. Chamber of Commerce
The present trip to this Country is resolutions to be presented at the tainly on a main line where any con- together for the big objects.
' Ceres. Mrs. F. L. Leavitt, island Falls
siderable amount of grading or drainThe high character of the men beHoulton. Maine
’ Flora, Mrs. J. R. Batton, Houlton in the nature of a Visit rather than a meeting.
age was necessary, it would be nearer bjnd this organization can be judged Dear Mr Foee
t
^
uedI
The
,.h a l o f
n .,. $35.mill or $40,0(1!) a mile. Even at that . .
: Lady Asst.' Steward. 'Nina Libby home-coming, for there is no doubt
following list ot the officers
j ain mucb obliged for your favor
Amity that Miss Keane will look to London a(.„,(| as „ osts for |h[, 0,.(.asi0a all(| we must question how many years they from
\ill withstand large numbers of heavy of
two bodies which have amal- of tbe 9th with reference to change of
for
most
of
her
artistic
future.
Her
'Houlton Orange will hold a regvlar
turned over their spacious quarters motor truck with heavy loads travel- gamated:
train service. I have just arranged to
meeting on Saturday, Dec. 13 at 10.30. flrst step here will be to do Romance for association as headquarters. The ing at considerable speed, unless both
State
Board
of
Trade,
James
Q.
Gulhave a passenger coach attached to
chamber had
a larso
large (’ori)s
(>orps ot
()t- weight
and
speed
are
T ile Third and Fourth Degrees will for the movies and in the Spring of local
local cnamoer
nad a
. ..
..
*t
. ^ limited.
.
*
, nac Ban&ror Prpsidpnt * R \T RIrticI- <•* *■ c • i*a a
. T __
^
the
year
it
is
possible
that
she
will
reniembprs
nrespnt
to
ass}sf
in
pntf.r
Consider
what
has
been
done
m
,.
•
angoj,
tresident,
E.
Al.
Bland
fast
freight tram No. 57 from Houlton
be conferred at the morning session, ....................... ...........
..
i.......r
i
niemr,ers
present
to
assist
in
enteiVour
State
durimr
the
last
few
vears.
m
g
.
Bangor,
Secretary;
Henry
A.
Free.
pu-iim,,
u
„
..u
__/,
«play In New York for a b rief' t .
' , ,
. . ,
f.
your State during the last few years, ing. Bangor. Secretary; Henry A. Free. to Caribou, leaving Houlton at 6.25
'by the degree team, assisted by the vive the ^
y
tainment and to supply information, in spite ot the worst conditions ever Lewiston. Treasurer; and Morris L. p aj fn flr,,nnimnrf„ to
..
Auxiliary and Tableaux gitls.
period. Some time during the Summer A( , Jarter afler „ „ O.c|ock th(. M known.
slngg „ elfa)t Henry T Hooper Port
„
° dctommodaIe the traveling
sister
ha*
J
1
•
rt00PerBori
publlc
between
those
points
during
"1 know, because my
In the afternoon the <offlcers for ; she will return to England.
A. A. to the strains of a lively march
,
a house at Northeast Harbor and we land. L. N. Littlehale, Rockland, P. A. the emergency.
1920 will be elected.
--------------------by 1 ullen s orchestra, marched to tho baV(. motmed down there over the Olinto, Bath, Executive Council; and.
We will probably know in a few
A good attendance is desired as
JOS. J. MAKRIOTT
big. banquet hall on the third floor roads every year tor ten years or more, as Vice-Presidents, all the Presidents
day-s
whether there is going to be any
Important business will come before
Many were the expressions of regret where dinner was served.
“ When we began to go there, your of the chambers of Commerce and
change in the existing conditions and
-tils meeting.
on Friday last, when news was
when the banquetwas ended lhe a),ad'" parr” t
Uwllren*1/ 1roatls ^'they Hoanls
Trade of Maine
if there are no indications of any
Ladies please bring baskets for
received in Houlton of the death of
first business to betaken up was were bog holes or snake tracks. They
State Agricultural and Industrial change for the better we will begin
Joseph J. Marriott, for many years
t*)at °* incorporation of the asso- wen- almost impassable. Anyone who League:
Silas B. Adams. Portland. working on a new timetable as I have
Ricker
of IV
drov,‘ a n,(,t(,rwn/zy
«*v«‘n wlH>n
110,11 h(1
Boston
to ' p
rt,side,lt
- Charles
F ,,ldSgFlaee Portland
\
a MCVVyou. which d
iation. Hon. Hl1. W
n
.
iti(
kei
ot
10
ror11.jnd
arrived
*
n
sT
1(ltat’
(lld,les
*•
Portland, already
promised
proprietor of the Snell House.
will giveland Spring. president
ELKS OBSERVE
of
the
esident ol th«* asso- jp,von(j tb< ri what was said wasn’t
d' Thompson. South China. Leslie our patrons somewhat
iimproved
Mr. Marriott was 54 years of age ciation, called the meeting to
MEMORIAL SUNDAY
In accordance with a tenect (Of -the j and came to Houlton in
and »explained the a< tion ot
th«* 4 motors taking a short trip in Maine. Rockland. Waldo Pettengill, Rumford,
You have probably noticed by the
not many years ago, that had 3 of thr Vice-Presidents; and F'enton Tomlin«rgantzation, Houlton Lodge B. P. O. ! having purchased the Snell
board of direictors at the aft*
papers that the reduction in train
1 cars disabled in spite of the most
m on .Sunday observed with proper j which he conducted until 191:
session in endorsin g a proposit ion to careful driving, and the other car was son‘ °rtland Acting Treasurer.
^service in the Midale West is much
Teapect, its annual Lodge of Sorrow ! he retired, still making his home change the organization from a vol- shipped ba ■!< to Beverly over the railThe election of officers for the new more drastic than in New England,
untary association to a corporation, roa-i.
In honor of Its departed dead.
: in Houlton.
oreanization will take plaee immedithe Middle West the cut made was
"The
A s Interesting program was carried
He left here in November with Mrs, He then recognized Hon. Frank I)
had a dei'iKh";;;, rM<,'ld” wn,'v la n,A«! :a,e,y ' " ,on il,e " ,eeltnB ,OKether of six' 33 percent; In New England7t” is only
kedldes the always impressive L*_
_ ___________
Marriott,
goinga.1___________________1
to North Adams Marshall of Portland, who offered gusta and back via. Rockland. and teen ^Presentatives from each of the 10 percent.
ritualistic service.
resolutions to this effect. These- weri pint lit ally every mile was a
very merging bodies, one representative
Very truly yours,
A very large number of Invited; where they were visitlnB
to adopted and then, upon moth.,,
f comtortable road to ride over except from each county for each organizaPERCY R. TODD
geeets were present.
going south, where they intended to Hon. Charles S. Hiehborn of Augusia. a •‘^rhi 11 *V/f1*i1^ -iiill aU^a^ cm^'di/h -1 tk)n‘ When these representatives meet
General Manager
The address by Chaplain A. J. Croft locate.
a committee consisting of Mr. Hick- in so tvw years ' " ^ d( *0111p ls 11 (l ; thcy will have before them recommenwas one o f the very best ever given. ^ jew weeks before
as nmirmun.
chairman. rraim
F'rank u.
I). .viarsnau
Marshall
“ Wo have
dutions irom
from me
the unainners
Chambers ot
of comComare leaving Houlton horn us
"\vo
nave been building State high- nations
Portland. Hon. Taber D. Bailey of ways in Massachusetts for 27 years, merce and Boards of Trade of each HOME FOR SALVATION
In this town. For an hour he held Mr Marriott took a severe cold from
Bangor, Hon. Jasper Wyman of ' (,u lnve only just started, but see ' county, naming two men for each of
the close attention of his hearers
,
ARMY ASSURED
recovered, when he . ..... ..
wbat \ou have already.
,
which he had not rec
M 4 all were hurry when the time came
Millbridge,
Hon.Frank A. Peabody ot
. 11-bnt
.
, .
the five Directorates. One of these
t « •
' *rrL
1»1.Iff .of♦
The sum of $1500 which the comrhink
what lUl,,
this means t.........
to you
A
-----to close.
*
left town‘ and after arrlval in Mass- houlton and Alton C.Wheelm of and to your state in trade, in i n - ' " 1 *ben *,e elected for each Directo- niitte were endeavoring to raise to add
The records o f thelodge show that achusetts he did not gain
very j South Paris, was named bv the creased land values, in the develop- rate from each county.
to the $4500 on hand> wtth which
of
during thepastyear 8members have : materially and complications
arose president to nominate a board
S ' w wood..
^ ' r V 'Valuations
S r i o n l will double in ! true
« '»
« *will
« “ . s„hqrrihpdthe proposition has been
and
state-wide representation and
crossed the fre a t beyond, making a |wLicli caused his death.
directors of 37 persons,
very many places in a few years, as
_
suosenoea.
total of 63 deceased brothers since i He was very prominent in the
This committee reported the tol- they have in very many places with P,ac0 in office the men desired by the
Tbe officials from Boston will be in
the organization o f the lodge.
musical circles of the towm, being lowing list of names. Tin
reports us. Building will double;
summer , respective local interests, at the same town this week and the Cary block on
Order of exercises:
blessed with a beautifu1 voice, as well were adopted and the gentlemen population will double.
.time giving the central organization a , Court street will be transferred to the
Music
Orchestra j as being a violinist of much talent, elected directors. William D.
Pena u toiZ n 'rrimSanUlVe ^ Ma," e ° ” the voi(‘e in se,ect,n« its D^ectors.
Salvation Army, and used for a home.
8010
(Selected) an(j always gave of his services freely nell, Lewiston; D. W. Hoegg. Jr., Cape
Houlton has reason to be proud at
“ Formerly no one motored to
Mr. Phil Dempsey
and cheerfully. He was a Past Flxalted , Elizabeth; David Talbot, Rockland;
tlAiMAljAW—I*11LH
her patriotic citizens who contributed
Maine a second time, and most peo
Opening Lodge o f Sorrow
Ruler of Houlton Lodge B. P. O. E. and ; Clarence A. Powers, F'ort Fairfield; ple, after inquiries, knew too much
The many Houlton friends of Miss to this worthy cause, and in this case
Music
Orchestra Gf the order. He was also a member Charles S. Hiehborn, Augusta; Walter to start. They stayed in Massachu- j , „ Hanaean of this town w'ill be the money will remain in town and
|H
...
Jr
80I0—"The Vacant Chair”
of the Masonic orded.
G. Morse, Rumford; H. C. Buzzell, setts or went to Connecticut, New|Ly(lla Hanagan ot tnis town will be
Hampshire
or
Vermont,
thousands
of
i
interested
to
know
of
her
marriage
on
*
*
Mrs. J. H. Brooks
He leaves to mourn his loss besides Belfast; Charles A. Hill, Belgrade
these contributions from the moral
daiiy
! Nov. 29 to Chester J.
Flitch of
jtjddress
a wife, two daughters, Mrs. Holsworth Lakes; A. Q. Miller, Auburn; Joseph carsRealize
welfare which this organization will
w-hat this means. Tw-elve !
Chaplain A. J. Croft
°* Allston, Miss Grace and son Harold 1W. Simpson, York Harbor; Ernest F\ hundred and sixty-nine miles of road Kentucky,
exert.
Orchestra bo^
wbom hftve been in the south ; Clason, Lisbon Falls; De Forest H. improved in six years, and such years,
Mrs. Fitch has held a position as
Mask
for some time, the latter since his ; Perkins, Portland; Guy P. Gannett, too.
Mrs. G. A. Hall Jr.. Mrs. A. K.
(Selected)
M o
“ And maintenance—the one most secretary to Congressman Rouse in Stetson, Mrs. H. L. Chadwick. Mrs.
discharge from the service. To those ; Augusta; Perley Ripley, South Paris;
Mr. Phil Dempsey
who remain the sympathy of the Dr. E. B. Sanger, Bangor; Harvey D. important thing of all, constant main Washington for the past year.
J. R. Harvey and Mrs. P. E. McGfcry
tenance.
Ctostog Lodge of Sorrow
Her many friends will extend were in Bridgewater Saturday, the,
community is extended in their great IGranville, Parsonsfield; Jasper Wyman
Benediction
loss.
jMillbridge; W. C. Conary, Bucksport;
(Continued on page 6)
congratulations.
guests of Mrs. A. M. Stackpole.
-n»
U h IB S

Uafcr Auspices ef Local
Council, K. of C.

Was the Most Interesting in the History of AssociationHeld in Bangor

Temporary Schedule Arrang
ed Until Result of Coal
Shortage is Decided
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TWO

! connecting a food producing district
UNIVERSAL TRAINING
! endeavored to maintain a standard
Same Effect.
, with the railroad adds to the cost of
It Gene. . ■ I erslung is right and ; that would bring to it oi^ly young men
"There
go
two intoxicated mem.
living, and tends (o discourage th<* who shall : ay that he. is no!? v' i. t'w h o really wished to acquire the best
Where
do
you
suppose they got liquor
farming industry.
more conclusive answer could there he Jof higher educations, and who, when
As a result of the showing that has to the protestations ot the pacifists : they announced they were graduates to make them so violent?”
“ It isn’t liquor; they’re arguing
been made of tin* economy of good and the opposition generally to uuiver-' of the famous Brunswick institution,
about
the League of Nations.
roads, many farmers in that state are sal training. For preparedness means j bec ause of its known excellence,
contributing out of their own pockets either a tremendous standing army would be given preference over other
Subscription Tn U. S. $1.50 per year THE COMMUNITY'S DEBT
|
U. S. R. R .^AD M IN ISTR A TIO N
TO THE SCHOOLS sums ranging from $500 to $1000 to or universal training for a limited pe- candidates for positions in life. This I
1b advance as required by law; in
Director General of Railroads
! help the work along. They believe pod; long enough, however, to provide splendid policy inaugurated by the I
ClMMuU $2.<»ij in advance.
Fifty, perhaps twenty-five years
the good roatl adds that value to their j the Country with an available civilian late President William DeWitt Hyde BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
Single copies five cents
■ago, people were discussing the debt
farms. When the people everywhere : force capable of being converted quick- is now being ably carried on by |
TIM E T A B L E
which the school owed to the comlearn to look at the road question in ^ly into an effective army. The only President Kenneth C. M. Sills.
Advertising rates based upon guaran
Corrected to September 29, 1919
j munity. It was not an uncommon
teed circulation.
that light, the present tax on food theory upon whilh such preparedness
Trains Daily Except Sunday
thing for a bragging tax payer to
From H OULTON
production caused by the miserable can he opposed is that we are to have LOYALTY TO YOUR HOME TOWN
8.28 a. m.— For Fort Fairfield. Caribou
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton |boast of the fact that the teachers of condition of the majority of country no more use for armies; that all the
and Van Burea.
the schools were indebted to him for
It takes a lot of psychology to 9.23Limestone
for circulation at second-class
a. m .— For Bangor. Portland and
roads, will have been removed.
wars have been fought and that peace
their
daily
bread—to
make
even
the
postal rates.
One interesting result of the Ne- ^*s *° reign throughout the world here- promote Home Town Feeling and civic 11.30Boston.
a. m.— For Ashland, St. Francis, Ft.
teachers feel that they were paid
Kent, Washburn, PresQuc 1 ^ , Tan
All Subscriptions are DI8CONTIN- j their wages mainly thru the charity braska experiments, was the showing alter. Of all of which we have no j loyalty. You may argue about it and
Buren, via Squa Pan and Hapteten.
USD when more than 3 months in ar> of the community in which they that earth roads can he successfully assurance whatever. Even our one-j show the excellent reasons for it, 1.40 p. m.— For Dover Sc, Floxoaoft, Qc^eaville, Bangor, Portland and Baotbo.
rears.
taught. The schools in the small ; built for 30 cents a square yard, thus j time Pacifist secretary of war has and then you may not be able to 6.26 p. m .— For Bangor. Portland and
demonstrating
that
the
back
roads
(
warned
us
to
be
prepared
for
emergenBoston, Buffet Sleeping Car C&rtbou
towns and villages were rude struc- :
sway the crowd to do anything. But
to Boston.
,
himself the advocate of an
8.02 p. m .— For Fort Fairfield, Tan Buren
tures with no conveniences. The peo- can he built without incurring a ‘ c *es an(l
A VALUABLE AS8ET
some one else may come along with a
pie would have considered it a sin-;prohibitive cost for expensive material .»™.v «1 hall a m lllon men.
Due H OULTON
The generosity of people in Houl....„„ ______ „ wwiQ„„ ^and construction.
without laying too much stress “ Come on, boys,” and by the simple 8.19 a. m.— From Boston. Portland, Ban
gor. Buffet Sleeping Car Bnston to
toa who are Interested in the moral ful waste of money to put in modern
labor costs, the more : uP°n the opinions of this latter day contagion of enthusiasm, stir up the
Caribou.
welfare have the assurance that the improvements, such as scientific lab-; The more labor costs, the more
9.19 a. m .— From Van Buren, Caribou. Ft.
oratories, gymnasiums and special v o -1necessary good roads become. In the ; <*J>nver
° Preparedness, it must be whole town to do something big.
Fairfield.
efforts of those endeavoring to raise
Even in the cities j days when farm help was abundant o oar to near^y everyone that having
After all, personal enthusiasm is 12.58 p. m .— From Boston, Portland, B an
suflclent funds to be used for the catlonal courses.
had our lesson in unpreparedness, w<
gor, Greenville, Dover Sc Foxcroft.
purchase of a building as a home for Jwhen these things were granted, it j and cheap, it did not make so much j shall he guilty of greater folly than i the biggest factor. Hope and faith are 2.54 p. m .— From St. Francis. Ft. Kent.
Van
Buren, Washburn. Presque Isle,
was
usually
with
the
air
of
humoring
'
difference
if
the
farm
hand
took
all
contagious. The man who sees big
tho local corps of the Salvation Army,
via Squa Pan.
we committed prior to 1917 if we do!
day
to
truck
material
to
the
railroad
6.21
p.
m
.— From Van Buren, Limestone
|a few foolish dreamers.
things ahead for his home town, and
hare been successful.
now fail to act upon the lessons the !
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
But how these ideas have changed station that should go in half that
who
goes
ahead
with
confidence
and
7.59 p. m.— From Boston, Portland, B an 
war has taught 11s.
No Institution in the United States
in the past few years! A good shcool time over hard roads. But when farm
courage, rarely fails to accomplish
gor.
can compare with this organization,
Time tables giving complete informa.
big things.
is a live wire in any community. They help is so scarce and high priced, it
in the work which they are doing and
tion may be obtained at ticket offices
becomes
necessary
to
have
the
best
BOWDOIN’S
RECORD
have a greater connection with the
The people of Houlton believe in it GEO M. H O U G H TO N , General Passenger
the main reason 4rhy there have not
outside world than almost any other facilities for transportation.
Maim* is proud of Bowdoin College's and are willing to work for it, if Agent, Bangor, Me.
hooa larger things done in Houlton is
unit in the community and their spirit
wonderful record of noted graduates aetive people will take the lead and
<ni account of the lack of equipment
A USE FOR LONG EVENINGS
1s more widely felt. If that spirit is
and of its high standing among the organize public efforts. Every time;
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
lor doing the work. With the purchase
a boosting spirit the results are sureducation
institutions
of
the
Country.
you
speak
with
confidence
and
affeetai
Daylight
saving
is
in
winter
quar
the Cary building on Court street. j
After graduation the stu- ters. The season of long evenings is It is particularly pleased to hear the j tion and appreciation of your home
the local corps will have a building |Pns ng
JOHN 0 . WILLEY, D. 0 .
|dents go their various ways- some here. Work in the garden, outdoor announcement that this year's at- town, every time you do something
equipped to carry on the work of .this
osteopath
j to college or professional schools
rides before twilight deepens are out tendance is the largest in its history. |to make it a still better and finer
organization in a very practical way.
Bowdoin has never attempted to he a , place, you help promote that enthu- Graduate American School of OetMpathy'
corps
|some
to
farm
or
otherwise
make
their
of
(jatP
until
Spring
There are apartments for the
Mo.
j living in other communities. If they A good use for this gift of time and large college hut has bent its energies siasm which is the most essential Suite 10-11Kirksville,
commander to live in, a large
New Masonic BuMdtog
go with a spirit to boost their home indoor hours is to revive the practice toward being a good one. ft has element in Home Town Feeling.
where Sleeping accommodations can be j
Phone
Hour* 9 to 12— 2 to 5
town what a tremendous advantage it once almost universal, of reading aloud
provided for those desiring it. A
H OULTON, M AINE
is for that town. Think of. the peo in the family circle. Those now of
room on the ground floor suitable for
ple they will meet who are perhaps middle age or older, remember the
holding their meetings, a large room
looking for just such a town. And the pleasure and profit of such evenings
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
tor use as a reading and recreation
teachers, what of them? They are in their youth, and regret the n o t i c e OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
room, and four bowling alleys and a
to h a v e th e b o w e ls m o v e .
It is
constantly changing their positions, able discontinuance o ’ this bench, ial
129 Main St. Houlton, M«.
well equipped heating plant in the
and if you have treated them as you custom.
m o r e im p o rta n t to p e rsu a d e liver,
basement. A11 of these advantages,
should and they see that your town
under the supervision of the Army
k id n ey s, sk in , a n d b o w e ls t o a c t in
The great number of popular period
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
is a live and growing thing they are
will mean not only a great benefit
icals. the enlargement of the daily
h a r m o n y a n d a g a in st s elf-p oison 
Corner Pleasant Street and
not going to keep still about it when
to the transient men who will use it,
newspapers in scope and in number
Highland Are.
they go to another community
to
in g. B E E C H A M ’S P IL L S a c t fa v o r a b ly u p on
but It will have a tendency to im
of pages, the continuous availability
teach. Neither will they keep still
prove the moral welfare of the town,
of the motor car and the movies hav“
all o r g a n s c o n c e r n e d in fo o d -d ig e s tio n a n d
DR. L ?. HUGHES
if the 'opposite condition is true.
and be a valuable asset to the town
resulted in a neglect of good literature,
w a ste -e lim in a tio n ; th ey r e m o v e ca u ses
This is only one of the advantages
current and standard. This is not well,
as a place to live in.
! Ransford W. Shaw Seth S. Thornton
of good schools -and we might say a
as w ell as reliev e s y m p to m s .
for good literature is a great educa
minor one. Think of the good citizens
SHAW & THORNTON
tor, and :: friend, once made, that
SOLID FOR AROOSTOOK
your school gives you. Think how it
ne’.er fails or dies.
ATTORNEYS
Had the readers of the TIMES been builds up your young people’s civic
For generations there was no more'
Prompt attention to all business
.present at the annual meeting of the pride how it teaches them
right
Houlton,
Main*
Maine Automobile Association
in thinking and right living. And i: G truly American scene than Ihe famil
family
Probate matters have Special
Bangor last week, they would have only bv right thinking and right living iar and frequent iy picture
Largest Sale o f any M edic in e in the W o r ld .
nine laic.o. read
Attention
noticed a great deal of difference in that we can ever hope to achieve sue group around the
i
i:
^
.
;
■
:
11!
(
■
f
>
m
m
i
t
;
i
i!
g
t
<
Sold
by
druggists
throughout the world. In boxes, lO c ., 2 5 c .
o-g
,1.
the attitude of the b u sin ess men of cess for ourselves or for our town or
■ isest in literature, noth
that section toward Aroostook county, for our country. ’Don’t gr >w "car;1 memo y
DR. F. 0 . 0RCUTT
cse. Today it may be
her roads and her resources.
Vhelled" toward the bh's'drigs ef ;> poetry :
D E N T IS T
old-fashioned to
do
hut
The change in sentiment, or the ex good school in your community, for 'Onsider
M
■a ■o.n wi. i< h e;, a well be re
Fogg Block
pression of that sentiment was very thev ere many and varied.
ived ang < at inm-il. Whv not in this
noticeable at this meeting last week,
>ey make a
<•:’ some of the evening
WHAT GOOD ROADS SAVE
due entirely to the knowledge gained
CF W. B. R0BEN
Fresh, rich, full-flavored tea
hnip-s
of
11:
<
■
n
■
. t few months even at
The .' fate engineer of Nebra -ka h.
by. these gentlemen in their auto
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
■lie : , ;■i :i•■ i f more obvious and e\
— the same every time
mobile trip to Aroostook in September been conducting an exclusive campai;
Suite 22, Mansur Block
' : big ! liiii’-’ -'
K-pwially will ihe . ■11 j ]
for
good
roads
and
lie
gi\r
son
last, as member:’, of the Bang' r
Tel.
156
Houlton, Maine
■ ’ ■ ’ ■ < .' i h • i l O M
> ! ' ! O J - O h ; t il W *' h v
Chamber of Commerce, for us they a'd Il remarkable results of t< str c. i
say, “ the sights we saw, the roads ■orvnoiny.
FREDERICK (L VOSE, D C
tin
It bus ! v >:n shown, be ‘ owl.: th t i
we traveled over, the towns and
'
null
a
ton
over
an
ordinary
e:
■
th
ica
CHIROPRACTOR
villages we passed through, told ir,
'
;
.
ill
■
a
[
'
■
'
\
>
1
tal;
•
..'.IS
pounds
of
iio.vcr.
■
d
i
a
■
h
•
Chiropractic Adjustments Remove the
more than we ever knew, and went
ovey a uuu adam road, t.ilr
d old at heart, they tan. t ! O !
t’ auso of Disc.*!
far beyond our expectations of the
pound
•
;
of
power;
over
n
gyu
■
t
;
:
•'•nth
and
i
a
i
a.
h
Suite
8-9
Mansur Block
Houlton
resources in the Garden of Maine.
\ von;]'
a
But most of all wen* we impressed rea l. ST to SI pounds of pow"i -iv a ' M e
n a1‘ tin
i I)i! it v
JOHN P. COSTELLO
with the great needs of the county over a pared road. 27 pounds of pew r pos.-ibiiity. and
S o ld o n l y in s e a le d p a c k a g e s
exists
it
becomes
It
is
easy
to
see
how
a
bad
road
a
duty.
for better roads. and: for the expendi
UNDERTAKER and LICENSED
ture of more State money for roads.”
ETM3ALMF.R
Aroostook County has some ardent
:-!oom 10 Mansur Blcck. Phone 51.- M
admirers in the city of Bangor, among
Res. 17 Elm St., Phone 381-M
them being Mayor Woodman, President
D a n g e ro u s drugs o r ton ics a re o f little use.
T hey m ay
Gulnae and Secretary Hennessv of the
r e l i e v e t h e p a in but d o n o t r e m o v e the cause.
The
Chamber of Commerce, while there
are scar ’ ” any towns in the state
h e lp that cou n ts m ost is nourishm ent.
but v/1 u conta;:i a linn- rs ot this
county. At this, meeting Hon. .las M.
Simpson. State Trea •ur .
'•'<> t* ! ’ <•.
the prospects win ■’
11
ahead ef h■-.• and ;he n ' ’ ei Co-m;
Roads to accomplish -thi
develop,
raent.
rich in purest Norwegian c o d -liv e r oil, feed s the w ea k en ed
One thing thi v (ovr. •
e >
n erves an d at the sam e tim e en rich es the b lo o d .
D o not
sured of and that D tr it sh-* h r
take n erve sedatives o r n e rv e stimulants, take S cott’s, If
many supporters for better real - v\'
^ is the standard to n ic -fo o d that puts strength in p la c e
over the state, and more espe :r,r.
in the city of Bangor for these
o f w eak n ess. B e cure it*& c o tt’s Emulsion,
gentlemen know what better roads
The exclusive rniAg of cod liver oil u«ed in Scott’s Emulsion iv. the famous
**8. & B. Process.’- •icuie in Norway mil refined in our own American
mean to us. and they certainly realize
laboratories. It is a 2-uarni)*"'- i f ourity and palutability unsurpassed.
that what helps Aroostook, helps
Scott & B o \ v : k :, Bloomfield. N. J .
19-30
them.
At the meeting in Bangor, there
were represented every section of the
state, and some of them traveled many
miles in order to be present, which
shows the enthusiasm that exists all
Big R oom y and C om fortable
o v e r the state.
A r e th e B u ick -B u ilt Bodies
From the remarks made by Mr.
F o r T h r e e F o u r F iv e and
Robinson of Connecticut. Mr. Breed of
S even Passengers
New York State and Col. Sohier or
Massachusetts, speakers at this meet
ing the automobile tourist business r
The frame work and sills are
Into Maine during the season of
1920 will be greater even than the
unprecedented truffle of 1910.
Established April 13. 1£60
We have good roads now, but this
ALL THE HOME NEWS
county
is determined to have better
Published every Wednesday morning
ones, and Bangor is going to help us
by the Times Publishing Co.
get them.
CHAS. H. FOGG, Pres. & Mgr.
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SCOITS EMULSION

The
Buick Built Body

Nervous? Restless at Night?
Ever Have Headaches?

,

,

How about your daily
cup of coffee?

S ic k

or

w e ll
T o feel well keep your liver active
Bad avoid irregular Habits which lead to
constipation or intestinal indigestion.
Don’t overload your stomach with indifsstible food, rich pastry, candy and
•caste which dq you no good and may
bine on biliousness or dyspepsia, leav- (
lag the traces in your face or complexion. ’
{Set all the outdoor exercise you can, get
four share of sleep,and you'will feel well
Andlook well all tne time.
But if your complexion is sallow, or
imply, if your eyes are
yellowish, from
try the above
, also try a
dose of “ L. P ."
-Atwood's Medicine after
•eating, and you will soon
antics the difference in
■your looks and feelings.
Safa and reliable. Small
B on. Large bottle, 50
costa at your dealer's.
L. F.
Medicine C o ,
I, Maine.

made entirely of selected oak
and ash with numerous wrought
iron and drop forged braces.
To this frame, which Hexes
slightly under strain, is secured
perfectly moulded sheet metal
covering which binds all to
gether and forms a basis for Hie
smooth, glossy finish.

Suppose you try a change to

InstantPostum
This delightful cereal beverage
possesses r fine coffee-like fla
vor, but has none of the harm
ful after-effects thru which
coffee so often prevents vigor
ous, red-blooded health. Costs
less, too.
Made by
Postum C ereal Com pany, Battle C reek, M ichigan
Sold by Grocers and General Stores.

,

Each frame and body are built
and finished in the B u ick
factory under the im m ense
advantages afforded by a highly
trained organization equipped
with the most modem body
building machinery.
WHEN BETTER AD TO M O BILES A R E B P IL T BP1CK W ILL B P ILD THEM

L. S. B ean,

Distributor for Aroostook County
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I Washington, but while the war wa<? ’ Hostess House and it has become the
! still in progress the signal officers, custom for the orchestra to stop playBY MEANS OF TREES i using tree-tops as antennae, read |ing immediately at the first strains of
One of the most remarkable discov |messages from ships at sea, from i the military band and the men and
eries of the war due to the experi |aviators in the sky, and from the great |women to leave their teacups and go
ments of Gen. Squiei, chief of the j ra(ji0 stations in South America and j to the nearest window to stand at
Mlgaal corps, is that trees can be used |Europe. As a result of this discovery, j salute. The German waiters decided
aw Instruments in the recipt and trans- Ithe lofty and costly towers which are , after the first time to join in the
natoaion of electrical messages, both |now used for the sending and receipt salute.
Uflegraph and telephone, both by wire |of radio messages will no longer be a j The V. W. C. A. has been requested
necessity. All that will be necessary is by the army to maintain the Hostess
■ad wireless.
“ Prom the moment an acorn is plant to drive a spike in a tree, attach a , House as a billeting place for Ameried In fertile soil,” to quote the words wire to the spike and run the wire to j can women welfare workers and as a
flf Gen. Squler himself, “ it becomes a a radio apparatus. The tree telegraph ; general gathering place for Americans
j
t lo c t o r * and a ‘receiver* of electro has been dubbed by Gen. Squier a for an indefinite period.
During the month of August alone i
magnetic waves, and the marvellous ‘floragraph.”
894 women were billeted in the Y. W.
properties of this receiver, through
i C. A. House, meals were served to 10,-!
agencies »t present entirely unknown
GERMAN WAITERS SALUTE
077 persons not including the fifty o r ;
-IP m , are such as to vitalise the acorn
STAR SPANGLED BANNER i so who daily take tea there nor the 1
p | to produce in Unsa the giant onto
Ifctfce power o f multiplylag plasit-cellh | German waiters have elected to join I2619 who have been served chocolate,
' l l may, indeed, tar celled an in* French, English and' American guests tea or ice cream in the evening as they
wnmparable ‘ampUfte*'''
M they stand* at salhte each afternoon |sat in the lounge listening to the music
Not only hare telephone converse* When the Star spangled Banner is j or as they drifted in between acts of
Gens, in which the voice is transmit playing In the square in front of the ! the opera-n ext door.
ted just as clearly as by the ordinary Y. W. C. A. Hostess House at Coblenz. ■ American, English and French
A battalion of the Eighth United [ women are now joining their husbands
metallic circuit telephone, been carried
en from tree to tree, up to a distance States Infantry stand at retreat at j who are permanently stationed in
hf three miles, in the outskirts of 4.30 each afternoon in front of the ICoblenz,

pac»

WIRELESS MESSAGES

*4

(Some in and
Tfolmay^ Sto o k
O f course you are planning to give -

Useful G ifts
If you trade at jBerman’s Christmas Shopping will be a plm siim , b o i l s lighten
ing the burden on your pocket book. Our Christmas stock o f useful gifts is now
spread out, and

CHRISTMAS WAISTS
Silk, Voile and
beautiful

Muslin,

styles.

many

A gift

any

woman would appreciate.

% EVO AN^

because of eco
nomical buying
you are assured
many a money
saving

DAINTY NECKWEAR
Lace Collars,

Collar and Cuff

Sets, Georgette Collars, Organ
die Collars.

value

_ B e sse s our splendid assortment of

Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts, etc.
/

%

for Ladies and Misses that are always appropriate for gift purposes, we have
stocked many novelties that will surely appeal to the prudent buyer

HOSIERY FOR LADIES

Hundreds [and (Hundreds^ and

Light and heavy weight Silk,
Lisle, Silk Fibre in black and
colors, many of which are pack

Christmas H andkerchiefs-

ed in Holiday boxes.

k

A nice gift

ways pleasing.

derful assortm ent........................................................

CHOOSE YOUR APRONS EARLY

W e have on display a splendid variety o f W o o l

— buy early for we cannot dupli
cate any of these as they are
sold out. We have aprons for
every occasion.

W o o l Scarf Sets for

Ladies, Misses and Children.

CLOVES
We have just reoeived a new
shipment of Gloves in black.
white and fancy c■olors- -also
special Fabric (Uoves in all
shades of Silk and C'ha-noisette

Hundreds of dealers who drove new Cleveland Sixes
from the factory in Cleveland to their home cities have
written the factory expressing their admiration and confi
dence in the car. What they a ll say is summed up in this
sentence from one of them, “ I can look any mania the lace
now and tell him the Cleveland is a regular automobile.”
A nd that’ s what the Cleveland
Six is— a regular automobile, an
unusual autom obile.
Hundreds o f Cleveland Sixes,
within the past four months,
have undergone long, gruelling,
cross country drives, with honor.
T h ey have passed over great
hill drives and long mountain
clim bs, plowed through mud and

Gift Furs
Fur Coats, Fur Sets and Single Fur Pieces at
prices that will challenge^com parison.

W h at

w ould m ake a nicer Christmas gift than a set
o f Furs

NOVELTY LEATHER GOODS

Our Christmas Stock is ready now , but you

Hand Bags, Purses, Collar boxes,

should com e as early as possible — Buying early

washouts and desert sands where
other cars stall and stop.
Its power and endurance have
already won the Cleveland an
enviable reputation.
This is
not surprising, for skill and sin
cerity are built into this car by
men w ho have contributed their
genius to the building up o f one
o f Am erica’ s finest quality cars.

H ere we have them in a won

Sweaters and Scarf Sets

colors and all styles.

A n Enviable Reputation
Already W o n

Vanity Cases, Writing Pads, etc.

means satisfaction all around

in a marvelous variety.

ERMAN
Cl o a k

I lv t Passenger Touring Car $1385.
Three Passenger Roadster $1385
(F. O. B. Factory)

St o r e

NO-59 MAIN ST«

CHANDLER MOTOR COMPANY OF MAINE
32 Preble Street, PORTLAND, MAINE

CLEVELAND A U T O M O B I L E

CO.,

CLEVELAND,

Houlton •Ma in e

OHIO

$1385

G ift B u y e rs are r e s p e c t f u l l y u rg e d to visit

V

© s a o o fc

i.

A ll Goods sold will be
Engraved by

“Little Store with the Big S t o c k ” at this Season |FoUrcompetent sale.-

Hand

men who take

Free and delivered in
B oxes.

Our showing of Diamonds, W atches, Jewelry and Novelties in all desirable

T w o Engravfert make

styles and qualities is sure to meet your highest approval and expectations

H andsom e
)

e

and assisting our cus
tomers in making their
selections

((During the times of High Prices and High Living Costs, the public is quick to recognize Fair Dealing and Fair
Prices such as are always found at O SG O O D ’S.

flO ur Goods have been bought for Strictly Cash and our

Customers receive the full benefit o f this foresight

N O PROFITEERING A T

O SG O O D ’S.

Bona Fide Discounts given to Clerks and W orking Girls— just mention what you work at|and we will allow

a

Special Discount without further question

Canadian Money accepted at Osgood’s without Discount
.............................................................. - ....... -

-

plea

sure in showing goods

Quick Service

✓

of

A dainty handkerchief is always desirable, al

Sweaters, W orsted 1Sweaters, Silk Sweaters, all
5*

Hundreds

B U Y - — — ------------------------------------------------------------------------—

Christmas Gifts o f Osgood, “The Accommodating Jeweler”
--------------------------------------------------------------------- —— H o u l t o n , M a i n e -----------------------------------------------------— -----------------M
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NOTED GEM CAME
FROM MEXICO
Mexican opals are likely soon to ap
pear plentifully on the market again,
taaamoch as mining for them has been
rammed in the districts whence jewelara obtained supplies before the war.
From that source we have been ac
customed to get most of our "Are"
opals, which are very beautiful and
brilliant, with flaming hues. This va
riety. however, is less highly esteemed
than the so-called “noble" opal, which
is whitish, translucent, and shot
through with gleams of all colors of
the rainbow.
Remarkably fine opals, many of them
"noble," are obtained from the neigh
borhood of Moscow, Idaho, where they
eeeur in beds of volcanic ashes. Ap
parently their material was deposited
by water, while the ashes were hot,
mesas of cold*cinder when broken
reveal the gem stones.
Opals are In certain respects al
together peculiar among gem stones,
and more interesting on that account.
Whereas other gems, such as the ruby,
the emerald and the sapphire, owe
their colors to mineral elements by
which the crystals are stained, the
brilliant tints of the opal are hue to
Its structure, ever so many minute
etneka reflecting light at different
angles from their edges.
An amethyst is quarts crystal stain
ed with manganese. Opal is quartz
crystal of another variety, containing
frem flve to 18 per cent of water. Both
are termed by the deposition of silica
from water, and it was in this way that
three molluscan shells transformed in
to opal, recently given to Havard
College, underwent their strange
metamorphosis. The shells were in a
rush; their limy material dissolved out
and was replaced, particle by particle,
with water-borne silica.
The most famous gem of the kind is
the Rope opal, formerly the property
ef Henry Philip Hope, a Dutch banker,
who owned the finest collection of pre
cious stones ever got together. He liq
uidated the national debt of Brazil,
and took his pay in diamonds, which
originally Inspired him with his hobby.
Among his treasures were the celebrat

ed Hope diamond and the largest |adventures of Sinbad the Sailor exexisitlng pearl, drop-shaped and weigh Ipress in fictional form the variety of
|their maritime experiences.
ing three ounces.
The Hope opal (now owned by an | One has only to glance at a map to
American millionaire) is believed to j see that the great trade route to Egypt
have come originally from Mexico, but 'and Palestine must have led through
in the 17th century it adorned a the strait of Bab-el-Mandeb, the gate
Persian shrine. It represents the sun of the Red sea directly past the Queen
—an object of worship in Persia—with of Sheba’s front door, so to speak. No
full face carved on its surface and rays wonder that her country was rich, own
supplied by an antique gold setting. ing and operating as it undoubtedly
Oval in shape, it is an inch in longest did. large fleets of cargo vessels that
carried much of the commerce of the
diameter.
A famous necklace of opals belong world.
Presumably the main object of her
ing to the Empress Josephine, and
later the property of the widowed visit to King Solomon was not. as she
Eugenia (who parted with it because politely said, to listen to his wisdom,
of a belief that it brought misfortune), but to improve trade relations with
is likewise owned by a wealthy Ameri that monarch’s country. The gold that
can. Its great central stone is called she brought came from Rhodesia in
South Africa from which source (as
the Burning of Troy.
is now deemed satisfactorily proved)
Soloman obtained the enormous quan
LITTLE IS KNOWN OF
tities of that precious metal which
THE QUEEN OF SHEBA the Bible describes him as possessing.
The Queen of Sheba paid her famous
visit to King Solomon about the year
950 B. C. She bestowed upon that mon
arch a huge dose of the crudest kind
of flattery (which he doubtless found
delightful), and also many gifts, chief
among which was half a ton of gold.
It is unfortunate that, barring the
brief mention in the Scriptures, history
has nothing to say about her what
ever. All that students of antiquity
have been able to find out is that her
kingdom, called Saba—Sheba being a
corruption of spelling—occupied the
southwest corner of Arabia. y
That Asiatic peninsula, nearly as
large as Continental Europe with Rus
sia left out, was at the abovementioned period a seat of high
civilization—on a par, it is believed,
with Babylonia and Egypt.
But,
strange to say, almost nothing is
known of its history. In Solomon’s
day it seems to have been divided into
four kingdoms, the richest and strong
est of which was Saba.
The Arabians in that epoch were
great traders, their ships voyaging to
ports of India, and beyond to China; or
following another route, down the east
coast of Africa and through the Mo
zambique Channel possibly as far as
the Cape of Good Hope. The seafaring

35 EXECUTIONS
IN ARMY IN WAR
The rights of every man in the army,
from private to general, are well de
fined and established by laws enact
ed by Congress, or by common law,
Maj.-Gen. Enoch Crowder, judge-ad
vocate-general of the army, declared
in his annual report.
Gen. Crowder made no specific refer
ence to the attack on his administra
tion of that office by former Brig-Gen.
Samuel T. Ansell, once his assistant,
but, in an appendix, gave detailed sta
tistics covering military courts-martial
tending to disprove the accusation of
severity.
Convictions 85 Per Cent.
During the last fiscal year 16,547 per
sons were tried before general courtsmartial and 85 per cent were convict

m
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A glimpse o f our m am moth display will start the ball o f suggestion rolling. W hat to give is easily and
inexpensively solved at that. D on ’t let another day pass without m aking acquaintance with the P E R R Y G IF T
STO R E .

Below we enumerate a [nation of the line we carry, isn't there
something lien1 to interest you?
Diamonds, Wrist Watches, (hit Glass. Sterling Silver and Plated
Ware, Gold Beads. Community Silver Neck Chains, Pendants.
Waldemar Chains, Fobs and Charms.
Cigarette
Cases,
“ La
Tausea’’ Pearl Necklace in Gift Boxes, Rings, Parlor and Man
tle Clocks, Cuff Links. Fountain Pens. Filins and Accessories.
Parasols in all Fancy Colors, Mahogany Serving Trays, Kodaks,
Ladies’ Hand Bags, Persian Ivory, Ladies’ and Gents’ Pocket
Books, Thompson’s Water Color Framed Pictures.
Our New Department— “ Haviland” Minton and Nippon China in
sets and odd pieces, “ Royal Doulton’’ and Pickard’s Hand Paint
ed China in a great variety. Glassware in dainty etched patterns,
also a full assortment of the old reliable English white ware.

It’s the N ational Farm Christmas
G if t ! B u y it for your friends—hang
it on their Christmas trees; stuff it
into their stockings. Let me be Santa
Claus for y o u ! Just give me your list
o f friends, and I ’ll do all the rest.

GBNTLE-

The Family Remedy
For external or internal use.
One trial will convince you.

ET Y our Christmas Store be P E R R Y ’S w here Q U A L IT Y reigns suprem e.
T he Christmas Gift selected
here carries with it the guarantee o f quality which will be im m ediately recogn ized by the recipient and
which is always essential to the satisfactory gift. The w hole store is in H oliday Dress.
T he m ost
superb stocks o f useful, practical gift m erchandise in its entire history. Let this store be your Christ
mas Store this Christmas.

72?e COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

COUNTRY

A New Code.
First Barber—“ That was a bad cat
you gave that old man while s h a r k *
him."
Second Barber—“ Oh, there's
a
reason for it. I’m courting his maifl,
and that cut will let her know that I
can meet her this evening."

Standard Liniment

Many young people, and older ones
too for that matter, take a very
strange attitude toward their work—
their “jobs” perhaps we should say.
In the first place, since those of us
who have to work for a living spend
the greater part of our lives at it,
our work should interest us, or our
lives will not interest us. Most of us

A- A*-

G ive the gift that lasts the whole year
through, the w elcom e w eekly jo y bringer, the every-Thursday reminder
o f your generosity and good taste . . .
I ’m talking about

have left all your positions v olu n ta ry
it looks a little strange to him
also he may not wish to hire
one who is likely to “jump his Jok"
at any minute. Then in the secoatf
place, if you change jobs so often,
you never give one job time eu<
to develop so that you can really
whether you like it or not. And
never give your employer time enoadb
to develop you. Though you may hare
the greatest faith in your own powere*.
he knows nothing about them, aafl
he’s not going to take your word, ffcr
it. You have got to show him hr
actual work what you can do, and that
you are able to fill a higher positiaa
and claim a higher wage, before ha
is going to give it to yon. So float
be in such a hurry to change. Q&t
an interesting Job and one lor whlefc
you are fitted and you won't waul Co
change.

S h op Em rltf' a n d & et th e

Hang it on the
Christinas
Tree

The fanner Is a hard man
to buy a present for
give himTHB COUNTRY
GBNTLBlfAN. You'd
like to give someone a
$1.50 novel—give him
five in THB COUNTRY
QBNTLBMAN 1 The man
who has a garden, the
woman who keeps chick
ens, the housekeeper, the
fruit-grower, the stockman—give 'em all THE

ed. Of the charges against officers Iare actually working at least eight
more than one-third comprised drunk : hours a day, and eight hours we spend
enness, absence without leave or
in sleep supposedly. That leaves us
conduct unbecoming an officer; in the
eight
hours to eat, tend to a few nec
case of enlisted men one-half of the
total charges recorded were
for essary things, and get what amuse
desertion, absence without leave, dis ment we can out of life, supposing that
obedience and sleeping on post.
we find our work uninteresting.
Th report made public for the first Knowing this, why is it that so many
time an official summary of the “capi
people take work simply for a job
tal” cases occurring in the army since
jand
they do not seem to care particApril 6, 1917, the beginning of the war
period.
j ularly whether it interests them or
Death penalties were adjudged in |not. It is merely a job, and they
165 cases from that date to June 30, ! look forward to closing time as if it
1919, and execution was consummated I
i meant a release from prison. Now
to 35 cases—10 in France and 25 in
the United States.
Murder was j there are plenty of jobs in the world,
charged in two of these cases, murder jobs to fit all kinds of people, and
and mutiny in 19, assault in 11 and you might just as well be enjoying
assault and murder in three.
those eight hours that you spend each
“ In no case,” according to the report
day working, as to have them drag
“ was a capital sentence for a purely
military offence carried into execu their slow and uninteresting way to
an end. Get a job that fits you and
tion.”
then keep it.
True happiness is not found in
This idea of changing jobs is a very
straining one’s strength, bruising wrong one but it is evidently quite
one’s hands, tearing one’s flesh to common. It is a poor policy to fol
reach some coveted goal away up on low for several reasons. In the first
the rocky mountain side. It is found place it is a poor recommendation to
in stopping now and then to pluck a any employer. Even though you may
flower that grows beside the upward
way. Today holds many beauties for
those who will stop a minute to an
alyze and enjoy them. Tomorrow they
may have fled away.

MAN. It will save your
nerves and your purse
and make your friends
more friendly. Write
down their names and
addresses and send them
to me with $1.00 for each
name. Your shopping
is then done! And on
Christmas morning each
friend will receive in
your name a beauti
ful card announcing this
most welcome gift.

A L L G O O D S P U R C H A SE D HERE E N G R A V E D FREE

D O Y O U R C H R IST M A S SH OPPIN G TODAY

J. D . PE R R Y

A. C. T O Z I E R
80 Pisrcs Ave.
Phona 827— 1

Houlton, Maine

Jeweler-Optometrist

A n authorised subscription representative of

Mlnai. ILIS

Hwtafiss'HomeJbarasi

The SaturdayEvecinglbtt

12 iwaw—$1.7S

52 i*A«-$2.00

M A RK ET SQU ARE

H O U LT O N , M A IN E

MraKei

oney

ShownL
A MERRY CHRISTMAS
W h ile wishing everybod y a “ M erry Christmas ” w e
idesire to call attention to the fact that Christmas Day is
just around the co m e r, and it is now high time to be con•idering what to give “ him” !
If the problem is a difficult one, com e here for relief.

G IF T S
for M E N

COME TO A MAN’S STORE FOR A MAN’S GIFT
W e ’ve excellent Suits. Overcoats and Raincoats. Hats and Caps of every
style. Handsome and Exclusive Neckwear. A fine showing of Bath Robes.
Mouse ('oats, Night Robes, Pajamas. Shirts, Gloves. Underwear. Hosiery.
Suspenders and many other items in Choice Haberdashery.
You'll not find another store in this vicinity showing so many appropriate
Christmas Gifts for Men and Boys. Our outfitting is exclusive and entirely
different. We've moderate prices with the best of values attached.

C O M E A N D SEE H O W W E L L W E C A N PLEASE Y O U W IT H A CH OICE A N D “ JU ST R IG H T ” C H R IST M A S G IFT F O R “ HIM
9
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CUMENCEAU'S VICTORY
AT POLLS ENDS PERIL OF
BOLSHEVISM IN FRANCE

opponents of that policy
advoci.t J ov 'Ia.Jieu
prepa r. J to : . ike ; reat
to Pro. L’ ent Yv Ison .a or
American aid.

are sc •; of
10W

> ! jt

a
is

living A .n;
to

;.

vV

GO^RKM ENT ClrHEK

t.,.

rA aa m
, to many coal

operators

in

1917, (their invested capital in 1917.

The

i William G. .McAdoo. former see. * i;y ; ran*° <;f ljrcfits was hi^her on caPital
DEFIES ALL XPES
1ve < ir <’ . Ucui;. ;, a :.
-^ '. ,
.
, .
i stock. In short, many c oal operators.
“he
g-i;
-rnment
now
assess:
obi
a n go * growing F . <i
° ' ( 1
y> (
ire( 1‘ ,l tuiti r ; g0t back their entire invested capital
-ks to the work of t1 Amen .
living .. uk .:... is
that fi not ;
:
-nn li
latn
to
. •
Jseveral times out o f their profits in
By Frank H. Simonds
fixed t.aditional, but one tin'.
i 'i’e:oph.. . ■ & Telegraph > cmpa.;;.
Resembles Lloyd George
a ( outrovorsy. Flo asserted those ..p- j 1917, as shown by the reports, and.
Clemenceau’s victory, a\1m o; s t
moving, living, growing and there system of code transmission which can
Briand is much like Lloyd George fore always ready for the day’s work. defy all the experts of the world. This erators “ must now be on velvet.”, The ; must now be on velvet.”
complete as his military triumph
•f a year ago, definitely takes Prance in many respects and his political We have an American way of doing device developed in 191S to meet war statement follows:
|— ——:— —... ............... ....................... ■
oat of the list of countries in'which history, like that of George, is the things, not a European Way. Because needs, is so perfect that a message
“ The coal operators assert that I
bolshevism remains a peril. The men story of a lifelong pilgrimage from we have an American conscience and sent by its means
is absolutely Igave out confidential information when
who put international socialism above |left to right, that is, from the extreme an American sense of justice and an indecipherable to the
inventor him -: j stated that profits of the mine
France in the years of the war and j of radicalism to something approach- American common sense—these are self; it is the only cipher in existence
owners in 1917 ranged from 15 to 20<R)
have valued bolshevism more dearly j ing that of reaction. Like George,
they are equal to that is absolutely indecipherable and
. ,
. . .
than order since, have been defeated, j a brilliant orator, a man of great any task.
.
.
.
4.
.
!
per
cent on capital stock
betore
at the same time practicable.
Don’t p r o Io n x sufferings from
Goughs, Golds, S o r e T h r o a t ,
8a, also, have been the following of j political skill, he nevertheless lacks
As originally developed, this system i deduction of taxes. This was not
“ We need to know America. We
Grippe, Cramps, drills, Sprains,
Calllanz, who were at all times ready j the iron, or rather the polished steel sometimes lose our faith because we
Strains, Bronchitis, Toasitttfci, etc.
was unable to do all that was claimed 'confidential information. The treasury
to make a “defeatist” peace with of Clemenceau, and after holding office do not know this land, its people,
for it, but, thanks to the co-operation Jdepartment may publish statistical '
Germany and almost accomplished the 1for a period reckoned long in French i it8 promise It is the happiest of all of the signal eoips there was finally
!
j parliamentary annals, he not unwill
rain of their country.
countries on earth; the richest, not produced an electrical device which matter of this character any time. Ini
The victory in the recent election ingly gave way to Ribot in the spring merely in its ability to produce things, will transform an ordinary message fact.information concerning this very
eonfinns the success of the war. ;of 1917, just before the Nivelle fiasco. but in its ability to produce men and
into cipher, transmit it with abolute subject was furnished by me to the i
France has willed to live, in the 1 Americans will note with interest women of courage, honor and ambition
la a doctor’s prescription for in
secrecy, and decode it at the other end United States Senate in response to j
ternal and external use wife a
presence o f domestic dangers, exactly the defeat of Franklin-Bouillon, who
"Our people are growing day by
all at the rate of from 4o to 70 a resolution introduced by Senator j
record ot ever 100 yean of splen
m she willed to live at the Marne, in j succeeded]
to the leadership of day in a distributed wealth such as words a minute.
Borah concerning profiteering and ’
did sneeeas. A wonderfully
(toothing, beating, pain baniahing
the presence o f the German. The j Caillaux’s party when that chief lost
was published July 5, 1918. (See i
anodyna npcai which jw can
the world has never seen. One man
Though before the signing of the
safely Kfy to
majority which win dominate the j influence, but he is not to be identified out of every five in America has an
Senate
document
259.
65th
Congress.
I
armistice this device was operating be
Chamber of Deputies is too strong to Iwith Caillaux’s treason. Still Franklinantombile. We have more automo tween several points in the United second session.)
effer any immediate or even remote j Bouillon was at all times a bitter
"In this report the returns of several j
biles than all the rest of the round States with complete satisfaction, the
hope to the foes o f ordered freedom j opponent of Clemenceau and an outhundred
coal companies showed profits ■
globe. That speaks a conclusive word apparatus could not be manufactured
and the friends of Russian madness. spoken critic of the treaty of Versailles
as to the spread of our prosperity in time to permit of its use overseas ranging from 15 to 800 per cent on
Therh remains the question as to Americans know him because of his
We do not till one-quarter of our before the end of the war. The engine
-L*who will succeed the man whose visit to this country during the war.
tillable land. Where else is such ers of the signal corps assert that this
personal triumph is disclosed in the
The defeat of Paul Painleve removes promise? In my home university in device will eventually be perfected to
result of the election, for no one can one of the bravest and saddest figures j California there are today 10.000 stu
a degree of commercial practicability
now believe that his work done, order in French public life. Minister of* dents, while in my day they had but
which will make it possible to transmit
at home assured following the achieve war both in the Briand and the Ribot } 500.
cipher messages over cables as well
ment Of victory abroad, Clemenceau cabinets, responsible for the removal
'**\Ve
1(m, this laml bocaUseas
sut.b
land lines without the necessity of
WIU be tempted to revise his ante- of Nivelle, which saved the French j things iire poRsible in i t . and bett‘-r
manual transmission and without the
election pledge. Nor is it much more army, and for the exile of Constantine j thJngs will<>0]ne if we are
sobel, use of a recorder. As the machine
•
likely that he will consent to succeed of Greece, which saved Greece to the
codes and decodes messages auto
Feincare in an office which has never j allies, the greatest mathematician in minded and ask ourselves at each
matically,
the large code-room forces
new turn in the road ‘Which is tInyet filled to extinguish the man who France and one of the finest spirits, , America
which were used in Washington during
an
way?’
held It
he lacks political arts and suffers from '
the war^ and which are employed by
having failed where only Clemenceau
Two Names Prominent
many of, the great banking and
COLONEL ROOSEVELT
As successor to Clemenceau two could succeed.
commercial institutions, would no long
By contrast the defeat of Gen. Sarnames are at once ntentioned.
AND THE LUSITANIA er be required, thus doing away entire
Mlllrand, the present representative rall is a wholesome thing. Sarrail
Three years after the sinking of the ly with the labor at present involved
ef France In Alsace-Lorraine and was a political general, who used his Lusitania I asked Roosevelt what he in coding and decoding messages and
Tardieu, who ably looked after the)Political influence to dangerous ends.
would have done if he had been Presi- cutting down the time required for
military and financial interests of his Joffre sent him to Salonica to get dent in May 1915. writes William their transmission by many hours.
country in the United States, during rid of him, and his record there was Rosoce Thaver. iy the North Ameriha latter part of he war, in which he jnot attractive. In the end Clemenceau, can Review. He
said. in substance.
served as captain at the front for a who feared nothing, recalled him and i that, as soon as he had read in the M A D 0 0 SAYS COAL
sent first Guillimat and then Franchet j
considerable period.
BARONS ON VELVET
York newspapers the advertise
Of these two men Millerand is by d’Esprey to organize and deliver th e 1ment which Bernstroff had inserted
Rrolils several times in excess of
far the more experienced as a ■battle which broke German power in warning all American citizens against
1lie entire capital invested came hack
parliamentarian and he is much the the Balkans.
taking passage on the Lusitania, h ■
elder. In two cabinets he had been
Clemenceaii’s victory is a real contri would have sent for 1fi Tnstroff and
minister of war. once before 1911. bution to world order and stability. asked him whether tin ad\ m isi nr n' CO!
SEJSy:. FOP.
when he contributed materially to For France it not improbably means
was officially acknowledged by h ::: *.
H
IR'vS. ‘GETS IT
insuring necessary reforms and re the beginning of a new political era. Even Hernstroff, arch liar that horganizations, which proved their Mod of the men who belong to tin-1 could not havo denied it.
v'.:r F-nilvalue when war came and again f.-r period immediately following
the
“ I should tie ti have sent to 'fie <i- a time early in the war Millerand held defeat of 187<> have vanished. Clem
iiaifimeut ol sta'e to ;■> euc re fir- pa -s
his old portfolio, but this time his enceau himself is almost the last link
ports: i should have handed th ’ to
influence was far less, for actual with “the terrible year.-’ Now men
him and said. 'You v, iil sail o
tile
control had passed naturally to Joffre. are now coming up, young men. who
Lusitania yourself next Friday
IIIBut for many years Millerand has Jwill be influenced not by the bitter
been a man of recognized ability, memories of national diminution and American guard will see you on board,
and prevent your coming ashore.' The
patriotism and character and the most disaster, but by consciousness of
breakng off of diplomatic relations
Takes Out
difficult and successful of his achieve-1victory and the confidence which,
the "Ouch”
with
Germany,"
Roosevelt
added
and the
ments has been his recent service in comes from the elimination of the
''would probably have meant war. and
Cora.
Alsace-Lorraine, where he has combin- j German menace,
we were horribly
unprepared.
But
ed good sense and decision. The j por baJf- a century the French
'better war than submission to a hu
confusions and misunderstandings, legislatures have lived under tlvmiliation which no President of this
inevitable in the case of a transition niemorv of defeat and that threat of
Country
has ever before allowed; hat
as sharp as that from German to German aggression.
The
French.
French rule, have been terminated, Chamber, too, has been filled with ter war a thousand times than to le’
preliminary
mistakes
have
been men whose youth had been marked by the Germans go on really making war
remedied by subsequent intelligent ac the hopelessness born of defeat and niton us a! sea and iioneyi ombiii'V tin
.American people with plots on land,
tion.
lits consequences. With new men and while our government shamelessly
It is true of Clemenceau as it is ; better memories, a different French
lavishes oraise on the <rimina! for
equally true of President Wilson that spirit is bound to be disclosed.
lavishes and humanity ami
irt tia 1! v
he is not over fond o f having big men
begs his pardon."
eoh .(/,<!
in his immediate circles; Millerand
Thus believed Roosevelt in th Li
in Alsace and Tdrdieu in America and MUST PLEDGE OURSELVES
itania crisis, and many nth
■: , ‘ V olso that
latterly Jounart in the devasted
•igr
TO LIVING AMERICA
Util
'' d ■ Millions
ct folkwith him.
■ I V. -od ,.x
regions have been the three exceptions
SECRETARY LANE SAYS
"li/Cor. Ij in) i.
to the respectable mediocrity of his
.'■" 111'so I! and
Washington, Nov. 27— Secretary
ur iri.-nm
i mind whih*
colleagues in his cabinet and the i Lane
r „ at
I'so ••(
a Thanksgiving day service
selection
of
Millerand
aroused
not
a
1.
.
.
■o way.
/
! here todav spokq for a pledge to
i).
unarantood.
little surprise when I was in Paris.
-ii.u i.
-ri’iuov
•'"Sts but a
Americanism and counselled taking
trill*1 ;it ;in.\ ilnut -n.r
M
i'il h\ (•;.
But the necessity was great and
1 ,: i u I ' l ' I l i '*• «V < ’ l l . ( 'I i !' : l U* I. I I I .
|“ the American way at eac h new turn
Sold
m
Houltoii
and
riTojunicnd
Millerand happened to be one of the, ” ....... Y
F IV E M IL L IO N P E O PL E
(ho world's host oorti roinod\ 1)\ ().
CLBMENCEAU S VICTORY AT POLL
U SE D I T L A S T Y E A R
KronoM K- Son, I.oijRiton
l*Vi
We are in a time of depression,
187
Munror' s W e s t J-.’ rtd ! (rug Store.
rare Frenchmen with whom Clemt
l
I
L
L
’
S
of reaction from exaltation of war
enceau had never fought a political
time,” said Mr. Lane.
“ Now
the
duel.
“• V W .V
, smaller man who is inside each one
Tardieu New in Politics
of us has come to the fore.
As for Tardieu, he is, relatively J “ This would be a true Thanksgiva a o H iD t
speaking new in the political world, j inS day If it could be a day of pledge
Standard cold remedy for 20 years
although as foreign editor of the to the stronger, prouder things in us
^ -in tablet form——safe, sure, no
Temps he has been familiar with which we call our Americanism. A.
opiates— breaks up a cold in 2*
hours— relieves grip in 3 days.
International affairs for years. Next Edward Everett Hale used to pray
M oney back if it fails. The
to Clemenceau he has been the most ‘teach us to know that we are sons
genuine box has a Red
top w i t h
Mr. Hill’s
Qonspicuous Frenchman in the peace of the living God,’ so I would pray
picture.
also
that
we
might
know
that
we
negotiations; his advice and his
At All Dwus Store j
suggestions have contributed much
to the character o f the treaty itself,
and he is in many ways the logical
_ heir to the Clemenceau political
Ash YourDealer
DIAMOND
estate.
On the other hand, he Is still rather
young to have a cabinet place, and
CO**
it is by no means unlikely that he will
Grand Prize ,__
make an alliance with Millerand and ,
LADIES 1
Firearms
8 Ammunitioni
for ciii-ches-ter s a
occupy in the new cabinet something,
Write
for
Catalogue
’ ^ 11^ iu
of the same influential portion he j f-r.i,
T H E REMING TO N A R M ^ U M C CO (
held in the last.
off] J5rur:,,lr!* un<t anU f o e CHI.Cit.CH-J
it. A sincere friend o
V
DtPO.
Nt'* >•-*** c
lt\ \ MONO l i U A M ) I" f I, !,;•», f**r l w. rity-f rc
the United States, Tardieu can be •
,i. —•;•*■- in! ■<’ tmlie :, :'.:U-* t, Ahvnvs K'-'i. :’R.
counted on to do everything to
S OLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
preserve Franco-American friendship.
rr
-w
YET
Mr. Jounart, until recently governorgeneral of Algeria and now minister
for the devasted regions, Is a third
possibility. He is a man of great
ability, distinguished service, and will
be a power n the next ministry, and ,
An Old Family
FOR EMERGENCIES
he may head it.
1
Doctor's Favorite
\\fi ■com- Lie wheat six
Had the election been less favorable
Prescription
t inn-s,
one
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
to Clmenceau. Briand would
have j
alt! i aunt h<*r. -a* that it -'imply
must
unquestionably returned to power. I
Relievos Colic, or ('ramps. Good for
T»
*
I>.- . nan.
While the peace conference was still !
Insect Bites.
Nothing bettor for
H
O
occupied with the terms of settlement
Sprain. Strains. Burns, Bruises, etc.
'*t/A\
Zar <S1
Tin- n we peel off (lie oiut side
with Germany a campaign on behalf!
An all around remedy. Sold Every
hull
where. No poisons or opiates
of Briand was launched by the critics I
iml 11- (* ()] lly tile fine, rich insid* * porof Clemenceau. and particularly by the j

Get
Well—

Johnson’s
Anodyne
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Get
Well—

WRIGUEYS
c a package
before the war
a package
during the war

c a package

NOW

THE FLAVO R LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

A sk for

H IL L ’S

CASCARAk^QUININE

If you should scour your kitchen table
six successive times, you would know
that it was clean, wouldn’t you?
Just
so, we clean the wheat for

CHICHESTER SPILLS

Ri

n

m

William Tell
F"lo u r

TAKE A BOTTLE TO CAMP

ion of the■ grain.
V A V /.W il

I T S U N W IS E
m ro « ._If

Km

<87*8 dhrty wrtfl to-

jomr itoateh U

io id

S

A m v iU N tigmtUm comfort
tNflqr* A flM—iit relief from
g o iHccomfort of add-dyopepela.
i

Uli u S \Y11, IRANI T E L L is th*- lx -st of
lie wheat. and absolutely clean.

Ikf/jt *.»,

B e tte r tell (jour (lmeet' t o d a y — 'W i lli a m T e l l
It costs co mon to use'the host

TH E

MAM BT *C0TT * BOWNE

\

At a Glance You Will Be Able to Distinguish
the Dikerence Between Our Method of Pressing
Clothes and the “Old Time Methods
Used by Others’*
T IS EASY ENOUGH We give your clothes the natural
TO LEARN
body shape, better creases and a
THE DIFFERENCE
thoroughly uniform finish.
Cleaning
Repairing
DRYSDALE PRESS SHOP
Opp. Snell House, Houlton
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some filled with potatoes, others night because it was Sunday and tin
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
C L AS S IF IED ADS
empty, were sitting in the fields and stores were closed. 1 will confess ho\sYou
get
qai^k
returns
from
OSGOODS
Good
table
board
at
10
Prospect
street
p
IJr„iBhArf
acres and acres were ready to dig and ever, that my sleep was some disturbed
Town
•rurmanea rooms to let at 11 Kelleran
Dour Alan .jewelry Repair Shop.
1:,ub
street. Tel. 223-W
not one person working. Where could wondering how he did it. Tin- papn
249p
it in Maine? Ifso. the lie gave me early Alonday morning For Rent— Two connecting furnished See Osgood’s complete stock of solid Capable girl for general housework.
Pye Feels Like a Different Man Since 1 be? Was
rooms at. SI Military street. Apply
Taking Tanlac
morale of the people
is different revealed tin* secret:
The Aroostook
gold rings. Hundreds of styles.
Apply P. TIMES office.
to Airs. H. K. Thomas.
from that of those in Oxford County Republican is carrying more advertis
n '*ac*<»n8 A Jackins if anything
pick apples,digpotatoes ing in proportion to the size of the Two expert engravers at Osgood’s All Wanted—A good driving horse for its
“ Well sir. not a day passes that some where thev
keeping. Apply to Halson Richards.; wanted
Real Estate.
goods sold by us engraved free of
rider
on
the
Lord’s
Day.
town
than
the
New
York
World
and
of my friends do not stop me on the and make cider on
charge.
No
custom
engraving
accept
.______ _________________ _________ Watch Osgood’s window for the latest
street and remark about how well I And again: not one person was seen Willie Hearst’s combined. No wonder
ed during -December.
things in Jewelry.
Six good ewes, with lamb for sale at
am looking of late, and it just does carrying a gun on the journey. Think he can maintain a big house and build
a
bargain.
W.
E.
Fanjoy.
Tel.
81-13
my heart good to tell them that Tanlac 0f it. Open season for hunting too. j a brick block in the future. If rates Some of that Dry Sheathing paper for
150 Wanted— A capable housekeeper in a
sheathing up on INSIDE places, at
is responsible for it,” said Herbert L. can this be in the state of Maine?
|are maintained he can have a pleasure
family of 2. Apply to TIMES office.
less than half price at the TIMES
Pye, a well known employe of the
Charles Barnes tells me it is and 11yateh, a castle-by-the-sea and several
For
Sale—One
pair
Toulese
geese,
office.
yearlings, price $10. Apply to W. E. Gift buyers at Osgood’s Little 8tore
Willard and Daggett Co., and living at suppose he knows.
trotting horses if so inclined. Lucky
with the big stock are money-savers.
Fanjoy. Tel. 81-13.
150
68 Emerson street, Portland, Maine,
By the way, I have discovered that man!
NOTICE ANNUAL MEETING
the other day.
the friends of Mr. Barnes are talking
This story may be continued next
The annual meeting of the stock For Sale—One set of double harness Th° ro“Phbred Rhode Island Red Pullets for sale by John A. Barnes.
“ I was just about all in when I of sending him to Washington to take week and it may not. It depends holders of the First National Bank,
in good condition. Price $60. Apply
Tel. 124-2
250
W. E. Fanjoy. Tel. 81-13 .
commenced taking Tanlac,” continued the place of Senator Bert Fernald. entirely on whether the writer will be for the election of Directors and the
150p
]Mr. Pye, “ for I had been suffering The corn canning interests of the state sued for libel or horsewhipped for transaction of such other business as
Houlton Flour and Feed Mills (The
may legally he brought before them,
from stomach trouble and indigestion will have got well established by the telling the truth.
old Merritt mills.
Telephone 470
will he held at the Banking room on Tie makers wanted at once. Apply
W. E. Carr, Prop.
for ten long years. I was under treat- expiration of his term of office and
Tuesday, Jan. 13 at 10 o’clock A. AL, to Jas. S. Peabody, Bangor street.
R. F. WARD. Cashier
went all the time nearly, and I can’t potato raisers feel the need of a
47tf
A visitor to Aroostook here last week
Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
begin to tell you how many different' representation in the Upper House and has the following to say regarding Houlton. Me. Dec. 1, 1919.
be exchanged at the TIMES office
349 Buy Ladies Bracelet Watches of
medicines I tried, but my condition are settling on Mr. Barnes,
for any machine.
Osgood.
Large
Stock
and
the
low
est!
just kept getting worse all the time.
And, too, geographically, it would Houlton :
prices in town.
|
Osgoods is the only shop in Aroostook
Anyone cannot help being favorably Douglas Fairbanks at the Temple
Every time 1 ate anything I would have be the right division of senatorial
employing four expert workmen
the worst sort of pains in the pit of 1honors. Hale of Portland and Barnes impressed hv a visit to Houlton. the Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 10, 11 Capable Girl for General Housework
and they are busy day and evening.
“His Majesty, The American.”
in
a
family
of
two.
Apply
to
B
.
my stomach. Why, I had actually iof Houlton.
1metropolis of Aroostook.
Residents
TIMES office.
A snow storm in Flordia or a disatisfigotten to the point where the only
In the interim Barnes is to he kept in of Houlton inform a visitor that this
CARD OF THANKS
ed customer at Osgoods is a rariety.
thing’ I could eat was milk and cracker training as representative in Augusta
For Sale— A second hand Glenwood
is the worst possible season of the
For the acts of kindness during the
range,
fitted
to
burn
coal
and even that would often cause gas |unless he listens to the talk of taking
condition. Apply to J. H "rifri?? ! Wanteri Woman, Cook's Assistant and
year to visit southern Aroostook hut illness and recent, bereavement of our
to form so bad I could hardly get a ; Carl Milliken’s place,
son, we the undersigned desire to
■ second girl at Aroostook Hospital.
Green street.
_______ Good home for right party.
Atgood breath. I finally got so weak and
Again, I was shocked at another the town nevertheless shows up well express our heartfelt appreciation.
Aroostook Hospital.
4]tf
run-down that I made arrangments to sight: twenty-two autos and sixteen to a visitor. Its line business section, Especially d we thank our friends in Buy fountain pens at Osgood’s and get
Houlton and Hast
Hodgdon
for
Free
Repair
service
on
same.
Free
give up my position for a while and go i wagons—mostly two-seaters—at
a large and well stocked stores; its beautiful flowers and those who assist
1 Subscriptions for any Magazine or
ink. too.
to the country- In fact, I was forced ’ church. I counted ’em and wondered several handsome theatres and general ed at the funeral.
Newspaper may be left at the
Air. H. G. Hillman Young ladies, R. C. I. pupils, desire
TIMES Office, where the lowest
to be away from my work most of the ; if it was common practice or a air of business and thrift makes a
Airs. H. (I. Hillman
price can be obtained.
time any way. Then my whole nervous j revival. Such sights are unusual where very favorable impression upon the
work after school, and Saturdays.
Union Corner, N. 13.
Apply to Miss Thompson. Tel. 420.
aystem seem to give down and j I live, especially since the coming of visitor.
1r.upd
pay the long price for bracelet
249p Why
Instead of sleeping I would just roll j autos. I saw all this and more in
watches when Osgood has such a
There’s an air of cordiality around
large stock and such low prices.
And toss all night long.
! Aroostook County, Sunday, Oct. 5. 1919 Houlton that would he hard to heat.
Have your engraving done at Osgoods.
CARD OF THANKS
MJust a few days before I was when forced to travel agains; my wish Strangers are given the glad hand and
Two engravers at your service.
\Ye take this means of (hanking our
IA valued subscriber says “ Every
ready to leave for the country, my for reasons stated above,
are made to feel that they are welcome friends of Smyrna Alills and Alerrill
time that I have used these columns
New
waists,
novelties
for
Xmas,
all
daughter brought home a bottle of
And the more is: I didn’t see a store to the town. Houlton people seem to and Houlton for their kind sympathy
for selling articles, they have been
hats
marked
down.
Mrs.
M.
A.
Tanlac and Insisted that I give it a ; open and doing business on the route, he a unit in booming the town and with us in the recent trouble that
successful.” Try them.
Randall, Bridgewater. .Maine.
befell 11s in the death of the wife and
trial. I didn’t have any faith in the The nearest approach to discretion of there's nothing too good for them to mother
348 We will call and get your storage bat
Airs. Annie AI. Garcelon. We
medicine and told my daughter so. j the day was filling auto tanks with say about their municipality.
thank those who sent floral tributes.
tery any place in town and take care
Wanted— A man to do chores and take
Imt she finally coaxed me to give it gasoline. This I did see at two places,
of it during the winter.
Houlton
The population of Houlton is rapidly We especially wish to thank the
care
of
stock.
Must
be
a
good
jt trial. Well, just a few doses of this jThere was, however, a good deal of increasing. Its population is now said Executive Staff and also the doctors
Battery Service. Tel. 524.
milker. Apply to TIMES office or
Hospital,
medicine convinced me that it was ; travel on the highway and probably to be about 7.ODD and it is expect d and nurses of Aroostook
tel. 401-3
50tf
who gave best of their .->kill to ease
Merchants and Professional men do not
different from anything I had ever Ithe most of it was pleasure riding that only few years will he necessary the suffering of our dear on**.
have to buy coupon books for type
taken, and sir, in a week or ten days j “after church.” I judge so from the to see the town in the 10,con class. It
Mr. F. J. Garcelon Nice warm comfortable rooms to let,
writer
ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
only a step from the Post Office.
Air. and Airs. A. A. Garcelon
time I was feeling like a different man 1crowded cars that passed,
the TIMES office as you need then
is said that a movement will he on
Apply to ( ’. G. Lunt. Mechanic St.
Air.
and
Mrs.
Wilbert.
Garcelon
altogether. I have gained nine pounds j “ The Fort,” as it is locally called. foot within a few years to change the
or at TIMES office.
Air. and Airs. Willis I). Garcelon
Piano lessons, Experienced Teacher.
AO far, and am still gaining. I never j is a big place with miserable streets, form of municipal government, there
Air. Eugene Garcelon
Hour lesson at students domicile
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Blye Wanted— By young lady, high school j $1.00. Address communications to * .
had a better appetite in my life and j Worse than Norway's ever was even , being quite a sentiment in favor of
graduate,
a
position
as
clerk
in
store
!
Smyrna
Alills.
Ale.,
December
ti,
1919
my stomach trouble has been so j when competing for the world’s prize making the Aroostook metropolis a
or assistant in post office. Address j L. Richards, Pianist Temple Theatre
249p
completely overcome that everything j for bad streets a few year ago. Fort city.
<\ M., Bridgewater, Maine.
!
1 eat agrees with me all right. I j Fairfield leads—at least that is my
348 |Dont buy Christmas Jewelry Gifts
never have these pains in my stomach |opinion,—judging from what 1 saw.
until you have seen Osgoods large
Man Wanted to sell seeds in each
any more, and haven’t had a sign o f ! This holds true of nearly all the large Douglas Fairbanks at the Temple
assortment of UP-TO-tbe Hurate
county. A good paying position for
Goods.
Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 10. 11
fndlffestlon since I finished my first j villages I visited.
a man acquainted with farming.
“His
Majesty,
The
American.”
Experience not necessary
hut j
bottle. I am so well and strong now
The assessed valuation of Fort Fairhonesty and industry are.
Steady {Typewriter Ribbons for all machines
that I can easily pick up a t w o : field is about three million and is
as well as Carbon Paper made by
work. Cobh Co.. Franklin, Mass.
Webster—There’s none better. Cad
hundred pound weight and put it on j next to Houlton which is valued at a
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
450p
or send to TIMES Office.
a wagon. I am back on the job and little over three and a half millions,
Whereas Frank H. Murphy of P’ort
working bard every day and feel fine j j didn't suppose this was so.
I Fairfield in the County of Aroostook
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
Savings
NOW open and ready for YOU.
Old
Account hook No. 3945 is reported Everything for the Violinist:
aD the time. Now that Is what Tanlac 1supposed Presque Isle was second and an(l State of Maine, by his mortgage hn.sin**ss training secured here is the
Violins. New Violins, Violins tor
lost and application has been made
first
big
step
toward
success.
Others
b u done for me, Mid 1 claim that
' 11 *»ay be now . » these
children, Bows strings and Cases as
for a new book as required by law.
have found it so -so will you. Write
medicine that will help a man tnat f10m the 1910 census.
j 259
well as Repairing. O. W. Wilson.
Houlton Trust Go. By Wilford
259 Page
Page 280.
280, conveyed
conveyed to
to me,
me, the today and have your seat reserved.
Tel. 348-W
much Is worth Its weight in gld.”
Fullerton. Treas.
I had come to the conclusion from undersigned, certain real estate situate
’
150
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by Mun-,
remarks made by J. Orin Smith in said Fort Fairfield being a portion HOULTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
For Sale— A full blooded new milch
Houlton, Maine
of the south half of lot numbered
yo’s
West
End
Drug
Store,
Island
Falls
^
1"h en he visits Norway that Presque sixteen (16) according to Gardner’s
Jersey cow, also a Jersey heifer calf
Dairy farm for sale. Three miles from
by S. R. Crabtree, Fort Kent Dy atan- j j sje wag
onjy reajiy great town survey of the west half of Plymouth
two months old. For particulars
city, s room house, barn carries
apply to Lewis H. Porter. Phone
luy Burrill.—Advt.
twenty four cows. Running water
in Aroostook. Fort Fairfield is second i Grant township north of the Aroostook
207-12.
249p
everywhere, pumped by electricity.
to Houlton and Presque Isle third ■deed orre,to
f*r!the
” ' e record thereof being
FJlectric lighted. All farming tools
according to last census.
(Continued tram page 1)
1hereby expressly had for a more
and pair horses. Inquiries answered Public stenography and bookkeeping
promptly. O. Crawford. R. F. D. 1
done by Alda Greeley, formerly
Mother and I tip-toed round in the particular description of said premises
anVl whereas the condition of said
Commercial Instructor at Bestfs
Augusta. Maim*.
450p
AUTOMOBILE ASSN.
mud and looked at the place where the mortgage
has been broken, now there
Business College, Bangor. Room 4
“ I won’t mention maintenance of } F. F. Review is made. Yes. we even fore by reason of the breach of the
Frisbie Block or telephone I4S1T
For Sale— Farm of 100 acres in town
roads when I began to motor
peeked through the windows and condition thereof. I claim a fore
444*
of Randolph. 1’ 4 miles from Gardiner
AND
DEER
S K IN S
WANTED
‘ Maine. It didn’t exist. No one knew shaded the light with our hands to closure of said mortgage.
Plenty of wood and lumber to sell,
\Y<* buy tii.-m and pay top prices.
there was such a word applicable to
Dated at Fort Fairfield. .Maine
good house of 8 rooms, water in For Sale at a Bargain—One 8 foot
get a broader inside view. That such
Brim; us your collection.
Trade
November 23. 1919.
house,
two haras 35 by 45, ten head
Silent Salesman counter, show case.
a road.
“ face to f a c e " and get vour monev
“ But consider just the last six years, a great paper comes from such menia1
HERBERT W. TRAFTOX.
of cattle, good pair of horses weight
One 8 ft. Wall case quartered oak
on the spot.
what your Commission and Its E n-1surroundings is a surprise. It looked By his Attorney.
2800, wifi' include stock and farming
with sliding doors and drawers in
HOULTON
H ID E
& W O O L CO.
Af. P. Roberts.
tools if desired. Apply to Peter
bottom. One 8ft. counter show case.
gineer have accomplished.
so home-like and natural I instructively
24 K e n d a l l S t., H o u l t o n , M a i n e
“ Less than 700 miles maintained six
.
349
Stewait, R. F. D. 10 Gardiner. Me.
One Case 26 inches square and 3
years ago; more than 4,200 miles Ambled in my posket for keys to in15op
ft. high4 One 17x19 12 inches high,
N
o
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e
of
F
i
r
s
t
M
e
e
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n
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of
C
r
e
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i
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o
r
s
maintained in 1919.
lock the door. Of course Mother would
also 2 Counters. Apply to Bar
“ Where did they get the men, 480 (not allow that as it was on Sunday In the District ('niiit of tin* United States
Harbor Sea Food Co.. Cor. Maip.
For Sale— Farms and town property of
for Tin* Northern Division of the D i s 
street and Broadw’ay.
all grades. We own or are selling
patrolmen In 1918; 4,400 miles of road artd to pick the lock and enter on that
trict of Main.In Bankruptcy.
maintained this year, and more than
.. .
....
a large number of 1st class farms
day would be a crime. I did not see In the m a tter of
500 patrolmen.
near salt water and near Brunswick. Wanted— Intelligent white women to
m Raiiknipt.-j
Believe me that represents hard Mr. Harvey. He probably was at home j ni . -t rmuiay
For a growing family unexcelled
care for nervous anJ mental cases.
Bankrupt
efficient work.
fixing up the Peace Covenant of the
schools and Bowdicn College. As
Beginning salary $30.00 per month.
W
U
IM
V
IN
O
S
S
U
M
P
S
T
"
ti'.
creditor..t
.1
id
I
'.1
rife1
lO
im
iV
T
H
I
“ And you gave them no adequate League ot- Nations or something of
you are dealing mostly with owner
Also laundry attendants beginning
UNITEDSTATES
of
Bnulay " f Fort Kent in the comity
direct we can save you a lot of
GOVERNMENT
at $25.00 and advancing to $30.06
lew tha^ 1700.000.° Ur P°
,hat SOIt 1 dldn'> feel llk0 disturbing Aroostook. and I U'sjrict aforesaid, batikWMwm
valuable time. State roads ip all
the seco! d month. Full maintenance
rii|'t.
“Why, In Massachusetts we secured him.
directions, good climate.
Phone
including laundry. Increases with
Notice is liei-eby aiven that mi the xrb
from the motor vehicles fees $1,000,Im toId the richest agricultural
392 W or write C. L. Douglas Real
time service. Training School tor
d 1 y nt December. A. D. lal'.t, the sat'd
Esr. bought and sold. Room 4 Odd
Nurses maintained. Write or ealt at
oPfenotJ n i!20e0 T i le s “ of <"'< °* 'he state is round about here Daniel P,onlay was duly adjudicate. !
Fellows Blk. Brunswick. Ale.
The Connecticut State Hospital.
State highway; and a second $1,000,- and two hundred dollars per acre is bankrupt, and that the first meet ing of
45<*
Middletown, Connecticut.
447
000 that we spent in reconstructing sometimes paid for it. Maybe it's so. his creditors will be held at the office of
Edwin
D.
Vail,
in
Hmiltmi
mi
tin
L'Ttii
day
some of the older sections that were j don't want it at that price, but am

PUTS HIM BACK ON
JOB, HE ASSERTS

RjvwFurs
«

WS.S.

up under the present heavy traffic, delighted to know about it and to see
“ I know our traffic is much heavier it. Some of the farms contain a
G tii that on most of your main roads, thousand acres hut the most o f them
“But think o f it you Maine are
mncjt jPSS acreage. No doubt
motorists, you expect your Com, .
.
mission to maintain 4,400 miles of
taxi"K tlme tflRir « wners
« ot
highway for about $160 a mile, and hold them at quite so high a value.
w « spend $2,000,000 on about 1.200 . That is what is done in Oxford county
miies of main road, about half of that Crops are rotated: oats, grass, and
amount on repair and ordinary main
I
tenance, tarring, oiling patching, etc., potatoes. Just how. I can't say.
costing abont $800 a mile, and the watched for alfalfa hut didn't set* a -v
other million In the reconstruction of I don’t know how it looks, hut I did
a few of the older sections.”
see buehwheat and long rows of
stubble, cut high, whether of oats,
barley, rye or wjieat I can’t say. <The
SEEING OURSELVES
rows were straight and “drilled in” by

AS OTHERS SEE US

h<

day of December A. D., ll'l1
.1, at I" o' clock
in the forenoon at which tinu- the said
crcditm-s max- attend, prove their claim,
appoint a trustee, exami ne tin- bankrupt
and transact such other business as may
properl.' com*- before said meeting.
Dated at IToultoti. Dt-ci-mber Nth. IPD.*.
EDWIN

L

Referee

V AI L .
in Bankruptcy.

N o t i c e of F i r s t M e e t i n g of C r e d i t o r s
In tin* District I'ourt of the ITiited States
for lit,- Northern Division of the Di s 
trict of Maimfn Bankruptcy,
it: the matter of
.Joseph X. Pell.-tie"
In Bankruptcy
P.ankrup'
To the creditors of said . h»eph X Pelle
tier of
Wintevvilie
in
tincmint\
of
Aroostook and District aforesaid bankrupt
Notice is hereby given thn' on tin- Nth
day of Decei.’ b c t . A.D. pip* tin- said .los.-ph
X. Pelletier whs <In Iv adj udicated banhru' C

EGG COAL
New Christmas
Price $ 1 6 . 9 0
For three days. Dee. Id. II. and 12.
Will accept
orders
for
prompt
delivery at the above price for e g /
coal. Order quickly, supply limited.

J a c k in s &

A BUSINESS TRIP
is not com p lete unless y o u take p le n ty o f

B F A CIGARS
w ith y o u

%
^

J a c k in s £

Un ion M ade, Sweet and Satisfactory Sm oke. Seven Cents and
Weill W orth It. A t A ll Dealers

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A
GOOD FARM NEAR TOWN

(This article Is a continuation of machinery,
WE HAVE IT FOR YOU
last weeks story and gives the writer’s
When the potato fields art* in
blossom it must he a great sight. I
•experience In North Aroostook.)
No. 199 130 acres. 100 acres cleared
a,1(l
,h,‘ ,irsf |' ",<‘D*ik "t creditors will
North of Houlton Is the better land plan on getting there next summer to he
held at the office of Kdwiri L. Vail, in 2 good barns and a* good house wirh
see
it.
Bee
hives
are
plenty
in
some
and bigger show— If potato raising is
Houlton on the ’JT111 da\ of December electric lights and furnace; 1 cow, 1
a etiow. It certainly was to me. It was sections as are lightning rods. I count A. D. , 1;»1!» at 10 o ’clock in the forenoon at pair horses, all kilids of machinery.
a revelation. I’ve often wondered why ed 30 electric conductors pointing which time the said creditors may a t  Just % of mile from Houlton Price
I ’ve heart so much about Aroostook ; heavenward over one set of buildings, tend. prove their cl ai ms, appoint a t r us  right.
tee. exami ne tile bankrupt and transact
and vearfl ago asked why it was and ; Surely this a paradise for lightning such other business as ma y properly
No. 2<iii 134 axtres, 65 acres cleared
com** before said meeting.
The ^ r D - A H K - t o o k I. bigger then j rod men.
3 horses, 2 cows, all kinds of machin
Dated at Houlton, December Xtl). lOlO.
all the rest of Maine.” This may n o t ! At Caribou we visited the Fair
ery and elegant, set of buildings and
H D W r X U. V A I L .
Be exactly tree, bnt it is big enough! Grounds and inspected the race trac1
a
good farm only ,3 miles from town.
R eferee in Bankruptcy.
to surprise those who make their first j which looked as though it was a good
No. 201 106'acres. 90 acres pas
visit north of Houlton. It did me, at |one. The remnants of the recently Notice of F irs t Meeting of Creditors ture, 10 acres wood and luiaber, 43
a a y rate.
j held fair were visible.
Mjother fn the Dlrftrict Court of the U nited S ta tes j a c r e s plowed, b a rn 40x58, s tr a w shed
for the N orthern Division o f the D ls - j jgx 5g
stable 20x40, machine house
fr o m Houlton to Caribou is 44 miles i pronounced the grounds all right and
triet of M aine.
In B ankrup tcy.
’
„
end through as fine a farming country (we returned to “ the street’’ and looked
.
.
112x25, grainery, house of 8 rooms and
tn the matter o f
i
. , .
a s. taps opt doors this side of the j on the house occupied by L. J. Pendell, JostM)h A Kmart
j pantry, summer kitchen and wood
gilddle west. Big barns and small j editor of the Aroostook Republican, otherwise
known hs
! shed, good cellar under house for 700
j In B ankruptcy barrels of potatoes, 1 cow, 3 horses
lipases prevail with fields so broad It lit is a big one with a slate roof and 'Josepha .Vaiiiancourt
B ankrupt. |
h gafe t0 venture Into them In foggy 1is as much out of proportion to the
and harnesses, all kinds of machinery
T o the creditors of
said
Joseph
A.
weather without a - compasB.
Hay, i ordinary home of newspaper men as Kmart of Gagle Lake in the county This is one of the best potato farms
, potatoes,
machinery and Geo. M. Atwood’s of Paris Hill. Mr. of Aroostook, and District aforesaid, In the country. 2% miles from Houlton
g rof drtty were everywhere visible to Atwood is one of the editors of the b an kru p t:
a good trade.
N otice is hereby given that on the 8th
No. 142 House on High St., 10
lb* naked eye. Cows, pigs end calves Oxford Democrat and he is also
day of D ecem ber. A . D ., 1919, the
said
vrere not numerous, but barrels, drags treasurer of the county and the South Joseph A. Sm art as aforesaid w as duly rooms all modern conveniences, hard
a M horses were in evidence. The trip Paris Savings Bank and this may adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first wood floors down stairs, house in good
Price
gras taken on Sunday. Made necessary account for his maintaining such a m eetin g of creditors will be held at the o f  shape and a good location.
lor lack off satisfactory hotel accom palatial residence. I do not know what fice of Kdwin L . V ail, of H oulton on the $5,000.
side lines Mr. Pendell has to help him 27th day of Decem ber, A . D ., 1919 at 10
No. 150 House of 8 rooms and bath
modations in the shiretown.
o'clock In the forenoon at w hich tim e the
1 noticed “a condition” on. this day’s out. He has a nice looking home any said creditors m a y attend, prove their in good shape, electric lights, set
journey hot often'* seen in New how. He told me he was to build a claim s, appoint a trustee, exam ine the tubs, furnace and garage, good lot.
jSngland. Not by iqe. at any rate. brick neswpaper office down town bankrupt and tran sa ct such other bu si For quick sale, only $3200.
ness a s m ay properly com e before said
$brty-four miles traveled and not a next year. That indicates prosperity. m eeting.
JACKINS & JACKINS
|
I
haven’t
seen
a
copy
of
his
paper
seen working in the fields. It
Dated at Houlton, Decem ber 8th, 1919.
since
the
government
took
control
of
Real
Estate
Agency
j
a good day and the sun shown.
E p w ry l VATL.
B udreds and hundreds of barrels, i newspapers. I couldn't buy one that
Houlton, Maine
IM w m to BankrdfNfey.

NOW IS THE TIME
have y o u r ca r pu t in sh ape fo r n ext
season. W e do the w o rk ourselves, H a v
ing a m an w ith 12 yea rs e x p x rien ce q u a li
fies him to do first class w ork on an y kind ot
a car. Come in and tnlk w ith him. W e giv e
service and sixty u inutes w ork for an h ou r
To

Maxell Bros.
Phone ^10-M

Chiropractic
The Science thnt goes direct
ly to the root o f disease and
R EM O VES TH E C A U SE
Explanatory literature o n
request.
Consultation Free

F. G. VOSE, D. C„ - CHIROPRACTOR
Suite 8-9

Masonic Block

Houlton

HOULTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1919
ANNUAL MEETING 0 . E. S.

HOULTON‘S RESPONSIBILITY

P A G E SEVM N

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT

ANNOUNCEMENT

At a regular me: ting of Fidelity
Ho Hi. , cad,.is of Ibis paper kim.v
,T„ thl, Republican Veters of AroosChapter, Older of the Eastern Star, that Houlton’s subscriptions to the
November Term. 1019. To he held at
took County,
Gentlemen:
held at Masonic hall on Dec. 1, the lied Cross Seal Campaign are lagging? i Houlton, Nov. 18, 1919.
I shall be a candidate for the RepubDid you know that out of 100 patients
following officers were elected for the
HON. GEO. M. HANSON, Justice ' lican nomination for Sheriff of Aroos
sent
to
a
sanatorium,
and
who
are
took county at the Primary election
Friends of Mrs. L. A. Shaw, High coming year:
Presiding.
Albert K. Stetson was in Bangor
Mrs. Clare Hanagan. worthy matron: now on the list for treatment, 13 of
next June.
land Ave. will regret to learn that
Michael M. Clark, Clerk
Mrs. them come from Houlton and out of
Thursday on business.
.......„ , rn
Wilbur Carr, worthy patron;
If nominated and elected I shall
Walter B. Clark Deputy Clerk
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Powers were m she has suftered another m t u m
; E<mh [)onal(|,
, „ utron; Miss the entire number now under treat
endeavor to faithfully perform the du
ties of the office. Any support that
Boston last week tor a tew days
is again confined to her bed. (.ir..,p Elizabeth McGary, secretary: Mrs. Ada ment 26 come from Houlton?
you can give me will be appreciated.
Jason Hassel of John Watson * Co. ( the Congregations1 Cad.es
c e
treasurer; Mrs. Lenora Carr,
Court
adjourned
on
Monday
after
Houlton’s responsibility is large
Monticello, Maine Dec. 1, 1919
was in Boston last week on business., will hold its annual Xmas ash. olu aed
Edith Johnson, asso- and north Aroostook is far ahead of noon. The following eases
were
JOHN R. WEED.
disposed of:
Carl C. Gray lett last week for a|fu! and fancy articles, m the V<-atiy.
..01,ructress- Mrs I, S Black Houlton.
Aon day trip to Boston and New York. |on this Wednesday afternoon
^
,
thm‘.'years; L. S. Black
Lilley vs Larkin Trespass, verdict
A word to the wise is sufficient.
Mr. fjohn Phteo has recovered from ning at 2.30.
LETTER FROM
for Plff. for $55.00
fels rbcontilllnoss. having been confined j The Philanthropic committee of the
Kight
SPECIAL OFFER TO
Byron vs Gibson case, verdict for
BANK EXAMINER
to
Woman s Club will hold. a n public
, .
,
, on and cvervso the
m e house
nouse for
iu two weeks. .
19 .petitions
were balloted
Hon.
Frank
L.
Palmer.
HOULTON PEOPLE
A . M. Stackpole drove down by auto j supper on Friday evening, Dec. 12 thi
• . t
,
The TIMES has made arrangements
Bradley vs Astle verdict for PIfi'. Bank Commissioner,
from Bridgewater Monday, making the : at Watson Hall at 5.30 to 7. An old
Augusta, Maine.
with
two
of
the
leading
Boston
papers,
for
$172.1
trip In a little over an hour.
; time supper will be served and every*
Dear Sir:
'whereby
a
combination
can
he
made
Orr
vs
Loubier,
verdict
for
Samuel H. Crawford of New York ; one is invited to be presnt.
^ SELECTMENS REPORT TO
Plff.
Replying to your request for an
City, selling agent of the Houlton
-------- _ _
DECEMBER 6 , 1919 to readers desiring u| daily in for $60.00.
opinion
this- ........
office upon the
connection
with
the
HOULTON, wnVht
,
---------- from
-..............
—
W ollen Mill was In town Monday on
CHILD W ELFARE
'General Government
$2,899.59 TIMES, at a very low rate.
plff «172 60 ‘ ‘
" " V dUt tor j legality of the solicitation by Massfenatness.
J Tile Houlton Child Welfare Associa- 1Protection of Person
d Property
This combination will allow readers
'
'
jaehusetts banking houses of deposits
Preston N Burleigh returned from j tion wlll hold a meeting at the H. H. S.
6.741.61 to receive either the Boston Daily
Criminal Cases
from people, in Maine, through the
New York last week, having attended , Auditorium on Monday, Dec. 14th, at j Health and Sanitation
2,325.01 p(?st or tht, Boston American at
State vs Cote, attempt to rape, not medium of advertisements inserted in
the Army-Navy foot ball game in N ;w |g p jyj j ames F. Bagley of Augusta, 1Light
1,607.80 practically the same price as the daily guilty
^Maine newspapers, we beg to advise
York City.
j will speak on work among neglected Water
1,975.00 pacers alone would cost.
State vs Campbell, selling liquor, not |y °u that in the judgment of this
Hdn. F. A. Peabody and Chas. H. and dependent children.
: Highways & Bridges
34,780.33
office such form of solicitation is a
Either one of these papers, readers JMiilty.
FOSE attended the annual meeting of
The pUbijc js cordially invited to j charity & Soldiers \id
9,681.84
violation of the provisions of our
familiar
with
and
this
in
c
o
n
vs
Goodall.
selling
liquor.
th e Maine Automobile Assn, in Bangor j a tte n d
; EducaUwn
statutes, unless the institutins are
40,942.71 m>(.tjon with the TIMES would give Kuilt-V
Wednesday last.
--------------------- Library
1,100.00 readers all the news available, na- ( State vs McCarthy, larceny, guilty. authorized under the banking laws of
Mrs. jam es Simpson of Portland.
mdc
V d v im s *
1interest
this State.
5,884.91 Honal as well as local.
MRS.
L.
R.
KING
State vs Wineott, intoxication and
Main* formerly of Houlton, sailed on
1,000.00
Very truly youss,
Mrs. L. R. King, who has made her 1Liabilities
The
price
to
new
subscribers
is
$5
,
nuisance,
not
guilty
the 8. S. Meg&ntic Saturday, Dec.
Unclassified
11,607.77
(Signed)
Fred F. Lawrence
home with her daughter, Mrs. S. L.
per year. Further information may
State vs Austin, loitering, nol
-Cth to England.
Deputy Attorney General.
he
obtained
at
the
TIMES
office.
D r.J. A. Donovan moved on Monday |Wh,te on Maln 8treet- » aa9ed a" 'a>
prossed
$120,546.57
Yrorn Court street to his new home on on Thursday after an illness of three T °tal
FRANK A. PEABODY, HOWARD
FIRST CHURCH OF HOULTON
Main street, recently purchased from weeks, following a long period of ill
POTATOES
Hn|II T - N M,
WEBB. ROBERT M. LAWLIS.
health.
Thi! local market remains about the
n U U L iO N MUSIC CLUB
Hon. L. A. Pierce,
Unitarian
Mrs. King was born Sept. 12. 1835,
Selectmen of Houlton, Maim same as last week. Buyers are offering ; t'he Houlton Music Club will hold
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Iverson of
Military Street at Kelleran
* » r U « » r» r r iv « d to town last week to jmakln* her a lltUe more thon 84 S'(‘a,'K
$4.00 for Cobblers and $4.lo for its next meeting on Thursday evening.
Mountains per barrel.
j December 11. at the home of Mrs. L. O. Breaching Service regularly every
apend the winter with her daughter. I
ageHOULTON WOMAN'S CLUB
The Produce News says:
Ludwig, Court street. The program
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
Mrs. Nathaniel Tompkins.
I she uame ,lom Dl* deld' Malnl- 10
The Club met at the Red Cross
Thora will ha a snecial service at ' Caribou- ln 1865 with her husband.
’ The receipts of potatoes this week <for the evening will he “ National In December on the 14th and 28th
the Church o f the Good Shepherd on j
Hon. L. R. King where he ,
’
*
^
were slightly larger than last week|Musi( ” C ontinued)
(Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00
built up an extensive law practice. ‘ for the work ot the Philanthropic
Thursday evening, when Rev. J. Edw.
hut. owing to the cold, freezing!
Chairman, Mrs. French;
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
Both Mr. nd Mrs. King being pioneers |Committee, under the direction of Mrs.
Hand of Bangor will preach.
weather, dealers bought more freely, I
Duet: “ Ben Bolt,” Mrs. Dalton 114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W
^ thi! first time this season have
and Mrs. Robinson
for
After a week of cold freezing j in Caribou, were eagerly interested in ! Blanche Stewart. A good start was
sreather, a good snow storm reached j the ^rowth of the town and count>' made on the work but it will he shown a disposition to buy ahead of j ^ ano ^°1°; “ Home, Sweet Home”
and both having been exceptionally j necessary to sew another afternoon to ^ ^ immediate wants.
Receipts i with variations, Miss Helen McKay |
as Sunday and travel will be on min
well educated for their times, and both Ifinish. All members, especially those
were confined largely to State and Whistling Solo: “ Listen to the Mockers for tlie rest o f the winter.
who did not come to this meeting,
The Young Men’s Club of the having been schools teachers before
Maine stock that sold at slightly '
in# Bird.” Mrs. Goodridge j
are asked to come to the Red Cross
their
marriage,
were
especially
in
Episcopal Church will give a dance
higher prices. Best graded lots in n j Piano Solo: “ The Old Oaken Bucket”
a t Watson Hall this Wednesday, terested in the educational matters rooms on Monday, Dec. 14th, and peck bags sold up to $5^5.15, rarely
with variation^. Miss Alberta Knox ;
material to make, or
of the town. Since her husband’s either bring
December 10th. Good music.
,
,
$5.25 in a small jobbing way, while V °cal Solo: Selected, Mrs. Ludwig
. , ;piann nnptGeo. W* Cooper, who has been death some 20 years ago, Mrs. King money, and to come early with sew -j.hulk sales in 180-lb. ,hags were mainly
1 iano uuei.
ing utensils.
has
made
her
home
with
her
daughter,
“ Swanee River Humoresque
conducting Cooper’s Camps at Eagle
!at $5.25^5.30. Some of the Maine
Every member of the Club should
Mrs. French and Miss Chamberlain
Lake is in town for a few days on Mrs. White and came to Houlton with
potatoes, however, wen' not closely
haslness, on his return to his home Mr. and Mrs. White when they moved know her duty and respond to this enough graded to exceed $4.65@4.85
here eleven years ago. A woman of call, for the need is great.
h Patten.
and these sold very slowyl .
Miss Powers, Red Cross Field
keen
intelligence to the last, she made
BARGAI NS
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. White went to
Shipments from New Brunswick
Representative
for
So.
Aroostook
many
friends
in
Houlton
who
will
re
Men
s
hand
knit mittens, Boys’ wool j 8 P P 6 A I 1 vinrp
Caribou Saturday, accompaning the
Canada, have been quite liberal this
gret
to
hear
of
her
passing
as
will
Chapter,
spoke
in
an
interesting
W
!
^
e
“
~
;
gloves.
Men's
heavy oversocks, Boys' I V ™
.* * “ *
body pf Mrs. White’s mother, Mrs.
U R. King who died here, for burial her many friends all over the county. Sociai^'^Service
th e
here 0,1 PreTloua contracts j oversocks. Boys' knit caps. Boys' win-1 M e n S , W O m C I l 8 &
The funeral services were held
la that town.
There >Hll be a social at Odd from her late home Friday afternoon consequent toi.ow up Edneattve Work ; " U
t
“
r e ^ . t UM i £
^
rUW" rS’ ^ * C h i l d r e n ’ s F e l t & n d
that can be done by keeping in touch
.
...
..
„T ,
; fui taps.
;
****’**
o a C l i *U 1 U
Fellows Hall Friday evening, Dec. 12 at 2.30, the remains being taken to
ir»iMb. bag.
bag Advices trom W estern1
........................
.
per liiO-lh.
___
'M M
•
O l*
with
families
helped
Caribou
Saturday
morning
for
burial
to which all Odd Fellows. Rebekahs
sections indicate that the early freeze
FOX BROS. CO
their families are Invited, good in the family lot.
was not as disastrous as reported, al
though
in some sections the damage
STATEMENT FROM
mnsic a id refreshments.
T i l e FI A c r A C TUC
$1700.00
The Y.M. C. A. of Ricker will hold j I t i t LLUoC. U f I f i t
was in exces of previous ca’ culations.
t
^
x 4 a
$1700 buys a comfortable home with
MISS KNIGHT, COUNTY
A government report states that a „
„
^ Xmas sale o f useful and fancy !
EVANGELISTIC CAMPAIGN
,
* ,
,
. i suitable place for auto or horse, good
TUBERCULOSIS NURSE sale
articles, Japanese novelties, and candy
ot 1,000,000 tons of potatoes m !
“
I
. .
The three
weeks
evangelistic
o, J i xr 11
„ ,
.
.
cellar, large lot of land 66x165 feet I
1 want to ask every person interest- .v.
at the First Baptist Church, Thursday campaign under the masterly leader
the St. Luis Valley. Colo., has b e e n '., . ..
,
,
; a C r P t i T B f i le*
. . . .
. . ..
Just the place to raise garden truck.
afternoon, Dec. 11 at 2.30.
n
,, to Square I
ship of Chaplain Croft came to an end ed in
in the
mi fnrht
ng<u aeainst
ciKcuu&i tuberculosis
.uui ii uiu. is : consummated to be used in the mnmi-; Only
10 minutes walk
Mrs. C. U. Bishop of Washburn with the evening service
a wimitnn,’
r,
t
a
c
t
u
r
e
ot
potato
flour.
Advices
from
,
.
T
,,
.
.
,
,
in the
Aioostook ( ount\ to suppoit
.
.
......................... .
.
Worth a great deal more but
must ,be I!
spent Monday night with Mr. and Mrs. Temple Theatre last Sunday evening.
Saskatchewan indicate that the damgenerously the Red Cros., Christmas
4
.
, sold at once. Don’t wait come at once
1L B. Kimball. Mrs.
Bishop left As on the previous Sunday evening
age there reported by the freeze early
and get a real Bargain.
}n October was not quite as serious as
Ttefedsy folp a mouths visit in Indiana I
t,heat re was crowded and that in Seals Campaign.
Writh the new sanatorium now under expected. As weather there continues
t t d Michigan with relatives.
j gpjte of the unfavorable weather and
FOX BROS, c o
B. W. Howe o f Patten Is a candidate of the fact that the Chaplain conduct j construction near I’rc.sque Isle, and around zero, it is difficult to determine
Real Estate and Life Insurance
Item the 4th District to the Republican ed two services during the afternoon, !
additional Tuberculosis nurse for ->Ust what the exact damage is. and the
National Convention, the date and hnth
h ic h were
,
. . .
. . . .the real status
DOin oOIf w
wnicn
were larcrelv
xargeiy. attended
aiieuueu. ', the
(’OUnty jn combination
with
x will not, be known
. . . . until
place o f Which will be decided by the
The Chaplain’s final appeal to those
the potatoes are taken out ot stores
National Committee today.
still undecided to decide there and j Knp,)0rt Klven un(,Pr th°
sPlen,1,d and pits next Spring. Long Island
Geo. V. Brown, Sec. of the Aroos- then the momentous matter of their j program of the State Association for potatoes are arriving quite freely and
took Federation of Farmers, will present and eternal salvation was 11920, Aroostook County can wage a selling generall at 5.75ffi)6 per bag or
apeak on Home-mixing of Fertilizer exceedingly forceful and resulted in a j much more effective tight against ,)arrpl But to bring that price they
are now in season and you
at the Houlton Grange Hall, Dec. 11th larger number than usual responding It,ub(>rculosis
must be closely graded. Commercial
will find this Queen of Au
at 2 P. M. Everybody invited.
to his invitation. The final reports of j
. at , •
h
sa|ps are mainly at a.65(?rr».7f». South-'
Tulips, Hyacinths and Narcissus bulbs
tumn flowers at their best at
Boxing fans are looking forward to those who took some definite stand in j
jVRry k tate in th‘‘ unlon has cm second crop potatoes were not so
my conservatories. Visitors
are now here, and for this week only,
the O’Brien-Pooler bout which will the meetings are not all in. but th e jstarted a campaign to practically plentiful this week and the more d e-!
are
always welcome and we
I am offering you a fine selection of
he pulled off in the Heywood Thursday total will be large.
this sirabl grades brought slightly better
stamp out
tuberculosis
i
are ever ready to show you
each, both in separate and mixed
evening, Dec. 11th. There will also
prices, Cobblers and McCormacks sell
An exceedingly attractive feature , generation,
through our houses.
Right
h e aevexal good preliminaries.
ing
$4.75<?£5,
while
Peach
Blows
and
colors. I have never had a better lot
on Sunday evening was two quaitet, rpjie i.’nimingham, Mass, demonstranow we particularly invite
Science Services held selections
ungraded lots ranged $4<?£4.50 bbl. Ad
rendered
by
MJessrs.
of bulbs and if they are planted now.
you.
plan.
Sonday at 11 A. M„ Presbyterian Archibald, Berrie, Chandler and Fuller- (ion shows the feasibility ”of■ this
.....- *'*“ "■ vices from Virginia indicate that availhow
pleased
you
will
be
next
Spring
Church. Dec. 14th subject: “God the ton. This quartet should be heard ' ^ bere- iu a twwn of J7,000 inhabitants . ahle supplies are depleting rapidly
when they bloom. Tell me your needs
Preaerver o f Man.” , Wednesday 7.30 from often and might easily gain wide, where an examination showed that one and growers are askng higher prices,
P. M„ Testimonial service. Cordial distinction. The singing by the large ! out of each 100 persons examined were
and I will do the rest.
...... ... ............ — welcome to all.
chorus led by Mr. Berrie and ac- suffering from active tuberculosis, the Douglas Fairbanks at the Temple
G. B. Churchill, mgr. of the Temple companied by the orchestra was
theatre was in Boston several days inspirational. Mr. Oscar Wilson gave death rate, under proper supervision Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 10, 11
Note—Don’t cover up or mulch your
last W*ek to meet Mr. A. S. Black, very faithful and efficient service was reduced from 121 to 79 in three “His Majesty, The American.
head o f the Black Theatre Corp. and throughout the whole campaign with i years
out door plants, shrubs and trees un
Time’s Changes.
“ $*V Tt UHth flowers”
secured some extra fine pictures for his violin.
til ground is frozen, nor uncover in
Will you hull) Aroostook to .lo what
Ks.KlnK ..Tlm)..
anxl0M» for it t„
For an occasion at any ti.ni>
his theatres in Aroostook.
Early in the campaign more than others arc doing?
the spring before the frost is well out
j)0 understood that he has no German
On account of the newspaper enough money was raised to cover the
of the ground.
EDITH F. KNIGHT
sympathies. We have no difficulty in
shortage, we are obliged to limit the incidental expenses. The balance of
County Nurse, believing him—now.
■umber of pages of the TIMES to 12 ithis amount will be given the Salvation
fUges, and consequently a number of j Army The Free Will Offering for
advertisers could not have the space Eroft js an amount about equal to his
for Christmas advertising which they saiary
a pastor before going to the
asked for .
War.
Miss Madeline Wright, daughter of , fp^e chaplain is a military man and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wright Bangor >hence not only preached a militant
C o n s e r v a t o r i e s 16 H ig ii S t r e e t
Road, entertained a number of h e r ; gospel, but carried on the campaign
H o u lt o n , M a in e
young friends on Dec. 6th, in honor of wjth considerable military precision
her 9th birthday.
After delicious and
thoroughness.
The
uniting
refreshment* were served the little |churches have come
into more
folks Wdre treated to a pony ride by harmonious relations and will do more
Master Wendell Adams.
|and better work than before.
H o i^ . F . A .j Peabody left Friday for j ^
am m m am m m ^
A N U P -T O -D A T E
Louisville,' Kentucky, where he and :
“
the other members of the State High-;
way Commtoelon and Chief Engineer (
Paul D. iSargent will attend the j
annual meeting of State Highway;
OodtMUf•tops
the United States, i
which H*1nAjtoirton there this week. I
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bray ton.
Having taken over the business of the Bar Harbor
who have lived in Fort Kent during j
the past four years, have returned;
Sea Food Co. we shall carry in stock
to Houlton and have taken appartments at the Exchange. Mr. Brayton
will make this his headquarters as
traveling salesman for Swift k Co.
with whom he has been employed
Cod, Haddock, M ackerel, Halibut, Smelts, Lobsters,
-for many years.
WE ARE GLAD
Clams, Oysters, Salmon, Finnan Haddie and Scollops
to greet you at any time and it gives
W e have arrivals every day direct from the fishermen.
H O IA TW , TRUST COMPANY
us pleasure to tell you how we can
Annual Meeting
save you money and make your old
The-yumu^ .meeting of the shareA ll are strictly fresh and ready to use
apparel look as good s new. Our
holdarp o f J& i Ifeulton Trust Com
work in
Special attention to Parcel Post Orders
pany will be held at the Banking
CLEANING
AND
PRE88ING
Redhkf Uit l a U 1 Company, Tuesday
is always satisfactory.
We use
'tkPfitip^dayt pf January, 1920, at 10
modern methods and get all work
•’clock In the iforenoon, for the elecout promptly.
tkm of Trustees and Executive Board
When can we call for your soiled or
fnfeiik
and such business
wrinkled garments?
as may legally be done.
— Successors to Bar Harbor Sea Food Company —
Hoplton, Me., Dec. 8, 1919.
COSTELLO & SULLIVAN
WILFORD FULLERTON,
Telephone 4 5
Daily Delivery
Room 10, Mansur Block
............
Treasurer.

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

SLIPPERS
For Christmas

W e have the larg
est assortment this

Moccasin Suppers—
Best Gift Out—Use
ful and nice, always

P a lm e r’ s
Shoe Store

Bulbs

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

Chadwick, Florist

Fish Market
Fresh Fish of Every Kind

McEachern & Stanley Co.
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th- warnma
by the President and Mrs. Wilson volvers, grenades, daggers, sabres, worked irreparable damage by tamper-1“ ft' is a principle of investment that ■rommunitv to sound
while abroad, lends interest to speci- belts, helmets, etcJ This proprty was ; ing with the masks, the employes | safety goes normally with a relatively against fraudulentoperators in g o v
■mens of those, made to other Presi accumulated by the salvage corps , were selected only after the closest | low rate of return, and the suggested eminent securities at*this time, whe*
Free Baptist
high returns upon stocks which are he- we can
can ill-afford
ill-afford to dissipate
dents and ‘first ladies,’ which remain about France and the Rhineland. The i investigation by the military intelliOUT
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
in the White House. The blue room home-going soldiers, it appears, d is- j gence division of their intecedents and i.:g offered is enough to create resources for the profit, of tht
uuMorning service at 10.30 A. MIcontains the most famous of these, the carded many of their souvenirs on the j affiliations. Only the most pains- suspicion. Where Liberty bondholders scrupulous few.”
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
gold mantel clock presented Washing trip to the coast after leaving the |taking and conscientious women— are urged to give up their seeuriti :s
‘T A R T E R G L A S3
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. ton by Lafayette, who received it from Fatherland, and it is all picked up and j usually those having husbands or sons for stocks of speculative character,
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
Napoleon. In the green room is the brought back to Coolenz-Lutzel where j at the front—were chosen for the good sense suggests the presumption
Special music by choir.
Gobelin tapestry, made by a process the army men have set three or four i work of final inspection, and even after tiiat the oner is made because the
Choir practice Monday nights.
which now is a lost art, and framed in big bonfires to get rid of the loot. : they had examined each mask in every Liberty bonds are woith oeeiu'edh
A'pu&ir i i tljsyr
Ail are cordially invited to come and gold, which the Emperor of Austria
______________
.detail, it was again inspected over a more than the s t ock. Mxpei ie;p e ii
^ u a u i i u i q
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins
bright light in a dark booth for small a great number ol ( uses shows that the
i gave to Mrs. Grant. Nearby is a
Tuesday night church prayer and
HELD UP THE KING
pinholes which might have escaped the stock is worthless and the bond owner
lacquer cabinet, the gift of Japan up
prufM Service.
WITH A CAMERA j ordinary visual inspection. And, in who makes the exchange is simply
on the occasion of the first visit to
Church of the Good 8hophord, Houl-1 ports by American ships. And there ! Very few welfare vrorkers in the war ! order to make the inspection doubly another victim to the army of sharpers
are many more.
j had the experience gathered abroad by careful, they were frequently required who find easy booty in these day- of
ton, Maine
0*T$
‘3St'
-iutq s,ueo[s JO} isiikhup jium qsy
' !1t° the gas-chambers wearing reckless speculation.
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
jI ‘‘Strange were the gifts of earlier j Edward A. Ryan, a Knights of Colum- b °
‘sauii) [|s
.fpeaj 3jijo(| rbq e
SUNDAY SERVICES
; years. Strangest of all, perhaps, was i pus secretary, who acted as guide to : masks chosen at random from those
“ Self-interest and good olivines*;
sp[es snouuoua jo uose.u o| |e;>iuioa.
Hely Communion at 8 A. M. also on j the cheese sent to Thomas Jefferson some 30,000 soldiers and sailors on ; they themselves had passed,
J3JJS JE3 A )UJUUlll[ ffliqjOS
judgment should decide in favor of tin* -0D3
3i|j—^[qeip^ mmqiof.) popes
the Brat Sunday in the meath a t j with the admiring inscription, ‘the tours about the British Isles. One ; To obtain absolute results as to the holding of Liberty bonds, which are
sssuissnui moqii.tt
inttisuj
greatest cheese in America for the experience was in stopping King |protection afforded by a mask, how- declared by those most experience ! jo
llS I .
"sasinjq ‘ssauamej ‘sajDsnm jo sjuiof jo
M cnlnf Prayer and eermoa at 16. greatest man in Amrica.’ It was con George in Hyde Park and persuading ; ever, breathing tests in a gas-chamber in investment to he the world’s best
s«ujy;is ‘suirj}s ‘sumd ‘s^qae jeuj3ix:>
16, Bnnday School at 3.80.
veyed to Jefferson by a six-horse team. him to pose for his photograph. Ryan ; h‘l(i to be employed. This testing was security. The bond owner who con joj
j38uiA\j .iq-pooS—pue v / oj$
4(uop
b X|ddy
Erasing Prayer and eermoa at 7. He insisted paying for it, and it last was called “ the General” by British j done by enlisted men of the gas tinues his partnership with the govern •9tt»4 1* 1*1
36
Army
officers
after
he
had
successfully
'defence
division,
who
spent
many
ed for more than a year, being the
ment has the added satisfaction of
tnojdSirep
piece de resistance of many a state invaded the sanctum of Lloyd George j hours each day testing masks and knowing that by helping to maintain
First Baptist
i| w # j» q juannm-T
at 10 Downing Street. Mr. Ryan has j canisters in the gas-chambers some-|the urgently needed capital re8ource
dinner in the mean time.
St
“Very quaint all this seems now, but just returned home and he has been |times working in a concentration of of the country, he is making his
*.U* °IS *P!M 1!
®D
Ear. Haary C. Speed, pastor.
cheeses seem to have been a favorite telling his experiences to his friends, j phosgene as high as 1 per cent.
contribution to the solution of the re
13.83 morning worship with sermon.
The King came upon a party o f ' The walls of the factory were hung construction problem, in which the
personal gift in those days, as Thanks
13.33 Bible School with classes for
giving turkeys have been in more Amricans while he was riding in the with copies of a poster depicting a sol nation’s welfare is as vitally as in the
and women.
recent years. Andrew Jackson was the j park He appeared friendly, and so dier dying from gas as the result of a war.
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor.
recipient of such gifts as ‘a whole hog’ j
service men surrounded his ; defective mask, it bore the grim and j
7.33 gospel song service and sermon.
“ It is the duty of citizens in every
from Kentucky, whiskey from Penn- carriage and Ryan asked him to pose l suggestive title The Last Inspection.
1.33 Aftermeeting.
sylvania, beef from New York, and. before half a dozen cameras. He t Lectures ami motion pictures were
‘Veeedey evening at 7.83 mid-week
from New England, a cheese which ordered the carriage to the side of the j used to emphasize the horrors of death
prayer service.
weighed half a ton or more. Jackson j road and good-naturedly stood up while by gas, and everywhere were placards ;
Chair rehearsal each Tuesday evenhad no compunctions about receiving j jjjg cameras got into action.
, bearing the admonition.
Remember
leg at the close of the regvlar prayer
the present, but apparently he opposd | Qn another occasion Ryan and his j that your carelessness may cost the
hoarding of food. Either that or, since j squad 0f sightseers came upon the j life of your husband, your son, your
First Congregational
his second term was nearing its close, j dowager Queen Alexandra as she was brother.”
Bov. A. M. Thompson, paotor.
he feared a mammoth cheese might be ieaving Buckingham Palace.
She
Meaning service at 13.83.
a white elephant. Anyway he served)greeted the curious Yankees and then, WARNS LIBERTY
8. 8. at 11.45.
it at his last public reception. A ‘nose (instead ot- passing on. stopped and
BOND OWNERS
Junior C. B. Society at 2.36 P. M.
witness’ relates, ‘the whole atmosphere j chatted with them. A score of escorts
Washington,
Nov.
27—The Secretary
Senior C. B. Society at 3.36 P. M.
of every room, and throughout the city, |and soidjers stood about in evident
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening was filled with the odor. We have uneasjness while she talked. She gave of the Treasury has issued a warning
at 7.43.
met it at every turn the halls of the j orders t.iiat the party be permitted to against what he indicates is a wideCapitol have been perfumed with it, enter the palace grounds.
Methodist Episcopal
spread effort on the part of promoters
from the members who partook of it
When
the
Knights
of
Columbus
Military S t
of fraudulent stock schemes to ex
having carried away great masses in secretary led his doughboys into Lloyd
)tev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
change
their worthless stocks for war
their coat pockets. ”
George's office the Premier was not in
l*abUc worship at 10.30 a. m.

CHURCH SERVICES

s jr e o is

Niwmvmf

V13319311LNOtt

The Sunday School at noon has or
ganised classes for men and women. PILL BOXES ARE USED FOR
Junior League meeting and class for
PAVING GERMAN STREETS
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
Epworth League meeting at 615 Machine Gun Armor Taken F rom
Battlefields to Roadways
P m
Praise and Preaching, at 7.00.
IV
Tin- groat cemont squ ires of
Prof. J. H Lindsday. organist and ■onion od (urnorot which lilt' Gei ilia . :
choir master.
army turnd in construct!' ng mar lime
Fraver meeting at 7.30 Tuesday gun "pill boxes" in No Man's i.and
evening.
t he
111
and also lor
hlockhousi 'S
Christian Science
Sunday Service
at Presbyterian
Church, 11 A. M.

SENT BIG

CHEESE
TO JEFFERSON

the least perturbed. Mr. Ryan said. bonds. A surprisingly large number
Ho dropped bis work and questioned of people. Secretary Glass says, tiro
tin1 soldiers about the Argonne, the allowing themselves to be made d u p e s
fighting aronod Sedan, and about t he of swindler:
Air. Class advises bond
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Give the ‘world
the on ce over

;;1

When President Wilson, because of
his Illness, received the King of the
Belgians while propped up in bed, with
a torn sweater about his shoulders,
and told the Prince of Wales that the
bed in which he lay had been occupied
by Baron Renfrew, later King Edward
4
VII, and Abraham Lincoln, he added
•long figured on the value of cement
FORCED TO TEST GAS
traditions to the' host that already
re-enforced with mec-l as an invuin ar
cling about the White House.
MASKS THEY PASSED O
able method of withstanding modern
With this in t r o d u c t io n th e N a tio n a l
T h a n k s To th ■ w o r k
of
Bradley
shellfire. During the e a r l y invasion of
A fte r you eat- al ways take
Geographic Society has issued a
D
e
w
e
y
nf
t
h
e
A
t
m
r
h
a
n
Ca
n
C
o
mpany,
Belgium the high command were un
bulletin on the home of the Presidents
able to whip their transportation sys c h i e f o f the g a s d e f e m - e d i v i s i o n , a nd
which, it says, “ has more tender
t e m into first-class shape and,
of lhc. se a s s o c i a t e d wi th h i m t h e A. E.
human memories than any other public
(T o r your acid -stoma ^ )
course, they demolished buildings and F. w o r e g a s m a s k s that g a v e 20 time' s
building in America.”
uprooted streets of Belgian block to the p r o t e c t i o n a f f o r d e d by t h o s e w o r n
i nsta ntly relieves Heartburn,Bloat
From cellar, where colored ‘mam
ed G
Feeling. Stops food souring,
secure stones for the construction of by t h e G e r m a n s .
mies’ have cooked, for Presidents, pies
Work of mask
manufacture
was repeating, and all stomach miseries.
, dugouts and ‘pill boxes’ for machine
Aid.-- direction and appetite. Keeps stomach
like mother used to make, to attic,
centred m Long Island City, the plant e\VL ; ai.d Btrow?. Increases Vitality and Pep.
guns and artillery.
where the Roosevelt children played
FATONIC is fheboit remedy. Tens of thou
“ Long before the war on
certain expanding m m ven months from a sands
wonderfully benefited. Onlycostsa cent
and romped, there are associations
or
tw'a day to vise it. Positively guaranteed
floor
space
of
157.000
square
feet
to
railroad lines the great piles of cement
to please or we will refund money. Get a big
which range from the quaint to the
1.000,000
square
feed
or
23
acres.
blocks had been placed by the military
box today. You will See,
sublime.
officials in anticipation of war. In the When the armistice was signed the
For Sale by O. F. French & Son
“ President Wilson’s enforced dis
great drives of 1915 and 1916 the Ger gas defence division had a personnel
Houlton, Maine
habille
recalls
the
premeditated
mans just placed these blocks
on of 374 offiejers. 2353 enlisted men and
neglige-worn slippers, yam stockings
13.000
civilians.
railroad trains and hurried them to the
and old suit— by which Jefferson
Much of the work was done
by
front lines.
About 1917
they
dis
sought to impress the British ambassa
ha v e
covered that the circular cement pill women, and, as traitor could
dor with American democracy when
box was a more satisfactory method
that official arrived in full official dress
of deflecting heavy shellfire* and set to
N o t i c e of F i r s t M e e t i n g of C r e d i t o r s
to present his credentials.
Early
work constructin'; this type of block.
In The District Court, of the United S ' a f r •morning callers on John Quincy Adams
"T h e y had the cement square; :-o
on of the [ dshad to cool their heels until that
trict of Maine
moulded that eac h was numbered and
tnkruptey
President finished three chapters in
corrsponded much in the same men- : fu tii<> m e t ’ ■f of
the Bible and walked down back of the
ner that a fabricated ship or house is Ik'M.kton .v. <' urrio
In Hankr Uptry
White House for a swim in the
Bankrupt.
placed
together.”
explained
the ;
Potomac. To ‘drop in’ at the White
Knights of f ’oinmhus man. “ During ; V " th'- i-roditors
roditor;- of
id Brooke in A.
House ‘ evenings, quite the sociable
he
county
of
my recent trip through the Fat hi r- 1<'urrie i>f I'rvstal in
thing to do, during Jackson’s terms,
A n iostook and District aforsnid, 1>a nk land I found that the Germans were ,
rupt.
meant finding the chief executive be
repaving all the main
roads
over ! .Notice is hereby iriven t tint on tin • r’ath
fore an open fire, in an old loose coat
which heavy war traffic had moved j day of November, A . D., 1919, the said
doing duty as a smoking jacket, puf
with the cement squares of
which j Brockton A. ( ' un it' was i]Inly adjudi rated
fing at a long pipe with a bowl of
bankrupt and
that the first
meeting
there must be .more than 5 0 .(ton tons i of creditors will be held at the otti re nf
red clay.
on.
on
Fdwin
L.
Vail,
in
Ibnilt
111-'
now in Germany. I also found that
“ Every room of the White House
iM'th day of December, A. 1
Pda at 1'1
when they became short of steel they J
o'clock in the forenoon, ;at which
t i na
abounds In history. The oak-paneled
had pulled the rods used to re-enforee . the said creditor's may atfi-nd,
)ir, ■
state dining room knows dinners of the
'inter, e\a mi :a
their claims, ap| nnt
S(l,,ares ouf
homely sort that Jefferson gave when
,-t Kuril
other
Mr. Maokzum also related a story of '
bankrupt, and
the
Washington
village
butcher
,
.
, ,, , ,
,
. business as nniv properlv cotilr b Ini''
a huge salvage pile at (Oblen/.-Lutzel said meeting.
brought along his son because he heard
which has been set afire several tine ,
■liber -J;Mt-. •.....
Dated at I built "ii. >
there was to be an extra place at the
but continues to remain, containing
IID
W
IN
I.. V A IL ,
table; of the picturesque kind like one
oul uniforms, shirts, shoes, guns, re
R eferee In B ankruptcy.
given more than a century ago to the
Tunisian ambassador who was aggriev
ed because everyone would wihdraw
while he smoked his pipe, though his
secretary showed his good will by
ceremoniously kissing
the
ladies
present; of the bizarre kind given by
Theodore Roosevelt to cow punchers,
ex-prise fighters and distinguished men
of letters not to mention the famous
one with Booker T. Washington as a
guest, and many memorable banquets
like those to Marshal Joffre and Sir
Arthur James Balfour, when the china
set of 1500 pieces, and the famous
cut glass, every piece of which is
engraved with the arms of the United
States, were used.
rN..—
*■J-I**.,
“ No room is better known to the pub
lic than the east room, of late years
the scene of brilliant receptions and
White House weddings. It, too, has
memories of a cruder democracy when
all Washington flocked there to ‘follow
about the servants who carried re
freshments, seizing , upon whatever
they could get’ and upon one occasion
two ’ladles’ perched upon the chimney
piece to get a better view of the
GUARANTEED
colorful scene.
“ Recent discussion of gifts received

A t first signs o f a cold or grip
take

JANES COLDTABLETS

ISTEN, fellows, to some
* straight talk. Many
a man when he gets
to be 40, misses som e
thing,
H e m ay h av e
lots of money, and a fine
family but—
He never “ got out and
saw things*’ .
After he
gets settled down, i t ’s too

I

late.

Every man wants to see
the world. N o man likes
to stand still all his life.
The best time to TR A V E L
Is when you’re young and
lively— right NOW !
Right NOW your Uncle Sam
is calling, “ Shoveoff!” He wants
men for his Navy. He’s inviting
you! It’s the biggest chance
you’ll ever get to give the world
the once over!

The Navy goes a8 over the
world— sails the Seven Seas—
squints at the six continents—
that’s its business. You stand
to see more odd sights, wonder
ful scenery and strange people
than you ever dreamed of.
You’ll work hard while you
work. You’ll play hard while you
play. You’ll earn and learn.
You’ll get, in addition to “ shoreleave” , a 30-day straight vaca*
tion—which is more than the
average bank president can.
count on.
You can join for two years.
When you get through you’ll be
physically and mentally “ timed
up” for the rest o f your fife.
You’ll be ready through and
through for SUCCESS.
There’s a Recruiting Station
right near you. I f you don’t
know where it is, your Post
master will be glad to tell you.

S h ove o f f f -J o in t h e

U . S .N a v y

Cigarettes made to
meet your taste!
Camels aVe offered you as a cigarette entirely
out ot the o r d in a r y — a flavor and smoothness
never before attained. T o best realize their qual
ity co m p a re C a m e ls w ith a n y cig a re tte in

the w o rld at a n y p r ic e !
Camels flavor is so refreshing, so enticing, it will
win you at once— it is so new and unusual. That's
what Camels expert blend o f choice Turkish <and
choice Domestic tobacco gives you! You'll prefer
this blend to either kind o f tobacco smoked straight!
A s you smoke Camels, you'll note absence of
any unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or any un
pleasant cigaretty odor. And, y ou ’ll be delighted
to discover that you can smoke Camels liberally

w ith o u t tiring y o u r ta s te !
Take Camels at any angle— they surely supply
cigarette contentment beyond anything you ever
experienced. T h e y ’re a cig a re tte r e v e la tio n !
You do not miss coupons, premiums or gifts.

Y o u ’ll p r e fe r C a m e ls q u a lity !
Camels are sold e v e r y w h e r e m scientifically sealed pack
ages o f 20 cigarettes or ten packages 1200 cigarette*) in a
g la ssm e-pa p er-covered carton. We strongiy recom m end
thia carton for the hom e or office supply or when you travel.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.. Windm-Salem, N. C.

A
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influence and sc:;i times control of :na. ;)r-ach, economist , may write,
part ci the press -vitlu !.k even tie rock 1msi. ts may slum and i. u ir
■mnbi r\! output will ; L! noth! i to
“It irf also provd 1 that tie <( npany iditcr - or ow iers Is ing vrre a t it\* (lit::
ini ' ,uA. ,.
The undertaking
of the North j mu t
iurnli.k the C c v . .orient
No beer, no work!
TIk; Duti h East Indies ha; been
American Reindeer Company, which, year, if required, 5 per cent of
it.i
No work, no pay!
seriously affected by propaganda that
with a capitalisation of $75,000 and a herd and must provide reindeer for
No pay, no eat!
the government is extremely anxious.
charter,
has secured a the natives at a price not to exceed
No eat, no live!
permit to grase reindeer within an $50 each.
Than work there is no other panacea
area of 76,000 square miles North of j in addition to reindeer grazing
TRAVELS OF A BOX CAR ||Work
is man's natural state. Every
the Churchill River, is an ambitious : leases for the far north the GovernIn the Chicago railroad yards some Inormal, healthy man works, whether
: ment has a commission investigating I. W. W. wrote upon the side of a box
Ihe has to or not. The world lives on
The permit granted to the company j the possibility of domesticating the car the inscription:
! production. Hence work must lend itfcj the Government recites that “ where*' musk ox and caribou which, especially
No beer, no work!
|self to production. The man who has
as the development of reindeer in !th e latter, are found in countless
When the car reached Milwaukee a ian idea of a time when men shall live
the Iterthwest territories would prove inumbers In the northern wastes,
brakeman wrote under the first inscrip Iwithout work is on a par with the man
of great benefit to he Dominion, how
tion, the following:
Iwho proposes to give everybody
ever, the proposal of the company to HOLLAND BANGS
No work, no pay!
; something without taking anything
Artve a herd of reindeer over land
En route to Madison another work 'from anybody.
DOOR
ON
REDS
through a difficult and largely unex
t A photograph of the side of that old
Still more severe measures are man added this:
plored country from Alaska to the
No pay, no eat!
j
box car with its philosophic inscrip
vicinity of the West coast of Hudson being taken against foreigners in | In the Madison yards a maintenance
tions would become a
national
l U to earry on reindeer breeding in Holland wing to the acute fear of j man wrote the final chapter:
treasure if hung conspicuously with- ;
the area hereinafter described is an bolshevist propaganda. This fear is j
in the commons of every American
No eat, uo live!
undertaking which, although
the
now
blocking
the
Belgian-Dutch
Politicians may scratch, preachers city.—Wisconsin State Journal.
piemoters of the company a re
eeavineed that It will prove success* frontier, and local intercourse w ith;
ful, the Minister can only regard as the Belgians, which was almost un
hindered, Is practically prohibited.
an experiment"
The sentries have received instruc
The permit was Issued by the
tions
not to allow even frontier
Minister of the Interior under the
inhabitants
to pass without passports
authority of a recent general order in
advised
by
the
Belgian consul. This is
souncll firing the Minister authority
to gn a t permits to persons or corpora* a serious misfortune for some inhabi
tttsas desiring to go into the reindeer tants of Zeeland who are accustomed
has made the worth
M ustry in Northern Canada. It allows to go to Ghent regularly for purchases.

form

BIG PROJECT
TO RAISE REINDEER;

must bc “ ttlng,y br,!,d’ d or

A

QU ALITY

Ma i n e

the company to use for gracing the
Undesirables to Move
territory bounded on the east by
New measures are being taken all
■addon Bay. on the south by the along the frontier, and undesirable in- j
thafchlll* River, Indian and Granville habitants living near the border will
Mhos, and the waters connecting them be forced to move. According to an
oa the west by Reindeer Lake and the official report no fewer than 9220;
ItM meridian of longitude. The com* suspicious persons have been stopped
pony, which Is composed of Chicago at Heerenberg, on the German frontier
aai Montreal men, agrees to drive lately, among whom are
many
overland from Alaska to this district Bolshevist leaders and other Reds
ms Hudson Bay 1,500 reindeer before who carry regularly reports between
May 1. 1M1.
various committees of international
M Is stipulated in the permit grant revolutionaries. The frontier troops
ed that It does not give exclusive have seized acids for making bombs
rights, that it is not transferable, and both In large and small quantities,
that upon breach of any of its provi also enormous quantities of money for
dent it may, upon notice, be cancel revolutionary propaganda, revolvers,!
led. The employes of the company are cartridges and revolutionary literature.
Sa give strict observance to the laws
It is known that there is considerabel
Isr the protection of caribou and other Bolshevist intrigue going on in an
wlM animals in the region.
underground way here, but it is
The company, it is provided, “ must difficult for the government to grapple
place 1,600 head of reindeer on the with or lay hands on the principals.
area on or before Ala:- 1. 1921, and The communists are in close touch
carry out the b n - h o f
grazing.! v*ith Russia, and it is greatly feared
htriing and raising reindeer ro-tinoun- that if the Bolshevik; -uv <*'<u- o<-er
ly throughout the <v victl of th;rtv tVown in Russia, their chief.* whh
years for which the permit is grniro :. nuny followers will fly to nentre'
Raring that period a herd of not less countries especially Holland.
tfcaa 1,500 must be maintained on the
By subtle methods the interna'ion lands continuously and all the Bolshevikis have succeeded in gvttir,e

B rand

while

reputation

of

One M an’s Coon Coat left will sell at a.
price, also 3 Ladies’ Coon Coats left from
last season, will sell at a price

W hy Worry
About

Christmas

Teas, Coffee and Extracts
Personal a cq u a in ta n ce w ith th is bran d o f
fo o d p ro d u ct sp e c ia ltie s w ill p le a sin g ly con*
v in c e y o u th at it is u n n e ce ssa ry to b u y O u t'
o f-S ta te b ra n d s to g e t quality.
A n d prices a re rig h t

A sk

you r d e a le r fo r th ese
g o o d s.
Thurston & Kingsbury
Co., Bangor, M e.
(319)

iniiiiiifj

Thomas A. Edison
N I O

wants
every familyin the U.S.A
to nave a Phonographthis

vjl

"VC

b

That is how w e are able to make
you this remarkable offer on
E D I S O N ’S

NEW

D IA M O N D

flM B E R O L fi
Come to our store today, tomor
row— the sooner the better— pick
out the Amberola model you like best
(prices, $41.00 up) together with a
generous selection of records, and

Name Y our O wn Terms
Tell us how much or how little you
can afford to pay every week or
month. W e will meet you more than
half way in coming to a satisfactory
arrangement because we are eager
to carry out the spirit of Mr. Edison’s
wish which is in effect that money
must not stand in the Way of any fam
ily possessing a phonograph this
Christmas. Then, upon a small pay
ment down, we will immediately
deliver your Amberola and records
to your home, where this wonder
ful phonograph will fill your Christ
mas with music and your family
with delight.

The Am berola is Supreme
Back of the Ambe-ii-Ia is all the?
wizardry of Thomas A. Edison, the
world’s greatest inventor. No won

der the Amberola tone is pure melody—
free from the metallic soundand shrill
ness of ordinary phonographs and
“talking machines”. No wonder the
genuine Diamond Point Peprodncer has
solved another phonograph nuisance
the bother and expense of chang
ing needles. No wonder the Am berol
Records are almost unbreakable, and
last for years after ordinary phono
graph records have broken or worn
out.
All the world s best music is yours
on Amberol Records— the greatest
opera singers, the latest popular
dance and song hits, ballads, hymns,
military hands — in endless variety.
New records issued every month.

w

There is only one thing
to do under present
conditions, w h e t h e r
you are buying for
father, sister, brother,
or sweetheart - - b u y
useful things, some
thing that they can
make good use o f and
not have to keep it as
an ornament.
And when you think
o f buying useful things
think o f this live store
that has worked this
problem out—d o n ’ t
worry, just come in
and give us a little idea
o f who you want the
present for and B. S.,
Ezra, John, Larry, Roy
or Donald will show
you real value in real
useful presents for the
man or boy
O ur assortment is
good, our prices are
right.

D o n ’ t H e s ita te A M in u te

t o accept thisofferbecauseChristmas
giving will tax your resources —
remember Edison wants you to have
an Amberola. Please don’t delay —
our stock of Amberolas may soon be
exhausted.
e will consider it a
favor if you will come in to see us
right away.

Green
“ My Clothier”

ASTLE MUSIC COMPANY

T he Publisher says

H O U L T O N , M AINE

w e ci
A ,S ee our ad in tl
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PACfe TON

theatre in which the trial was held
In Mongolia there are only two
there came such a storm of applause modes of marriage consecreated l>;.
that Gen. Gabriel, the presiding officer j tradition-■■■capture and purchase. The
Persistent rumors of the hatching Df the military hoard, warned the cost of a wife varies from live camels
•f a plot by Villa elements in the auditors that such demonstration-'- for a young girl, to :>() or 40 camels for
an old widow, the later being quoted
state of Chihuahua, following the Were prohibited.
higher than all other classes.
In
execution of Gen.
Felipe Angeles,
After viscrously denying that he had
statements relative to prices ruling in
noted rebel leaderat Chihuahua cityresjsted the efforts of the state guards«• November 26, has reached the lllen to captllre h|m.Angeles launched select circle* ot .Mongolian soum,.^
herder.
forth into a discussion of socialism
l>rouBht out in rourt that a 'V,
Breryonc connected with the trial and quoted wor(la of chl.ist and the ma>’ ,M' h<H' Kl" “ ,r l,v,> I,ounrtB
k
" ”t ‘ words of Theodore Roosevelt and the 1,1SHnll“
•4 for vengeance, according to theAustrian socialist Kaussky.
reports. Francisco Villa, the ally of
NEW PARTY OUT
Angeles, plans to start immediately _ _ NOT PIID riIACF
FOR COOLIDGE
upon his campaign of reprisal,! DILI NUI r U K L n A o L
Announcement has been made by
Chihuahua city being his objective
WIFE; MATCH VOID William H. Truby of Bradley Beach.
point, it is said.
Paris, Nov. 26 (by the Associated N. J., “ secretary’’ of the American
Dinorders in Chihuahua City
Press)-B ecause hehad neither cap- ! party
^
national committee that such a

ANGELES DEATH
STIRS REVOLT

Reports of disorders in Chlhuahua ‘ uretl
‘>.urcJh“ sed ,his b.r,de’ *c™rd ! party was now -firmlyorganised ’ and
city have reached here, bet ABdree : ^ / 0 the tradlttonai custom ot Mon-, contlnuiaf to add new delegates and
€1. Garcai, Mexican consul general, golia‘ a y°un*
dlpl“ raat as |members from every state. He said
saM he had heard nothing of any o u t-'8igned t0 J p08t in the Far East had they indorsed and would fight
for
w t|||rT
this marriage with an American actress : the nomination of Gov. Coolidge of
Meanwhile preparations were being ! annu,led by

French courts yester-. MaBgachuaett8< tor President and Ole
Hanson of Seattle for Vice-President.
“ 0“
*a" i ” n J " JJ“ areZ' ! The diploma, met the American I n " Mr. Truby
‘ ~ included
...........................
26 articles in
Mexico, to prevent any disorders on i
.
i Shanghai, and after a short courtship.
i his announcement, to which he said
_
er
v.
.
* ,
; they eloped to Mongolia, where they j any one would have to subscribe in
Jnares police have orders to keep i
. . , „
_ , .
„ .. ..
A
*
„
. .
.
i were married before a Belgian Catholic order to become a member of the
strict watch on all suspicious charae. , .. ,
„
^
' missionary. Their idyll was short lived ! American party. Some of the article
ta n . and a strong patrol was main. . .
. .
..
. .
^
^
A
i as the American girl, according to her j follow:
tadaed on the streets.
■ ,
. ,
.
,.
.
^
.... „ ! husband s story, remained only a tew
In hU testimony before the military ;
. . . . . .
Demands War on Reds
^
„
.
days before departing without leaving
hanrd by which he was tried. Gen. AnJ
*
. . ..
. ..
“
One
flag...the stars and stripes.
.
. . . . . . . .
. , ; any address. The court held that the
■ r t * repeatedly denied that he had; matT,age was not valid as Krench ; None othc,. wante„.
token arma aga s
e -arranza gov
requires Frenchmen marrying! “A square deal tor capital and
i m n t m L hut asserted that he returned I .
.
, ,
„
! abroad to have the ceremony per labor.
to Mexico merely to effect a union of
“ That it is time to start and demand
_ .
.
..
^
, . .. - , formed befoi-e a French diplomatic
e emen s, accor ns ® 8
8 o ( j officer, or “according to the, usages |something be done for coping with
0
® a ’ pU 8 6
y . *
of the country in which the marriage ! revolutionary propaganda and efforts
.M o ot Chihuahua city. He b. tarty ,
'^
the orerthrmv
American
attacked what he termed "the strong
mill
passions’’ of the Mexican people.
r
k
’b
s
m
s
o
t
m
‘To correct these errors, I exposed ®
» y life,” he said. “ Despite my previous
valations with Villa, it was dangerous
me to treat with him, for he made
a n of threats when I made bold to
contradict .him.

gover.iin..'.a vvi.t. h .uv standing (.in
i ARMY HAD BIGGEST
boldly belt ; > the nation."
MAP P U N T IN FRANCE
| “ Get rid ot those weak statesmen ev! ervwhere who are afraid to be Amen- j Among the brand-new problems that
t
; cans and forget political ties.’’
; nobbed up in the European war wa-:
"All aliens should lie compelled to ! that ot turning out thousands of maps
register once a year until they become j a day at the front based on aerial
American citizens.
j photographs.
During the
Meuse"Congress should change the idea j Argonne offensive our aviators took
that tiiis country is an asylum for all j 100,000 photographs in four days. To
who want to come here from Europe." j meet the demand for maps, plenty of
“ The government of the republic of ; them and at short notice, the engineers
the United States is something more erected and operated in France a
than a cobweb spun in the imagination larger map-producing plant than was
of dreamers."
possessed by France herself or any of
“ Why are the dominant parties so the allies.
easy with the red bolshevist and
In order to provide a more rapid
anarchist, what has been done, and means of obtaining topographical in
why the delay? It is time to clean formation, Maj. James W. Bagley of
house and start with men like Coolidge the engineers invented an aerial
and Hanson.’’
cartoffrapb o r mapping camera which
“That hereafter all proposed changes takes three pictures at a time from an
in the constitution of the United States airplane, mappdas a strip of territory
shall be submitted by referendum to three andf a half miles wide at 5000
vote on."
feet elevation, the series of pictures
Mr. Truby said that it was tho thus taken forming a mosaic map of
desire of the American party to get the country over which the airplane
every true-blooded American interested has flown which is as accurate and
to become a member, and that there far more detailed than a map drawn
were no dues, no obligations, only from surveys.
teaching America first, last, and all
The engineers likewise produced
the time.
portable machine, blacksmith and

vl

[portable lithographic truck-sets furnish
ied the 29th engineers—the surveying
and printing regiment—being greater
than that of the permanent mapreproduction plant of the geographical
survey in Washington.

Do Not Forget
|

to P a y y o u r

i

ELECTRIC LIGHT
BILL
Before W ednesday
Dec. 10
and save 12

1-2

per ct.

H oulton W ater Co.

Save Time and Potatoes— Money for the Farmers

BOGG’S POTATO GRADER

W ATCH For Our JANUARY

Thought He Would Be Hanged
“ We had our first argument in Tosesigna, because he called Madera a fool.
I retorted something, and our voices
TOM to shouts.
Villa’s soldiers
•xpected that he would order me
hanged, as he had done to all those
w h e contradicted him.
“ Afterwards, when he had calmed
down, Villa told me that I jras the first
MMtorn that had contradicted him and
escaped alive.
“ This confirmed in me the belief
that Villa would have been a good man
had it not been for despots and
sycophants.”
In the course of his lengthy address
te the court, Angeles spoke of Victor
■ugo’s “ Les Miserables,” comparing
Francisco Villa with Jean Valjean.
Suddenly the prisoner raised his
voice and shouted:
“ Those who accuse me and those
who arrested me are Villistas. The
masters should he the people, who
Should govern themselves, who should
tease being servile for they are
great— ”
%
From the balcony of the large

,■!

CLEARA
SALE!

.*1

Everything in our stock
greatly reduced price

G. W . Richards & Co
3 4 Years of Merchandising

T he la w re q u ire s fhe g ra d in g of potatoes a m i H us n utehm e does
the w o rk —C all and see it

JAMES

S. P E A B O D Y

B a n g ’02 * S t r e e t
H o u lto n , M a in e

W h a t S h a ll I G iv
The answer to this question is right in this store.

W e intend to make your Christmas shopping easy.

prepared a large selection of things suitable for Christmas gifts.

W e have

Anything you wish to give to your Father,

Mother, Daughter, Son, Sister, Brother, Sweetheart, Cousin, Aunt, Uncle, Baby or Friend can be found here.
For your convenience we will list only part of what we have in stock as Christmas gifts.
Larger and B e t t e r T h a n
Ever Before.
Our selection
o f Christmas goods will meet
with your approval. . .

Variety

Service

Value

Style

Gift S u g g e s t i o n s
Furs
Gloves
Bathrokes
Camisoles
M en’s Hose
Boudoir Caps
Silk Petticoats
Handkerchiefs
Ladies Hosiery
Silk Umbrellas
Georgette W aists
M en’s House Slippers

Ties
Toys
Dolls
Bags
Books
Corsets
Ribbons
Kimonos
Neckwear
Underwear
Pocketbooks
Shopping Baskets

Perfume
Blankets
Sweaters
Housedresses
Floating Toys
Manicure Sets
Fancy Aprons
Traveling Sets

Prices are reasonable

Our sale of Fall and W inter
Suits continues.

Large re-

ductions being made on all
Garments.

If you want to

save money on a;j new, “Suit
call on us.....................................

Toilette W ater
Silk Underwear
Mechanical Toys
Sweet Grass Baskets

J o e B e r n s te in
M arket Square

Everything in Ladies’ and Children’s W ear

Houlton, Maine
K

E

2
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PAM

During the montn of October, 1918
Henrv Gordon, a Church of England , 1 saw the demonstrations and they is a dull government, with little Iing 300 hoard loot a day, were made*
minister. The latter dug 40 graves ! (Ud not impress me as dangerous. The aggressiveness, outside of Noske, but |to yield ten times that quantity when alone, the A. E. E. produced 30.000,000
il will stand because it is stolid and
with his own hands Twenty per cent allied military men in Berlin have a
'operated by,Yankee lumbermen), in board feet of sawed lumber. SO,000
can sit tight, while a lack of capacity
What would you say it' the largest [ of the population of Sandwich Ba> certain measure of admiration for old -n an .ltrop|lied oi^ctorato to fix on ! the Vosges this work was carried on cords of firewood, and enough standard
diamond in the world were laid on a I was wined out.
Ilindenburg, and they do not believe any scheme of opposition offers an j so c lose to the front that the pl'.'.nts gauge ties to build a single-track railtable in front of you and you knew it
\ godsend to Dr. Grenfell has been
there is any mischief in him in the additional guarantee that the govern- ] were repeatedly bombed by enemy way from the Great Lakes to the
was to be your own? You think doubt- }h(> decision of the American Y. M. (’.
ment will not be disturbed.
i airc raft, and shelled by
enemy Gulf.—From the “ Army Behind the
less you would rise to the drama of the : \ to s,,m| two doctors, a nurse and a present situation in Germany.
Sporadic Uprising
moment and express your emotion in j So< iul worker to Labrador and north
One fact that makes against the
[artillery.
Army.” (Charles Scribner’s Sons.)
beautiful and appropriate words. May-| xowfoundland.
Cold and hunger may cause sporadic
growth of the military spirit is the
be you would. Again, maybe yon : An entln_, herd of reindeer has been utter universal contempt for the ex uprisings, but Liebknecht and Rosa
Luxemburg are dead, and the Sparwouldn’t.
transferred from Newfoundland to Labkaiser. 1 have not heard a single good
What Tom Cullinan said under such i nulor Muny white natives as well as
ticists, like every element among the
circumstances is recalled by the dis the Indians and Esquimaux will be word lor him. “ Coward and poltroon German people, lacks both leaders and
covery, according to a dispatch from able thus to obtain food and clothing ir ■ the words c ommonly applied to spirit.
London. of the second largest diamond when they might otherwise succumb him It is a safe prediction that if
There is a widespread interest here
in history in the Premier mine in South to privation. The herd was brought . a monarchy is ever re-established first, in the question of ratification of the
Africa—the same mine that produced from Lapland in 190S. Dr. Grenfell1that R wil, ])e a constitutional form, treatY
the league of nations covethe Cullinan. the largest of the world s has a letter from Stefansson, declar-.
TT ,
'mint. One business man said today.
no Hohenzollern
diamonds. The new stone is said to ing the reinder the real solution of the j ani ’ secont
a no
° 1 nZ
;
“ America cannot now withdraw from
weigh 1500 carets. With unprecendent- p' ^ blem of caring for thc people.
will reign. The ex-crown prince is
European affairs. The whole situation
WHEN YOU DO YOUR
prices and a universal demand for
______________
making foolish efforts to pose as a |is the result of America coming into
diamonds as jewels, it is worth in the
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
liberal, and a publicity bureau is [the war. Formerly we had our quarrels
vouch more than half a million dolars. GERMAN ARMY
maintained
in
his
behalf.
Any
journaland
wars
in
Europe.
They
were
the
you’ll find it safe, economical and con
Fred Wells, foreman of the Premier,
NO MENACE NOW ist who takes the trouble to go to result of our territorial and trade
venient to pay by check—assuring a
walked down into the mine late one
By Charles H. Grasty
Holland can get a daily interview with competitions. First one nation and_
receipt for every payment.
day in 1902 when the miners had quit
There will be no early recrudescence him on any subject. But he is a dead |then another would be the aggressor.
The Houlton Trust Company invites
work and the great excavation was de^ duck. The royalty who is discussed .Alter a war we would get together and
your account spbject to check.
aerted. He stubbed his toe and looked of
militarism in Germany.n. wjth the ieast contempt is Prince Rup- 'make onr settlements. In this war a
down in irriation. There lying on the strength of the Pan-American party pret.ju, of Bavaria
Checking Accounts are solicited.
But there is small country more powerful than any of us
ground, left unnoticed by hundreds of
came 3000 miles across the Atlantic
in
the
National
Assembly,
which
is
prospect
of
a
monarchy,
and
when
norlaborers. lay a crystal as big as a base
and entered the contest when all other
ball. It glimmered in the twilight like about 10 per cent, approximately mal conditions return, the odds are
This
a lump of frost-ice. He lyirried to the expresses the strength of militarism heavy that German} wil l s e t t le down combatants were exhausted.
rendered German defeat inevitable.
into
a
democracy
company's office with it.
in Germany today.
mtn * r,nmnf‘r'u'v
The power of America not only
Spirit of Dejection
Tom Cullinan. principal owner of the
u may get stronger during the wim
determined the result of the war, but
mine, and McHardy, his general man,
...
The spirit of the masses is one of threw our peace negotiations out of
ter. but in my opinion the danger will
ager. were at a table counting the day’s
dejection which in another country balance. Instead of the war being
gleaning of diamonds. Wells laid the n°t
from that side, but from the would mean some sort of political up
giant crystal In front of them without Left. Germany has broken her back heaval, but unless Russian bolshevism ended by our surrender and peace set
tled according to European viewpoints,
a word. Cullinan and McHardy stared and cannot strike in the old way.
gets in, such uprisings as may occur the allies, particularly France, pro
i t it like men who saw a ghost.
in the next few months will probably ceeded to make demands based on
Impenitent and Arrogant
McHardy’s eyes almost popped out of
he local, sporadic, and within the American help. It becomes necessary,
his head and cold sweat broke out of
The Pan-German* are impendent, a,- powers 0( N orte* soldiers to control. therefore for Ameri(.a, whlch partlci.
his forehead. He was frozen dumb. rogant. and loud-mouthed. The chief Initiative and aggressiveness are lackted t()r reasons of jjbertv and
Caliinan broke the silence.
damage now being done by them is the ‘n£. anc* Pe°I),e
probably continue jUSti(.R to S(an(j i,y and see that the
“ Holy mackerel ” he said almost
to suffer without any attempt at victory which her added strength won
impression of concealed and dangerous
aader his breath.
revolution, although the situation is is administered along linos of liberty
It was hardly what a dramatist, sure power in Germany which is created in not free from danger.
and justice."
of bis art, would have had him say in
entente countries by their behavior.
I believe that instead of occupation
OB6 of life s third-act climaxes. But, »p|jese are Gie worst people in any hv the allies arousing resentment in
aecordlnf to authentic tradition, it is
EFFICIENCY IN FRANCE
w
.
.
.
. country, not excepting the Bolsheviki, the people it would rather he
what he did say and as a heroic abt
welcomed. A good authority told me
The
American forestry regiments in
surdity, proving the inadequacy of an(* they are as different to the
today that in spite of anti-Wilson France bore striking witness to Amer
language to crystalize history’s big mo- miseries of the German masses as feeling in certain quarters, a temporary
ican efficiency and energy. The official
ments into a phrase, it might seem to they are blind to the causes and effects joint control by America and England
rank with that thrilling but unquotable Qf the war It is to be hoped that if would be received with satisfaction by reports show that saw-mills which
under French management were yield
word which the hero of Napoleon’s Old
there should be a Bolshevist upheaval the masses,
Gaard flung out at the tip-top of tra
The
government
it wouUl
would result
result in
in wh>mg
wiping out this
*he go\
eminent is lacking in
gedy's crisis at Waterloo.
u
positive popular strength. Curiously
The Cullinan weighed 3025% carats, breed of ugly Prussians.
enough, the safety of the present
'll measured 4 and 2% by \x
/z inches In my judgment the demonstration situation lies in the very weakness'of
It was too collossal for use as a gem. for Hindenburg has been magnified the German people. The mmnloto
Kings refused to buy it. Millionairs
W h y s t i v e h a r d e a r n e d money
and misinterpreted in the allied coun paralysis resulting from political inwould not invest in it. The Transvaal
experi' a; . ■ is tin* main oasis on which t o
th e
Ferthi'.'er C o m p a n i e s ?
government finally purchased it for tries. They were made daily by young rests the probability that the present
H
u
y
b
e
t
t
e
r g o o d s at lo w e r p rices
$1,000,000 and presented it to King students and signified pride in the old government will not be overthrown.
■dward VII.
military achievements rather than a The government is in. and there is not
It was cut by Amsterdam experts. s,:t purpose to make trouble.
m o m 1y
by o r d e r i n g
enough political life to g'*t it out. It a n d s a w
The largest resulting jewel weighed
y o u r c h e m i v a l s < ; tile L e d e r a *16% carats and the next largest
lion.
399 3-16 carats. These remain the two
T h e s e a r e t h e p r i c e s if o r I f i a l s
largest finished diamonds in existence.
Two other pieces of 92 and 62 carats
(1 r a c e m a t . o r i a l s d e l i v e r s > d t o t h e
rank among the world's large stones.
L o ca ls:
From the remainder, 101 brilliants
4- 5- 4
$ 48.00
were fashioned. So in glorious wreck
53.00
d
8
6
age, history’s most wonderful diamond
became a part of the crown jewels of
s - 8- 7
55.50
You Depose i n afte
■agland.
56.00

DIAMOND SAID TO
WEIGH 1500 CARATS
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Houlton Trust Co.
H o n it o n ,M a in e

F arm ers!

Ho u l t o n Sa v in g s S

in k

MOULTON,

TO DAM STRAITS
OF BELLE ISLE
“ The damming of the straits of
Belle Isle is what they are talking
about where I come from," said Dr.
W. T. Grenfell, the Labrador mis
sionary. prior to his departure for
Liverpool. Wjth Mrs. Grenfell he will
sail on the Winifredian. to he gone
three months.
“ The promoters are trying to obtain
government aid," he added, declaring
that to s h u t out the Polar current
would result in'obtaining ice-free navi
gation through the Gulf of St. Law
rence the year round and make Nova
Scotia and C a p e Breton warmer. The
passage, however, is nine miles across
and 40 fathoms ’deep in the centre. To
make it practicable from an economic
atandpoint they should have set the
German prisoners of war to work on
the project.
Continue to Aid Fishermen.
Dr. Grenfell has not seen his home
at Chester. Eng., since he went over
v i h t!:e Harvr .il unit in 1915-16, and
he has lost 12 cousins in the war. It
will be a rather sad homecoming, but
instead of taking any well-earned vaca
tion. he will spend part of his furlough
In laboring to establish some institute:for the North sea fishermen, who have
suffered so much, and performed such
heroic feats, in maintaining the patrol
over the mine fi^'ds.
He ts still working for the goal of his
ambition—a $1,000,000 endowment fund
for his hospitals, that, with advancing
years, he may be relieved of the neces
sity of raising a considerable part of
his annual $70,000 budget by lecturing.
The influenza epidemic of last winter
swept away so many of the Labrador
and north Newfoundland breadwinners
that an influx of orphans has resulted,
many more than can he cared for at
Dr. Grenfell’s orphanage, and he was
thankful to receive aid from the Rev.

She made a hit upon the stage,
Her newest song was all the rage;
With truly operatic power
She sang the praise of Town Talk Flour.

Milled on Honor—Ideal for
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THE MOST
DANGEROUS DISEASE
No organs of ths-human body are so
Important to health and long life as the
kidneys. When they slow up and com
mence to lag In their duties, look out!
Find out what the trouble is—without
ded&y. "Whenever you feel nervous,
weak, dizzy, suffer from sleeplessness,
or have pains in the back—wake up
at once. Your kidneys need help. These
axe signs to warn you that your k id 
neys are not performing their func
tions properly. They are only h a lf
doing their work and are allowing im 
purities to accumulate and be convert
ed into uric acid and other poisons,
which are causing you distress and will
destroy you unless they are driven
from your system.

G et som e G O LD M L D A L H a a rle m OK
C a p su le s at once. T h e y are an old, tried
p re p a ra tio n used a ll over the w orld for
cen tu ries. T h e y con tain only o ld -f a s h 
ioned,
s o o th in g
oils
com bined
w ith
s t r e n g t h -g iv in g and s y s te in -c le a n s in g
herbs, w ell k n ow n and used by p h y s i
cians in their daJly p ractice.
G O LD
M E D A L H a arle m Oil C a p su les are im 
ported d irect fro m the la b o ra to r ie s in
H o llan d . T h e y are co n v e n ie n t to take,
and will eith er g iv e p rom pt r e lie f or
y o u r m o n ey w ill be refunded. A sk for
them at an y d ru g sto re , but be sure to
get
tire
o rig in a l
im ported
GO LD
M E D A L brand. A ccep t no s u b stitu te s.
In sealed p a ck a g e s. T h ree sizes.

i.

In.
^
^

conkktiM
by

R. J. K«nsMi
Ttbuw C*.

P

L A Y th e sm okegam e w ith a jim m y

RESTORES_VITALITY
Givm

i ipe If y ou 're hankering for a hand
p

o u t for w h at ails y o u r sm okeappetitel
F or, w ith P rince A lb e rt, y ou ’v e got a n ew listen on th e pipe question

Strength to tho Nervously
Weak and Run*Down.

Peptiron is both medicine and food
fo r the blood and nerves. I t is in
fo il accord with advanced science as
$• the proper treatment o f anemic
cuid neurasthenic conditions, in which
tho need o f more and better nourish*
w ent is to apparent. I t combines
Iron and manganese with nux, celery,
pepsin and other tonics and diges*
trres. I t supplies the deficiency o f
red blood corpuscles in anemia, re
pairs the waste o f nerve tissue in
nervousness, gives color and stam ina,
and restores vitality.
------- B
m
wa* run down and nervous.
Peptiron has done m e great good.”
Neat to
Sere a F ’ fcr.hurg, T ivoli, N. Y.
JIa<: J by C. I . H ood C o , Lowell, M ass. i *•

that cu ts you loose from old stu n g tongue and d ry throat w o rrie s!
M ade b y ou r exclu sive patented p rocess, P rince A lb ert is scotfree
from bite and parch and hands you about th e biggest lot o f sm okefun
that ev er w a s scheduled in y o u r d irection!
Prince A lb ert is a pippin o f a p ip e-p al; rolled into a cigarette it
beats th e b an d !

G et th e slant th at P . A . is sim p ly ev ery thing a n y

m an ev er longed for in tob acco!
figure u p th e sport you ’v e

Y ou

n ever w ill b e w illin g to

slipp ed -on once you

get that P rince

A lb ert qu ality flavor and q u ality satisfaction in to you r sm o k esy etem l
Y o u ’ll talk kind w o rd s ev ery tim e you get on th e firing lin e !

R O A D W A Y

P H A R M A C Y

Elks Club Prescription Druggist

----------

Mala Street

Toppy rod h f«, tidy rod tins, handeomo pound and half-pound tin humi
dors—and—that ctatty, practical pound crystal place humidor with
oponpo moistenor top that keeps tho tobacco in each porfoct condition.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C
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j for several years and it was thought |the living quarters of the inhabitants
j that an operation would be beneficial. 10f the town. Even the streets were
0,1 Thursday at the time of the oper, and he realism of t„ buM i
1ation her case was tound very serious,
. .
.
and having a weak heart she could 'vas s<) ronvin('1ng that hundreds o!
not stand the test.
jswallws built their peculiar nests of
Mrs. Hunter will be greatly missed Jmud jn the copings and cornices.
j
by the home circle, where she was
.,Another cily of „ „ entire|y
always a kind and thoughtful wife !
, . .
. I
formerly
MVI/MV
f?
----- of this town
WWW.* but
«UV now of Ban and
LUDLOW
mother and also by a large circle ent character was built in the hills J
Mr. John Howland has purchased gor and a I108* of frieadf: Interment of relatives and friends to whom she , surrounding the Douglas Fairbanks
« hnnaA
nW«o,i by
hv Robert PrtW
oii was made m Smyrna Mills. H< age
the
house owned
Powell
was about 65 years.
was endeared by her cordial and ; studios. Here the action demanded
and has moved his family there.
gracious personality.
The Ladies Aid of the Baptist church
For many years sin* has been a ‘ a Mexican village and a Mexican vil
will hold a box social and a sale of
LITTLETON
member of the Baptist church and was la g e ‘Doug’ built.
useful and fancy articles at the
Miss Ida Golding of Danforth is the always willing to assist in its work,
“ Still another episode demanded a
school house in District No. 1 Dec. 19. guest of Mrs. 1. W. Chase.
i -V.
She is survived by a husband, one
New
York tenement street and
Miss Ada Ross was the week-end daughter, Mrs. Robert Wilson, three
EAST H0DGD0N
guest of relatives in Houlton.
sons, Almon. Fremont and George, one ‘Doug’ built it.
“ In addition to these and many
purchased the
sister Mrs. M. W. Cone, one brother
iUIO.
1 veil L/iailU
m CkO the
lUCt £
UCflL ( I.
*• W.
” • Chase ^vilVuu<ivu
UIO valuable
vatua
Mrs. 11U
Herbert
Crane was
guest
------ of" ™
...............
John N. Adams of Houlton.
of her daughter in Houlton the past driving 1
horse
Rev. J.
L. Wilson,
mftre. a complete European railroad
Funeral services were held at hei line was built. 1500 feet long, and of
week.
James Briggs is reported to be a
Mr.
of ---little
better.
Nurse HI
Archibald
is late home Sunday afternoon and was
A
UI. Charles
Xy'liOl ICS Knight was
uas the
LUO guest Ul
~
cuiut
’ John
’ * Thomas *last ~
■'
largely attended by relatives and rfu> stan,|ard continental design the
Mr.
Friday
and’ other 1caring for him.
friends.
Mrs.' C
atherine
Flewelling
is
ill
IQUUOl
---~~
~ ~
. .vy u
a^i i
Hi with
MJU friends. The flowers were beautiful and carriages being the exact duplicate of
Mr. Guy Turney, who was hunting bronchitis at the home of her daughter, in profusion among which was a large the type in use in France.”
wreath from Ricker Classicial Institute
the past week in Sherman, came home Mrs. Asbury Stoekford.
Wednesday and Thursday. Dec. 10
a large umww
pillow from the U. B.
with two fine deer.
The George Crosby farm has been “and
**'* ^
and 11th. Four shows daily, admission
Miss Gertie Curran, who has been ' 80!^ to Frank Fowler of New Limerick, Ladies Aid Society.
Visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. who will move in March.
Her pastor, Rev. D. A. MacKinnon 17 and 28 cents .
Curran, has returned to Waterville,
Miss Lucy McCordic returned Satur- officiated. He spoke comforting words
H»ine.
! day from McKenzie Corner, N. B , ‘to the bereaved and also repeated the
Don’t forget the all day Grange Iwhere she has been visiting friends, poem entitled, “One Less at Home.”
POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT
knooting at the hall in Houlton. j Rev. J. L. Wilson left Thursday for
Frank W. Burns of Fort Fairfield
Members requested to be present from i South Paris, where he has accepted MYSTERY SURROUNDS
wishes to announce that he will he a
this place.
a pastorate. Mrs. Wilson will go this
---------------------jweek. The best wishes of many friends
STORY OF HIS MAJESTY,
candidate for the office of Sheriff on
M 0N T1C E LL0
g° With them t0 their new field of
THE AMERICAN the Republican ticket at the June
Primaries.
Guy C. Fletcher has returned from
Mrs.O. V. Jenkins, who has served
Houlton, where he has been the past j as Secretary of Littleton grange for Manager of the Temple Theatre
249 Advtg.
Which Will Show New Fairbanks
three
serving
the Jury.
years, M
was piVdOaiiUf
pleasantly
MWW weeks
«*
~ - * -*«o on ----------------«
r•
. ; the
w past **five
»V
Several couples from here attended |surprised on Saturday evening by the
Film Will Nt Divulge
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
the dance at Bridgewater Fridayj grange voting to pay her expenses to
Plot of Picture
Whereas Holman D. Foss, then of
evening, given by Tinkers singing Bangor to attend the State Grange.
Houlton in the County of Aroostook
orchestra.
Mr.
and Mrs.
and
„ aJ, »»»vt
mis. Fred
x-icu Ewings,
Bwiufts, Mr.
mi. ttuu
“ it’s too good to give away. said , u,,u
L’1 maine,
oy his
nis mortgage
and State of
Maine, by
mortgage j
Mr. H. L. Good has so far recovered
,1nn,1 dated
--1 May
---" "15, 1909 and recorded
Mrs R A Hanning. Mr. and Mrs.
;! deed
from his operation as to be able to B u ra h L LUley CharleB Porter andManager O tarcM !w hen he was asked,n (he Aroogtook Registry of Deeds ;
■ X ^ h 7 mV'fmm"the’ victorla Hospital IJ. A. Robinson were the
delegates |to tell the story ot Douglas Fairbanks ,
yol. 241. Page 157. conveyed to;
return horn© from the victor
v
ielected t0 attend the U. B. Quarterly *•His Majesty, the American,
now i Houlton Trust Company, a corporaIn M ontiwl.
Montreal is In j meeting at Hodgdon, Dec. 12. 13 anci;showjn (01. lwo days .
tlon having its place of business at;
,
Dr. H. n . Gnoney oi
_
T
4
..... t l isaid Houlton, certain real estate,
I town on a visit to his fat
, • -j \ n imDOrtant meeting of the Federa-1 “ Now’ 1 am not g0 ng 0 1
described
in said mortgage as ,
CJaen^. He
just
1tt™ of Farmers will be held at the ■anticipation of my patrons by telling follows:— “My homestead lot, situate1
overseas servlc^ bmng nltM
n
Grange Hall on Saturday
evening,j the story of Douglass Fairbanks’ new, on the North side of Heywood Street,,
‘ “ ■ S S J lttS E H i r » ! » o ^ X-Ray Dei 13th to ascertain the amount o f ' ,
Maiesty. the American' In; so-called in the village of said Honl-;
wounded there, tie is
fertilizer the Littleton local will need |
...
n .„. p , , ton, being part of lot numbered
1
rranae Hall to purchase Every farmer ought to 'advance. But
will say
Ithirty-three (33) in the South Division i
^ « d ^ d « r ? y e i l n g h given b y ’ five Ibe present at this meeting.
banks has spent more money on this
saf(j Houlton. described as follow s,'
on Wedneeoay^
* a
Elbrldge
Miss Laura Dickinson, teacher at picture than he has ever spent before, j to wit: beginning at a point ten
Mrs O C Metcher. M rs.; the Harrlgan School, will have a : b
e he has raadc it f o r release di- ™ds & thirteen links east from the!
S T C l w d M « . Norman M oD e^ j C ov ert ^ n d • £ « » « *
« * » ] , * to the theatres of the country b y “
i
w»a woH aUonded, fifteen ta
e^ng G ? |o o ,clQck Tfae proceeds are tojth United Artists—the
Big boui rods to Iand formerly of Walter
were
ana aa social hour
«««, enjoyed
*
filled. served
At ®feVeJ
! sHinnl
be used to purchase an organ for the —which is made up of Mary Pick- Mansur, thence easterly four rods,
be '
......
*
muiiHur, inence easterly f(
by all.
all
Ischool. Every one invited to
lwl„ t Charlie
vimillc Chaplin,
u .aimn, Douglas
i^uu^ias Fairr an - thence
iubuib soumeny
ford,
southerly six
six rods
rods to Kwthe
present.
iv.nks and n W Griffith
center of said Heywood Street, thence
At the regular meeting of Littleton ; l)tlllks an(1
.
west on the center line of said
BRIDGEWATER
,'Grange on Saturday evening, the
‘‘The story ot ‘ His Majesty, the H e y w o o d S tre e tto th e p la co o fb e g in Jessie Everett has returned
to ! following officers were elected: Master IAmerican’ is a knockout. It gives ning. and being lot numbered three
Sanford, Maine.
A. T. Schools; Overseer, Bliss Bubar; 1.1)0ug- a ciiance (0 do a lot of entire (3) on the north side of said Heywood
Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Folsom o f :Lecturer,
Zettie Bubar; Steward, Don
.
... Street ------ ”
, , , ' hest,tatc 10 street
according to the plan and
Montleello were In town Friday.
Assistant
Steward.
John iI^*-v "new
eK tld(’ks
M ' k* and 1 llon
n u .
Aadatant
steward*
don T ae" ‘
i survey
of John C. Carpenter; also
_ _____
------ --------:~7
•”
.
kyuapmin,
Liewis
i
a
rso
n
;
— ------ —
‘a
piark ' ?*Uba v,’v • rhaniain
lew is Carson; say that the picture is far and away another parcel, being part of my said
ftrewer
got poisloned
Saturday
Sec.,* Maude
The little
child of Mjs.
Ada with
^ !Treas..
i Murphy,J. F. Leavitt;
p
.
aude A.a . ! fhe biggest production that he has Homestead lot, bounded as follow's.
choloroform.
IJenkins; Gate keeper, D. F. Adams;
ever
' turned
.
\ out. ,
viz:—Beginning
aty a— stake
on
th
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Stackpole enter-jpomona> Daisy Carson; Plora 01i
y
,
'
w
■'
A/1I
t ill.
“ I’ll let this much of the secret out. iNorfh one of said Heywood Street
talned a party of friends from Houlton Leavitt; Ceres, Mrs T A Schools
over Sunday .
___________ _
; six rods east from the east line of
‘Doug’ plays the part of a young ! i;.a{d Kelleran Street at the southeast
Mrs. Nell Lawrence has been
American who simply can’t keep out corner of lot of land sold by A. P.
entertaining her brother from FalH0DGD0N
i,
to A.QfS. ^Collins,
thence
month. Mass.
, Mrs. Almon Hunter of Amesburv, of trouble.
He takes ..a mimi
hand in
in aall Hovwood Une
ColHns
lotNorth
Pive
Mrs. E. R. Smith and Mrs Mabel IMass, arrived in town Friday.
sorts of situations which lead hi n a
ro(j s tQ jan(j formerly owned or
h0th b6en 111 the PaSt i Mr‘ William Sherman has returned over thf world. We find him first in occupied by Donald McLeod thence
v M k witii baa colas
from the hospital and i s ' im p rov in g /New tv/.rv
York vv.tt-.tr
where we
he men
tries to
easterlyalong
ivi show
nmi« theeasieriv
along the
the South
South line
line of
of said
said
Mr. Lynwood
Lynwood McQuarrie
McQuarrie has
has been
been ij Pire
...
T'
‘
w llf lie a special meeting of i Mr.
Department
how it should be run. |McLeod lot Four rods and thirteen

Every Animal
At its Best?

Is

SURROUNDING TOWNS

' / '!■

3?'
sZt

D on ’t let your stock lose their
Summer's gain through November
neglect. Your animals are now
going on dry feed—hay and grain .
It's a big change from the succulent,
nutritious grassea of summer pastures
which supply the needed laxatives and
toniej.
Keep your ani
mals' bowels open
and regular—drive
out the worms—
keep their blood
rich and keep their
digestion geod by
feeding regularly

Dr. Hess Stock Tonic
A Conditioner and Worm E xpcficr

Don’t allow your stock to “get off feed1*
and in a run-down condition.
Condition your cows for calving by
feeding Dr. Hess Stock Tonic before,
freshing. Then feed it regularly to in
crease the flow of milk. It lengthens
the milking period.
Buy Stock Tonic according to the *
of your herd. Get from your dealer
iounds for each average hog, five pi
or each horse, cow or steer, to start
feed as directed and then watch r

J

W hy Pay the Peddler
Tw ice M y P rice?

PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.
HOULTON,

MAINE

Tell us how much stock you have.
lllunrvtellnno
iniritnfl
We'll
you how
much Tonic to Iw y.

Dr. Hess Instant
Killer Kills Lice

BetterThanW ood
USE

an aMaCk
rmd him helping Urn p . „ c . raid ^
^
^
^
^
^
10^
eveoing, Dec. 1
j A large crowd attended the M. E. the den of a king of the underworld. , >,T0rth line of said Heywood Street,
that Osgood’s store in! sale and supper and more than $180;\Ve find him later in Mexico showing thence westerly on the north line of
Houlton contains many Christmas was realized from the occasion.
j the bandits what they don’t k now ‘ said Heywood Street four Cods and
C n o t fail to call when
The Ladies Aid of Ihe u . B. Society, h
t h , Ir b u , l B 0 M a nd the„ we find
^irteen links to the place of beginwill have their annual sale of fancy
y A r J o lilG M t o f the U S. Navy has work, aprons, etc. at the Town Hall |him butting-in on
the affairs of a l.t-Second:—Part of said lot numbered
town at the
home of Ed Dec. 18th, both afternoon and evening.
|tie principality in
Europe. It is thethirty-three CkD in the South Divimehols for a week,
he returned Supper will be served at 5.30.
ijolliest mix-up you have ever seen in 8ion of said Houlton described as
Tuesday to Boston accompanied by
Evangelistic services conducted b y ! Vrtlir
follows -Bounded North by said land
JSi,
! Chaplain Croft will be held at the M. -y°m llfe“
^
n n ,fv nf n.p ...... formerly owned or occupied by Donald
RKnard Ash._____________
; E. Church each evening, except Satur-! ‘‘An idea ot the enormity ot the pi
McLeod, east by my said above
s i taiiflsVIC
day of this week andnext. Please ! duction
can be gathered from the tact described homestead lot< south by said
Mr. Leland LINNLUd
Adams returned last iplan to attend eachservice.
'that Mr Fairbanks spent $40,000.00 I Heywood Street and west by said
Mr*. Evie Adams Hunter
viicvi .hi.
, ., , . „ Kelleran Street.
week from Fairfield.
erection oi one se a
. Said above premises being same
Mr*. Byron McQuarrie visited in i, . Mrs_ . Evie
„
. Adams- Hunter, the wife~ for the
Houlton over Sunday.
!
^ urlfer and youngest daughter This is an entire section of a little conveyed to me by Isaac H. Davis by
of
the
late
Henry
and
Amelia
Adams,
Mr*. Cha*. Holmes visited with Mrs. .ot tlle. Iate Henry and Amelia A
French town and was built complete his two deeds dated Dec. 29th, 1905
Preston McKeen last week.
passed from the earthly
_____ life
— to
™ her j to the last detail, from
u an(l Mch 2. 1896, respectively and
from palace
ualace to
Mr. Hartley Stewart returned one I^5er?.al rest ^
Aroostook Hospital. Hovel, from Citv Hall to railroad sta respectively recorded in vol. 218 page
IHoulton,
morning, Dec. L.
„
. ....
, , ou
day
ij last week
ween from
irom Hebron.
neoron.
r *’ early
----- J Friday
i-i-l -x ..
- -*
’| tion. Everv building was erected as 395 and vol. 152 Page 381 of Aroos
— ■* spent two days
-------------------------------Mr*. Ham Ruth
last j 5t“ . at
ag® of
53 years,
Mrs.
has ha«"
been {in "*
poor health 1permanently as if it were designed as took Registry of D^eds.”
week in Houlton with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Hunter hao
Now, therefore the condition in said
Harry Sawyer.
mortgage is broken by reason where
Mrs. Millard Moore and baby of
of said Houlton Trust Company claims
Houlton are visiting her parent*. Mr.
a foreclosure of said mortgage and
and Mrs. L. J. Bubar.
gives this notice for that purpose.
Bridgewater, Maine
Mrs. Jewett Adams and baby spent
Houlton. Maine December 1. 1919.
Monday and Tuesday in Houlton with
HOULTON TRUST COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Kimball.
Bv its Attorneys, Archibald.
Mrs. Geo. Adams and Mrs. Hattie
349 '
Dither spent two days last week in
Houlton with relatives and friends.
Misses Carrie Sawyer and Fern
Pinch will hold a Pie Social in
French’s Hall on Friday evening.
Ladies please bring pie or sandwiches
and cups and sugar.
Many friends of Miss Willa Stewart
W e have a full line o f Christmas G oods.
Our line
are glad to know she was able to leave
contains gifts suitable fo r all ages. Call in and look
Madigan Hospital last Saturday and
Is visiting, her brother Byron Stewart
them over. No trouble to show goods.
and family on South street.
Mrs. Jessie Collins returned la st!
week from Bangor, where she has been ,
G. BEECHER CHURCHILL, Lessee & Manager
visiting her daughter, Miss Ardis
Co|llns who has been training in the :
4 Shows Daily 2-3.30, 7-8.30 p. m.
Admission 11 and
Bangor state hospital. JMiss Collins
passed a very succes8fUF*xamlnation
from the Bangor hospital and started
Saturday for Bellevue hospital. New
York, where she is to finish her course
of training.

OUTSIDE

WINDOWS

------- A

Good Assortment -------

A M. Stackpole, Jr.

Do Your

Christmas Shoppin;
NOW!

TEMPLE THEATRE

BRIDGEWATER DRUG CO.

SMYRNA MILLS
Mrs. P. J. Garcelon
The funeral of the late Mrs. Peter
Garcelon was held from her late home
In 8myrna Mills on Wednesday after
noon, Dec. 3. The floral offerings
were many and beautiful bearing
silent testimony of the love and
respect In which the deceased was
held. Many choice offerings being
sent from Houlton from friends and
the W. C. T. U., in which Mrs. Garce
lon was much an earnest worker.
The death of Mrs. Garcelon came as
a surprise although many of her
friends had been expecting the end
for a number of days. Throughout
her illness of several months she has
born her suffering with patience and
courage looking forward until the la st!
in the hope of improvement. For a |
number o f years Mrs. Garcelon lived j
in Houlton moving to Presque Isle I
where she resided for a few years and I
then going to Smyrna Mills where she |
has since resided. She was a faith- f
fnl member o f the Free Baptist
chnrch and during her Illness of
eeveral months has enjoyed the visit
of her pastor, Rev. Mr. Jenkins. She
was an earnest worker In the W. C. T.
U., and was the means of having the
curfew law established in Houlton.
Whatever she found worthy of doing
she did in a most fearless manner.
ShO was a faithful wife and a devoted
knother. Although of the Free Baptist
church those of any church or creed
she looked to as being her friend.
During her stay in Smyrna Mills she
w u most active in Christian and
phfiltntropic work. She seemed to
think of others forgetting herself
la a great many ways. She was hope
ful to the last and looked forward to
gutting about again. Besides her hus
band she leaves three children,
Arthur o f Smyrna Mills, Willis an engineer on the Bangor ft Aroostook R.
R... and located at Bangor, Eugene

Christmas
SHOPPING NOW

W e have a full line o f Christmas G oods. Gifts suit
able fo r all the family. C om e in and see them. No
trouble to show goods.

L. A. Barker & Company
Oakfteld, Maine

Program W eek o f December 8, 1919
MONDAY

Wm. ROGERS
in

In your pocket by using

OUTSIDEWINDOWS
Large Stock of all Sizes

J. E.Tarbell & Sons
Smyrna Mills

THURSDAY
Douglas Fairbanks, also Elmo, the Mighty
and Weekly News

“Almost a Husband"

FRIDAY

A class A picture taken from Opie Read's
famous novel “Old Ebonezor". The produc
tion is a humorous affair. Start the week
smiling, also Ford Educational Weekly

VIOLA DANA

TUESDAY

PEGGY HYLAND
“ Cheating H erself”

Dollars

17c

Have you been thinking of leading the sim
ple life recently—you know, “ early to bed
and early to rise"? Before you take any
desperate steps along this line see what
happened to the Hilton family. You will be.
seeing a diverting little comedy, also Mutt
and Jeff and The Red Glove
WEDNESDAY

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
---------- jn — —

“ His Majesty, The American”
A class A comedy. Douglas has gone “ into
business" for himself now and this first
picture shows no lack of time, money or
effort and surely will please the whole fam
ily.
Popular ’ Prices. Also Weekly News
and Chester Outing

“ M icrobe”
A delightful adaptation from the Ainslie Ma
gazine story by Henry Altimus affords Viola
with a delightful vehicle and you with an
hour of the light entertainment that makes
you forget the world’s sordidness and sends
you away refreshed. The greater part of
the story is laid in the luxurious home of
the author DeWitt Spencer, also Hooligan
Cartoons and Animal Reel
SATURDAY

M ARY MacLAREN
------------i„ — ——

“ Unpain tedlW oman”
A charming story of small town folks. Some
of the very finest rural atmosphere lias been
given this picture. The story is an appeal
ing one and affords enjoyable entertain
ment, also Weekly News and Two Reel Sun
shine Comedy
Here is what a great man says of “ The
Heart of Humanity" Homing December 17
and 18. “ Pictures as you have never seen
them that’s ‘The Heart of Humanity.” A
laugh, a tear, a smile, a sob. and then the
most wonderful of memories.”

